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ThzodoJi V.IONESCU

at hi& iOth

Professor Th.V.Ionescu was born on February 2.1, 1899 in

Dorohoi.

He attended primary and secondary school in Botosani,

where his parente lived and then went to the Iasi University.

In 1921, when he graduated, he coined the Laboratory of
Electricity at the University being soon promoted to the posi-
tion of lecturer. In 1923 he took his Ph D "with honours"
under Professor P.Bogdan. After studies in France, at Nancy and
Sorbonne with Professor Aimé Cotton, he returned to Iasi as
full Professor at the Chair for Experimental Physios, Univer-
sity of Iasi in 192S, position which he held until 1941 when he
joined the University of Bucharest, at the Chair for Gravity ,
Heat and Electricity. In 1950 he became head of this chair,a. po-
sition which he held until his retirement and even after that
he carried on as a consultant professor. He was the dean of the
Faculty of Physics between 1964-1966.

Professor Ionescu will always be an example for us of fi

man who succeeded to blend in a most-distinguishe manner scien-

tific and didactic activity.

In Iasi, as well as in Bucharest fie completely reorga-^
nized the laboratories of experimental physics with new and mo-
dern equipment, providing thus the students with the necessary
means for performing a large variety of experimental work,
either related to general courses in physics, or to original re-
search activities. In acknowledgement of his didactic activity
he was awarded the title of Professor Emeritus in 1964.



Regarding his activity as a researcher, he might be con-

sidered a tvue pioneer not only because he initiated experimental

work in many branches of electricity in our country, but also

because many of his résulte did open new fields of interest in

contemporary physics. He studied the propagation of electromagne-

tic waves by means of dielectric constant and conductivity varia-

tions, demonstrating for the first time the phenomenon known at

present as "electronic spin resonance".

In 1933 he proved that energy can be transferred from an

ionized gas to à high frequency source using labile negative mo-

lecular ions, a phenomenon which stands now for the well known

ma&er effect. In research^ together with Prof. C.Mihul, he

coined the name of "ionospheric channels" /or the surfaces paral-

lel to the earth on which e.m. waves cart, propagate without los-

ing- energy. This name is nowadays acknowledged by- American and

Soviet works in the field. His studies on high amplitude iono -

sphere pointed out the existence of e.m. wave reflections for.

multiples of the fundamental cyclotronic frequency, that is the

"multiple cyclotron résonance" which was brillianty confirmed by

Canadian scientists in 1962 with the Allouette satellite.

Two other of his hypotheses have been proved- experimen-

taly,namely : the ionosphere structured as a single ionized layer

(whose critical frequency he proved to be due to. eigenfrequen-

cies of oxygen labile molecular ions, calculated by him in 1951)

and the discovery of the existence of electron energetic levels

at high quantum numbers (formations called "huge atoms" at pre-

sent and put into evidence by American physicists}.

An eminent professor and prominent personality in con-

temporary experimental physics, Th.V.Ionescu has become a member

of the Romanian Academy since 1955 and Bead of its Physics Sec-

tion. He was also elected President of the Society for Physics

and Chemistry. He was awarded the State Prize in 1963 and orders

of the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Conitantln Plàvifu. loan lovlt-Popztcu Victon Ghe.ox.ghe.
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SECTION I

L'ANALYSE MODALE D'UN LASER A He-Ne

G.G.Brâtescu , Z.Maris , M.Ristici** , T.Tudor* e t V.Vasiliu**

F .culte* de Physique - Université* de Bucarest

I n s t i t u t de la Physique et de la Technologie

des Appareils de Radiations de Bucarest

Les modes d'une cavité résonnante sont l es s t ructures de

champ s ta t ionnai res compatibles avec les conditions de limite de

la cavité*.

La cavité" résonnante est un des éléments de construe -

t ion essen t ie l de tout laser ; par le stockage d'énergie qu 'e l l e

réalise, elle entretient dans le milieu actif la densité* d'énergie

nécessaire pour la production de l'effet laser.

Les cavités résonnantes optiques utilisées dans le cas

des lasers ont la particularité" d'être de structures ouvertes {ré-

sonateurs Perot - Fabry ) avec une longueur plus grande que les di-

mensions transversales, fig. 1. Cette particularité fait que d'un

nombre immense àe modes qui sont permis dans une cavité* fermée, de

même dimension, dans la zone spectrale de l'effet laser, on ne

peut pas déceler qu'un nombre restreint de modes, pour lesquels

les pertes sont suffisamment petites pour être compensées par l'am-

plification produite dans le milieu actif.

Dan* ces conditions la densité spectrale des modes peut

ftre suffisawwnt diminuée, les modes peuvent se détacher les uns
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des autres et, avec des appareils spectraux qui ont une résolution

suffisamment grande, ces modes peuvent être isolés et analysés .

Le fait que la cavité a une longueur de quelques ordres de

grandeur plus grande que les dimensions transversales actives ,

fait que l'aspect transversal et l'aspect longitudinal des struc -

tures modales peuvent être examinés en termes différents dans une

telle mesure qu'on peut introduire pour ces deux aspects les déno-

minations : "les modes transversaux" et "les modes longitudinaux".

Les trai ts essentiels des structures du champ stationnaire

d'une cavité résonnante peuvent être obtenus par la théorie ùv ré-

sonateur confocal / 1 / , / 2 / ; les modifications pour les résona-

teurs nonconfpcals / 2/, / 3 / se rapportant spécialement à cer-

tains aspects de détail.

Les modes transversaux sont obtenus dans la condition que

la distribution du champ sur la surface d'un des miroirs doit être

réproduite sur la surface de l'autre (jusqu'^ une constante, en gé-

ne'ral complexe, qui exprime la diminution de l'amplitude et de la

variation de la phase )£Fig. 1 }.

Soit E 'HP) le champ sur le miroir A : sur le miroir B i l

sera :

E(P') = aEoMP) (1)

D'autre part, d'après le principe de Huygens - Fresnel :

Ç
E(p) = I ér ST~ Eo

s'
avec les notations introduites dans la Fig. I. On tient ici compte

que le facteur d'inclination est 1 + cos9 & 2 pour les conditions

ds propagation dans la cavité laser (b>>a). Les mêmes conditions

p*ra*ttent l'approximation / 2 / :
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b _

Avec (2) et (3) la condition d'obtenir (1) est donnée

sous la forme de l'équation intégrale :

(4)

au les limites d'intégration pour les lasers usuels et pour les

modes d'ordre transversal peti t , qui peuvent osciller dans un laser

peuvent être élargies / 4 / jusqu'à +» sans affecter sensiblement

les solutions.

Le noyau de l'équation intégrale (4) ne contient pas des

termes mixtes en x et y, situation qui donne la possibilité de

séparer les variables. Les fonctions propres f_(x) et 9_(y) des

deux équations qui sont obtenues par la séparation des variables en

(4), donnent les "modes rectangulaires" de la cavité laser, des

structures de forme / 2 / , / 4 / , / 5 / :

- % < x 2
+ y

2 )

> 2a v i
ou H sont les polynômes Hermite de différente ordres et

c = 2n — = 2nN

avec N le nombre de zones Presnel de la cavité.

Les valeurs propres correspondantes, a' et a , déter -

minent les pertes de diffraction de la cavité pour chaque mode sépa-

rément :

1 - I • I 2 - 1 - I c n o n | 2
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et aussi, e l l e s caractérisent la conditions de résonance de la

cavité.

On peut aussi établir cette condition de résonance dans

une manière plus simple :

Les modes longitudinaux. Chaque structure transversale

(5) peut Stre réalisée de plusieurs variantes longitudinales, sur

plusieurs fréquences. Les fréquences des osc i l lat ions stationnaires

qui peuvent se produire dans la cavité sont déterminées par la con-

dition que la longueur double de la cavité doit être un nombre en-

t i e r de la longueur de l'onde de la radiation correspondante :

2L = qX (6)

Chaque structure longitudinale du champ électromagnétique

qui sa t i s fa i t la condition de la s tat ionnante axiale (6) es t un de

ses modes. De (6), les fréquences différentes des modes longitudinaux

sont :

vq - q 5§- H)

Elles forment une série discrete de fréquences équidistantes,(Fig.2a)

avec l'intervalle:

Av. C
2L

(8)

Parmi ces résonances de la cavité, seulement les résonances qui se

trouvent dans la zone spectrale de la transition laser seront exci -

tées (sous le profi l , en général élargi par l ' e f f e t Doppler, de la

ligne spectrale correspondante a l'émission laser , Fig. 2b) et l 'émis-

sion laser, avec les différents modes longitudinaux qui correspondent

pour le même mode transversal, aura la forme indiquée dans 1» Fig.2c.
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Les expériences ont été faites avec deux lasers de type

L.G. , un laser a He - Ne L.G.50, un laser de puissance qui fonc-

tionne en régime multimodal transversal et un laser L.G.5 de

moyenne puissance, fonctionnant en régime monomode transversal.

Le laser L.G.50 ut i l i sé dans nos expériences a les sui -

vantes caractéristiques : la longueur de la cavité" b = 1,7 m, le

diamètre intérieur du tube 2a = 5 mm,, les rayons des miroirs F=4,7m,

les miroirs étant couverts avec des couches multiples diélectriques

(9, respectivement 15 couches de cryolithe et de sulfure de zinc )

et ayant les coefficients de reflexion de 98,2 % respectivement

99,5%.

Dans ces conditions 1'amplification est suffisamment

grande pour compenser les pertes même pour les modes transversaux

d'ordre relativement élevés, le régime normal pour le fonctionne -

ment du laser étant le régime multimodal transversal.

Dans la figure 3 nous présentons un multimode transversal

de ce laser. I l représente une combinaison linéaire des distribu -

tions fondamentales monomodes de la relation (5). Dans ce- régime

multimode, le faisceau a une puissance maximale (60 ifiW).

Le laser L.G.5 est réglé sur le monomode transversal TEM.

Ce laser a été élaboré et réalisé pour les recherches d'interfero -

metrie et de l'holographie. La cavité résonnante a la longueur de

350 mm i les miroirs ont 9 respectivement 15 couches de cryolithe

et de sulfure de zinc et les rayons de courbure de 2,5 m.

Pour les applications, i l est nécessaire de connaître les

caractéristiques spectrales, le régime modal longitudinal de fonc-

tionnement de ce laser.

Les lasers ont été élaborés et réalises dans la Section de
Lasers de l 'Inst i tut de la Physique et de la Technologie des
Appareils de Radi'ations (IPTAR) de Bucarest, Roumanie.
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Les modes longitudinaux de ce laser ont été étudiés nar

un étalon Perot-Fabry avec une distance de 100 mm et des miroirs a

9 couches diélectriques. L'étalon a été illuminé par un faisceau

laser qui a traversé un "expandeur" un peu défocalisé. Le "pin -

hole" de 1'expandeur est de 10u. Les anneaux d'interférence ont

été photographiés dans le plan focal d'un objectif de très bonne

qualité (Apo Tessar 11/1200).

Comme on peut voir dans les figures 4a et 4b, le laser

fonctionne sur deux ou trois modes longitudinaux.

Comparativement , dana les figures 5a et 5b est donnée

la structure modale longitudinale (la structure a modes longitu-

dinaux) du laser L.G.5 sous la forme présentée par un analyseur

spectral Spectra Physics 420.

Ces études ont été commencées dans nos laboratoires dans

le but de monter et mettre en fonction une installation pour la

recherche des radiations produites dans les lasers construits dans

ces laboratoires, pour contrôler la structore des radiations, de

connaître toutes les caractéristiques nécessaires pour l 'ut i l isa-

tion de la radiation laser, en général, dans la recherche et les

applications et surtout dans le cas où i l est a,s'imposer d'avoir

une radiation pure monochromatique sans des satelli tes.
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STUDY OF THE EXCITATION OF ATOMIC GASES

AND MIXTURE OF GASES AND METAL VAPORS

BY HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRIC DISCHARGES

Iancu Iova and Gheorghe Oncioiu

Bucharest University, Department of Physics

Bucharest - Màgurele

I. INTRODUCTION

The usual spectral sources like the flame, electric

arc, electric spark etc., are very efficiently used for the

spectral analyses of a lot of chemical elements, but not for the

atomic gases.

In this last case, of the atomic gases, with high ex -

citation and ionization energy, the low-pressure discharges spec-

tral sources, of d.c. or a.c. at low or high frequency, are to be

used.

In the glow discharge plasmas the excitation and ioni-

zation phenomena are due particularly to the inelastic electron

collision with atonic and ionic systems.

The high frequency electric discharge spectral sources

presents the great advantage to keep up a high purity of the

gases during the work, due to the possibility of external elec «

trod excitations.
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In this work, the authors deal with dependence of the

excitation of some atomic gas-gas and gas-metal vapors mixtures,

on the distance between the electrodes, the gas pressure and the

induced applied magnetic field values. The experimental data con-

cern with Hg + He and Ne + He mixtures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL.ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrangement consists of : a high fre -

quency voltage generator, the tube of discharge, a high vacuum

equipment, a spectrograph and an electromagnet of magnetic field.

The high frequency voltage generator is a push-pull os -

cillator / 5 /„ with two triodes symmetricaly arranged and with

capacitive reaction (Fig. 1).

The same phase oscillations of the voltages at the

points A - B, leads to a double amplification of the amplitude.

The power of the generator is 40 W and the adjustable

frequency approximately of 100MHz .

The capillary tubes of discharge are made of rasotherm

glass with the inside diameter of 1 mm and 40 - 60 mm length.

(Fig.'2).

A three prismed spectrograph type ISP-51 was used. The

recording of the spectra was made on OKWO Rot-Rapid W PI photo-

graphic plates (22 DIN/125 ASA, in the spectral range of 2500 -

6850 8).

III. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

By using the mentioned gas mixtures, the relative in -

tensity of some spectral line* of the Hg, Ne and He éléments as

function of the distance between the electrodes, of the pressure
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Fig.l. High freauencv voltage generator draft.
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d= 1mm

Fig. 2. Electric discharge tube.
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and of the induced magnetic field is studied.

The behaviour of the relative intensity of some spectral

lines as a function of the mentioned parameters is the following :

a) The ie.la.tj.ve. inte.nii.ty ol the. ipzctial li.ne.i VS the.

dA.itan.ce. bztuiee.it the extzunat ei.ectn.odzi.

For the Hg + He gases mixtures the total pressure at the

room temperature (300°K) is p = 2.65 torr. At this temperature the

mercury partial pressure is & 10 torr. The spectral lines from

the Table 1 were studied.

TABLE I

Element

Hg I

Hg I

Hg I

He I

He I

He I

Ift)

4046.56

4358.35

5460.64

4713.15

4921.93

5875.97

Tn.ami.tion

63PO

6 3 P l

23P(

2h

2 3 P

- 7 3
S l

- 43S

- 4*0

- 33D

The relative intensity distribution of these spectral

lines, as a function on the distance between the electrodes is plot-

ted in Fig. 3 for He and Fig. 4 for Hg.
«

As it can be seen, the relative intensity distribution de-

pendence on the distance between the external electrodes, presents

an important oscillations for the helium spectral lines, but enough

important for the mercury ones.

Concerning the mercury spectral lines behaviour, it may be



200

150-

Hg-

13 -
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= f it)

5875.9?'Â

10 15 20 i(mm)
Fig. 3. Relative inten<;xtv of the helium soectral lines for the mix-
ture Hg-He, as a function of the distance between the external électrodes

200

150

WO

Hg-He

lrtin-fit)

Fig.4. Relative intensity
of the mercury snectral
lines,in the same condi-
tions which are given for
the figure 3.

10 15 20 /(mm)
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due to both, electron temperature and atoms and electrons concen-

tration variations by the tube heating during the work. Moreover,

the helium atom owns some metastable energy levels, which can

transfer by second kind collisions, the excitation energy to the

mercury atoms and to populate additionally, nonequal, the 7"*Ŝ

level by cascading processes.

For the Ne + He mixture the total pressure is 3.35 torr.

The helium gas appears like an impurity of approximately
4

10 p.p.m concentration.

The spectral lines used, here for both gases are given in

Table II.

Table 17

Eli

Ne

Ne

He

He

imznt

I I

I

I

I I

4379

5343

5875

6560

.5

.28

.97

.09

Tn.ani4.tion

3d4F - 4fV

3p[y2]- 4djV2]°

2p3P° - 3d3D

4f2F° - 6g2G

We find also a normal intensity distribution for the

helium spectral lines (Fig. 5) , while the neon spectral lines

have a similar behaviour as the mercury.

The excitation of the neon lines by energy transfers,

from the helium metastable levels to the neon atoms are possible

once again. (Fig. 6).



Ir
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6560.13 h
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Fig.5. Relative intensity of the helium soectral lines for the

mixture Ne-He, ?s a function of the distance between the
external electrodes.

WO

50

WO

50

Ne-He

W 1B ((mm)
Fig.6. Relative intensity of the neon spectral lines, in the

same conditions which are given for the figure 5.
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8) Thz illative. intzniity o$ thz ipectial linzi

dzpznd&ncz on thz gai mixtuKZ pn.zt>&u.n.z.

The pressure range values for the Ne-He mixture is

0.067-5.23 torr. In Fig. 7 we can see that relative intensity

of the neon spectral lines Ne I A 5852,48 8 3s'jjL/2J° -3p'[l/2J

and Ne I 6074,34 8 3s [ l 1 / ^ 0 - 3p[V2~|present practically a

smooth variation as a function of the gas pressure, without oscil-

lations. The intensity of these spectral lines are increasing up

to approximately 2,7 torr while the helium intensity spectral

lines are decreasing. Accordingly with the theory / 1 / , / 3 / ,

/ 4 / , / 6 / , 111 and with some previously experimental works

/ 2 / , / 8 / the atoms concentration increasing of the gas, leads

to an electron temperature decreasing. In the pressure range of

0.067 - 2.7 torr the atoms concentration increasinc may be res -

ponsable of the spectral lines intensity increasing. The decrease

of the electron temperature leads to the helium lines intensity

decrease. Towards the higher pecssures the decreasing electron

temperature causes the decrease of the excitation number of the

neon atoms. I t results especially from the Ne I v 5852 8 line be-

haviour.

Because of the small helium concentration in neon, the

cross - sections of the excitation energy transfer, from the heliu

to neon is practically unimportant. This fact may be also a reason

of a mentioned intensity distribution of the neon spectral lines.

Y) The. ma.gne.tic iizld in^tutncz on the.

*ptct&al timi intensity bthavioui

The range of the induced magnetic f i e ld valuae Is 0-570

Gs.
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In a perpendicular magnetic field, on the discharge tube,

after approximately 100 Gs value of the high frequency electric

discharge turns off. So, the study of the spectral lines inten-

sity behaviour was made on the plasma of the discharge tube, im-

mersed in a magnetic field paralelly with the last one. The spec-

tral lines studied for the mixture Hg - He, in these conditions,

are given in Table III.

Table. Ill

Ele.me.nt

Hg I

Hg I

Hg I

Hg I

rie I

He I

He I

He I

(X)

4916.036

5769.59

5789.66

5790.65

4387.93

4437.55

4921.93

5047.74

Tn.anaA.ti.on

o P, - 8 S
I O

61P1 - 6 \

; \ - 6S

2 X P - 5 1 D

2 S - 5XS

2XP - 42D

It is important to point out the appearance of the spectral

line He I A 4437,55 8 (which have one of the highest excitation

potential) in the presence of the magnetic field only. That means

in this cas the plasma gets a higher electron teirperature.

For the Hg-He mixture the relative intensity of the spec -

tral lines as a function of the induced magnetic field, presents

a practical smooth increase for the mercury spectral lines (Fig.8)
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as well as for the helium lines (Fig. 9).

The radiation amplification may be explaned by radial dif-

fusion reduced losses of the charged particles towards the wall *

the same.

The spectral lines studied for the Ne-He plasma immersed

in the magnetic field are writed in Table ZV.

Table. TV

Element

Ne ZZ

Ne Z

Ne Z

Ne Z

He Z

(*l

4379.50

5360.01

537V.98

5433.65

5875.97

lKanii.ti.on.

3d *F - 4f 4F°

3p[l/2> Si[lUÏ\o

3p[l/2]- 5s'Cl/2]°

2p 3 P° - 3d 3D

We must to point ont a minimum at & 500 Gs in the relativ

intensity distribution as a function on the induced magnetic field,

for the spectral lines, from Table Zv belonging to both gases, He

and He.

The explanation of this minimum by a grater inelastic col-

lision with excitation energy transfer between the Ne and He atoms

is not satisfactory because of the identical position of this mini-

mum for the spectral lines of both gases. More plausible, this mi -

nimum may be due to an instability connected with some "diffusion

oscillations" of the plasma. In this cas, the transversal diffusion

is increasing and the lbsser of the charged particles to the wall

more Important.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the work are reported new data concerning the exci-

tation of gases mixture in the high frequency electric discharge

spectral sources.

These data are very important for the gases mixtures

spectral analyses, and for some other subjects connected with the

transfer of the excitation energy.
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CESIUM TRIODE AS CURRENT SWITCH

G. Musa, L. Nâstase and B. Dinu

Institute of Physics and Technology of nadiation Devices

University of Bucharest-Physics Department

An important number of papers have been published on

cesium diodes, due to the connection of this subject with the therm-

ionic energy conversion.

Various methods have been used to enhance the perform-

ances of the cesium thermionic converters, including the triode

type construction. In this type of converter, an auxilliary dis-

charge between the third electrode and cathode permits a better

compensation of the electronic space charge.

In the first paper published on auxilliary discharge

thermionic converter / 1 /, the switching properties of such de-

vices has been pointed out too.

Indeed, for suitable values of the aoolied voltages on

the auxilliary electrode, it is possible to ignite or extinguish

the discharge between the cathode and anode if a convenient vol-

tage is applied across these electrodes.

In the quoted paper / 1 /, because the main purpose of

the experiment was the compensation of the electronic space charge,

the auxilliary electrode was heated, in order to ensure an increa-

sed rate of the ion production.

The switch effect has been studied separately in a noble

gas filled triode, again using a heated auxilliary electrode / 2 /.
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In this paper we present the switch characteristics of

a thermionic cesium triode, with a cold auxilliary electrode.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental arrangement is schematically shown in

fig. 1.

The cathode K is a 0.2 mm diameter tungsten wire of lo

mm length, the anode A is a planar stainless steel disc of 15 mm

diameter, mounted at 10 mm distance from the cathode. The grid

G is a 15 mm diameter stainless steal cylinder with 0.8 mm wall

thickness. It has one side closed except a 5 mm diameter hole.

The filament is mounted inside the cylinder, near the hole.

The anvelope of the device is of pyrex glass of 35 mm

diameter and contains a small amount of liquid cesium, the pressure

of the residual gas after ssaling-off being about 10 torr.

The used circuitry allows the following facilities:

heating the cathode with a d.c. current at different temperatures,

applying a d.c. voltage across the cathode K and the grid G at

various values and polarities and applying a d.c. voltage across

the cathode K and anode A at various values.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS.

The main current which is switched is the cathode-anode

current I. The dependence of this current on the applied voltage to
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the grid (U > is presented in the figures 2 and 3 both for switch-

on (Imax) and switch-off (ïj,^) situations. There are suitable va-

luces of u to make I_<n practically zero.u
The values of the experimental Parameters, namely Ê  -the

voltage applied across cathode-anode gap, O--the voltage applied

to heat the cathode and T-the temperature of the cesium reservoir

are given in figures 2 and 3. On the same figures, the values of

the auxilliary electrode current at switch-off situation, I . i s

represented versus U . This current is lower than the switched

current, !_„» especially for increased values of the applied vol-

tage across the electrodes.

The influence of the cathode heating current, I f , on the

parameters of the thermionic switch triode (see fig. 4) is practi-

cally negligible.

The voltage drop U. (at I___,) across t"*e cathode-anode
KB IuaXgap in the switch-on situation is rather high. In fact, this is due

to the geometry of the system, for shorter distances between auxil-

liary electrode and anode a much lower value of this voltaae (U.

a t i»»,,) should be possible.

The value of I m a x is obtained at U = 0. The applied vol-

tage U on the auxilliary electrode estinguishes the discharge

between the cathode and the anode, switching-off the device. Such a

behaviour is due to the fact that the cathode is practically com-

pletely surrounded by the auxilliary electrode.

The auxilliary electrode current decrease with the increase

of the applied voltage 0 , which is negative with respect to the

cathode.
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CONCLUSIONS

The presented r e s u l t s prove the f e a s a b i l i t y of a cesium

thermionic t r i o d e swi tch, able t o work a t low vol tages and high

ambient temperatures (up t o 250°C) and a t a kHz frequency / 3 / .

Of course the obtained prel iminary parameters of t h i s

switch tube are not optimized. In order t o improve the parameters,

fu r the r research must be done.
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ELECTRODLESS DISCHARGE

Nicolae Gherbanovschi, Octavian Zancu

Faculty of physics, Electricity Department,
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It is a high frequency discharge type also known as

"ring", "of H type" or "inductive".

The discharge is excited whan the tube containin gas

under low pressure, is located inside a solenoid traversed y a

high frequency current.

Inside the fully developed discharge, the currents,

induced by the variable magnetic field produced by the solenoid,

form closed rings. The electromotive force along such a rixrç,

previous to the spatial charge establishment, is given by tke speed

of variation of the magnetic flux delimited by itself.' In thlis way,

the discharge represents in fact the secondary circuit of a high

frequency transformer.

The electrodless discharge has two stages; an incipient

one (the first discharge stage) characterised by weaker light when

the gas band spectrum is mainly emitted and a regime stage (the se-

cond stage, appearing at higher current intensities through the

solenoid) when the spark spectrum of the gas is mainly emitted. The

first stage is owed to the electric field existing between the ter-

minals and the turns of the solenoid whereas the second one is pro-

duced by the tangential component of the electric field generated

by the high frequency field of the solenoid.
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According to the use, the discharge tube can have va-

rious shapes; cylindrical, spherical, torns, etc. and is made

of SiO2, glass or metal with wall thickness smaller than the

penetration depth of the electromagnetic field, under a given expe-

rimental condition.

DISCHARGE THEORY

A first theory of the inductive discharge, under the

hypothesis of a constant spatial resistivity of the gas and a con-

stant field neglecting the longitudinal electric component, was

given by Thomson.

Considering the gas as a conducting medium and assuming

the ohmic conductibility, with the density current vector

Maxwell equations (in SI) in air are;

rot I = u 5 = « ol (1)
o o

rot E = - -5l (2)
3t

where Û "Hoft-H and the other quantities have their habitual sig-

nificance from electrodynamics.

Applying the rotor to eq. (1) and replacing the value

given by (2) with div 3" « O , results

At = ̂ £ (3)
p 3t

As B varies with r only (r being the distance to the so-

lenoid axis) and is parallel to the solenoid axis-considering the
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discharge tube a infinite long cylinder-, it follows;

If the solenoid is traversed by a current varying

according to a periodical low of the form e i W t , e(£. (3') becomes

or by denoting

3t2 r " p

w i(0 2
= h

at
(in)2B = 0 (4)

Eq. (4) is a Bessel type one and in consequence the general so-

lution of this equation will be

B = AJQ(inr) + BYQ(inr)

Since for r = O,B has a finite value

B = AJQ(inr) (5)

At the outern limit of the gas, i.e. for r = a the induction of

the magnetic field is BQsin ut so that from (5) it results for

A the value

B sin ut
— and therefore the solution of eq. (4) is
Jo(ina)

Jo< i n r>
— B_sin wt (6)
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A more rigorous theory of the annular discharge where

the electron continuity equation must be solved concomitantly

with field equations, has been given by Eckert and completed by

himself latter.

The equations for B, B» (induced electric field) and
u

conductivity a are deduced for a long cylinder. The diffusion is

considered as the main loss factor for electrons, ;he collision

frequency is supposed to be constant and the soace distribution

of energy is determined by that of the induced electric field.

FIELD EQUATIONS

Considering a variable in soace, i.t follows by diffe

rentiating Maxwell first equation anddiv B = O

+ u (arotE - E grad a) + — rot TT = ° (7)

But B = B(r), E = E(r) (see fig.l)

Then ,

3r r

grad o = 52.
dr

and the second Maxwell equation under integral form becomes;

(8)

(9)

(10)
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Introducing (8), (9) and (10) in (7), we obtain;

8 B + 1 3B =

Sr"6 r 3r
^ if r
dr rl c2 St

( H i

Assuming B(r,t)= B.lrle1 '"' the equation for B (r) is;

Û2BA 1 dB/i

ûr2" r dr
r. dr r ,

As in all practical cases £« g the last term from equation (.

can be omitted.

Using (10) and (12), a differential equation -for E 'x

is obtained

+ -- ft
d r - r2 dr d r r3 A

where }l = - p iu>

CONDUCT IVJTV EQUATION

Considering the electron proâuction by electron-atom

collision and the loss by ambipolar diffusion as In the positi'-

column, fftectty .̂n̂  Supposing that the ionisation -frequency \ .

and t.he a«nb> polar cUf fvsicsn coefficient X> are m tbîs case

funirtioas of the jraâios £ -the continuity e^^sti-on for

has the following form;
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d2n x 1 dn , r dDa , x 9 i ( r )

—j + - — ( + l ) + n ^i = O (14)
dr* r dr D dr D (r)

where n is electron concentration.

For vfi = const (frequency of elastic collision) (T and

n are correlated by the relation

a =
v2+a>2
c

As a^ n, from eq. (14) we obtain

d 2 a

d r 2
+ i d<r

x dr
r

a

d D a

d f
1) +a

v± ( r )

D (r)
o

(15)

(16)

EXPERIMENTAL

i t was used as precinct a glass tube 40 cm long and

3 cm in diameter, introduced•in a coil made of 4 turns of copper

wire 6 mm in diameter. The inner diameter of the coil was of 6 cm.

The coil was feeded from a radio-frequency generator provided with

GU-29 electronic tube (fig.2). Figure 3 gives the practical diagrame

of the used generator.

I t can be observed that the generator is in fact an asta-

ble circuit . The frequency of the oscillations delivered by the

astable is determined by the time constant of the condenser dis-

charge processes. The oscillations are got from-the tube's anodes

through a LC circuit that has a resonance frequency of 38 MHz.

The obtained power is approximately 30 W.
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By inductive coupling of the tube to the oscillator

the discharge starts obtaining an intense luminous plasma.

To feed the generator a plate tension of 300 V(I-»80mA),

and a screen one of 200 V(lE=25mA) were used.

After the discharge start at an approximately p«0<2

torr (in air) we observed the extension of the luminous column

since the pressure into the tube diminished (the vacuum pump was

in action).

Measuring the pressure with a Pirani yacuummeter and

the length of the luminous column with a transparent graduate

line, we obtained the following experimental data;

1. For discharge starting

Hem) 18 22 23,5 27 29 31 32 34 36

p(torr) 0,2 0,1 0,09 0,07 0,05 0,04 0,03 0,01 0,008

2. For discharge extinction

l(cm) 35 31 28 25 22,5 19,5 14,5 10,5 8,5 5,5

p(torr) 0,01 0,04 0,08 0,1 0,3 0,4 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,825

Figure 4 (graph) gives the dependency of the plasma

column upon the gas pressure for starting and extinction.

From the graph it can be seen that the obtained curve

looks like a hystertzis loop.

The fact that the discharge extinguishes at a much

higher pressure with respect to that of start one Is explained by
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that owed to an enough high ionisation Produced into the gas

during the start (the probable existence of a great number of

oxygen molecular ions) the entraining conditions of this discharge

are maintaining at relative high raressures too.

By screening the tube opposite to the coil, the dis-

charge couldn't start, fact proving the importance of the longi-

tudinal component of the electric field in the starting of the

first stage of the annular discharge.

At enough high pressures (~0,7 torr) we observed the

existence of the plasma sensibility state, manifested by the ten-

dency to approach to the finger put on the discharge tube.

After 5.-6 hours of working we proved the existence of

the post luminiscence of the gas (probably owed to the high disso-

ciation of hydrogen). In order to verify this hypothesis a spec-

tral analysis should be done to see if, in this eventuality, lines

of very high order of Balmer spectrum would appear. These lines

under labor conditions are not observed but are usually meet in

starspectra.
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HIGH FREQUENCY DISCHARGES IN XENON

AT SUBATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES

T.Bohàtiel and R.PSrvan

Faculty of Physics, Electricity Department,

University of Bucharest

1. INTRODUCTION

In some of our previous studies / 1 - 10 / we tried

to find the nature of the ionisation in unipole end other va-

rious discharge types in gases at high frequencies and low pres-

sures.

Our present experimental data on the discharge in

Xenon confirm the conclusion that the entraining of different

types of discharge is due to the electrical excitation and ioni-

sation.

The plasmoides located on spindles and the observed

strata caused by the electromagnetic stationary waves cannot be

explained by thermal ionisation but are readily explained in

terms of the electrical, phenomena of propagation in ionised gases.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

2.1. The experimental device is the same as in the

previous reports / 1 - 10 /. Fig. 1 outlines this experimental

arrangement.

The discharge is produced inside a glass tube 50 cm
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in length with the inner diameter of 10 cm . The two ends of the

tube are closed by. Two discs made of laminated steel glued to

glass with picein wax. Each disc is perforated in the centre al-

lowing the passage of two rods connecced in the discharge tube to

two aluminium discs. These discs are the two armatures of a con-

denser. The rods can be moved from outside such as to vary the

distance d between the two plates of the condenser. The lower

plate is provided with a tungsten point in order to facilitate

the ignition of the discharge.

A mechanical system allows the movement of the two rods so

that the air cannot penetrate into the discharge tube. (Fig. 1 ) .

The gas is passed from a sealed container into the large

glass tube through thinner glass tubing with mounted stopcocks en-

closing a fixed volume of 250 cm .

During the isothermal transformation of the gas inside

the tube, the measurement of the gas pressure in this volume allow-

ed the calculation of the pressure Inside the discharge tube after

its filling with Xenon. The pressures under 2 torr could be thus

determined. A preliminary vacuum pump allowed to evacuate the dis-

charge tube down to 10 torr.

The alternative high voltage Va was supplied by a push-

pull generator (provided with two Th. TV 218 electronic valves)

which had an adjustable frequency in the range 5 - 5 0 MHz. The

working frequency was determined with a Tesla absorption voltmeter.

The generator was connected to the nains via a stabilised power

supply ( 0 - 1 2 KV).

The voltage could be continuously adjusted and was mea -

sured with a BM-289 electronic voltmeter.
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2.2. Methods

The gas was first passed, through a liquid nitrogen trap

J-80°C)in order to remove the traces of mercury vapours in the

gas.

Before starting the experiments Xenon has been admitted

to the discharge tube 20 times and the tube was immediately eva-
-2cuated until the pressure reached 10 torr. Then, a fixed guan-

tity of gas has been admitted to the discharge tube, its pressure

was determined and has been kept constant. For this pressure, p,

the distance d between the,armatures of the condenser varied .

For each distance d, the frequency f of the anodic tension Va

varied. For each p, f, and d, Va varied.

For another pressure p of the gas the same measurements

were made.

The current in the discharge was modified by grid control

of valves of the oscillator.

Pression range : 0.1 - 8 torr. Frequency range: 6.8-24

MHz ; Va range : 120 - 2900 V. Ia range : 2 - 76 mA; d range :

8 - 2 0 cm.

2.3. Discharge tynes

We found the following most interesting discharge types.

a) Discharges with diffuse cylindrical mantle with simple

or double stratification round the electrodes :

b) Discharges with diffuse cylindrical mantle with stra-

tification parallel to the electrodes ;

c) Column of very bright plasntoides betyeen the two elec-

trodes, surrounded or not by a diffuse mantle ;
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d) Torch like discharges with or without plasmoides column

in the core ;

e) Discharge with diffuse mantle, with strat if ication

round the electrodes and with plasmoides in the core ;

f) Two parallel columns of plasmoides between thp two

electrodes without visible mantle ;

g) Cylindrical or conical discharqes without s t ra t i f ica -

tlon near the electrodes but with one or two plasmoides columns

on the generatrix line ;

h) Discharges with the mantle thinnincr out in one point.

In the narrowed region apcears a more luminous core as well as

at the lower electrodes. Some times these two cores are replaced

by plasmoides lines ;

i) Torch like discharges start ino from a plasmoides line

that is stretching i t se l f upon the conical central tunnsten point

of the lower electrode ;

j) Other discharge types.

As an example we'll describe further one discharge of

every type previously mentiorinei, with the resoective values of

the parameters.

a) Fig. 2 - At p = 0.5 torr ; f = 24 MHz; Va = 200 V

la = 2 mfl ; d = 20 cm

Cylindrical discharge between the electrodes. Very low lu-

minosity , yellow-greenish colour. Near the electrodes two layers

of about 3 mm thickness each.

b) F i g . 3 - A t p = 0 . 5 t o r r ; f = 6 . 8 MHz; Va = 2 0 0 V;

la = 2mA ; d = 8 cm

Cylindrical discharge with 3 layers of 1 cm thickness near

-' \ the two electordes and a central diffuse zone about 2 cm of yel-
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lowish colour.

•*••' c) F i g . 4 r- At p £ 1 t o r r ; f = 6 ,8 MHs; Va = 1000 V

•'*_>• and Va = 1400 V; l a = 14 mA; d=8 cm.

-• Between the two electrodes appear a line of 7 nlasmoides

>'; located on a spindle. Two other similar lines of plasinoides are

; there round the two electrodes as in Fig. 4.

I The plaswoides colour is white-bluish.

? d) Fig. 5 - At p = 4 torr; f = 24 MHz ; Va = lOOfr V

d = 8 cm.

Torch like discharae having at the lower side of the core

5 - 6 more luminous plasmoides.

e) Fig. 6 - At p = 4 torr ; f = 6.8 MHz ; Va = 1300 V;

la = 26 mA ; d = 8 cm.

Cylindrical discharge with a plasmoides lines in'stead of

a core.

f) Fig. 7 - At p £ 4.3 torr ; f = 6.8 MHz ; Va = 1200 V;

la = 18 mA ; d = 8 cm ;

The same discharge type at the same p and d, but at

f = 7,2 MHz and Va = 1700 V.

g) Fig. 8 - At p % 4.3 torr ; f - 6.8 MHz ; Va = 1900 V;

la = 38 mA ; d = 20 cm

Cylindrical diffuse discharge without s trat i f icat ion near

the electrodes but with a column of plasmoides on the generatrix

line.

h) Fig. 9 - At p >̂ 4.3 torr ; f = 6.8 MHz; Va » 1800 V;

. d = 20 cm.

In the narrowed region of the mantle as well as at the

lower electrodes there are lines of plasmoides.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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i ) Fiq. 10 - At p £ 4.3 torr ; f = 26 MHz ; Va=1640 V*

la = 25 irA ; d = 20 cm.

Torch l ike , 6 cm high, apoearing at the top of a double

Dlasmoides l ine that are streatching i t s e l f upon the central CP-

*> nical Doint of the lower electrode.

•;• 3 . INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

; The luminous phenomena descr ibed above are p a r t i a l l y

s i m i l a r t o those put i n t o evidence under about the same cond i t i ons

in d i scharges in Argon / 1 / and t o some in Kripton In what the

appari t ion of the plasmoides i s concerned / 2 / .

In Helium no plasmoides were observed a l s o other d i s -

charge types are s i m i l a r ( c y l i n d r i c a l with or without luminous

core, torch etc.) / 3 / .

The very brilliant spherical plasmoides from Xenon dis»

charge, as well as those from the other mentionned oases are due

to the atom excitation.

In a series of previous works in discharges in air. Mi •*•

trogen, Oxygen,. Carbid dioxide and Hydrogen / 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,1ft/

we found discharges in torch, cylindrical, filament like, etc with

simple or double stratifications on soindles or direct in the mant-

le , in the same parameter ranaes.

' - All these luminous phenomena are due to the molecular ex-

': citation.

The plasmoides were observed In high frequency discharge

tubes in ionised gases too by other persons as for instance

R.K.Wood (1930) / l l / , and M.Chenot (1931) /12 / , the last demonstra-

ting that i t was a question of stationary waves.
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Starting from a study published In 1941 concerning the

notions of inductive reactance and capacity reactance, for ioni-

sed gases. Th.V.Ionescu / 13 / developed the theoretical research

about these two notions introducing a theory that thoroughly ex-

plains the behaviour of the high frequency discharges in tubes

filled with ionised gases. He established with this opportunity

the formulae that allow, with the aid of the relation V « — ~ — ,
VÏC

to calculate the propagation velocity v of the electrons. From

this relation the concentration N of the charge carriers in

unit volume of ionised gas can be calculated / 14, 15, 16 /.

In order to verify the theory and the established for-

mulae, Th. V.lonescu made more experiments in Air and Hydrogen

using tubes of 3 or 5 cm diameter in U shape or 1 m long. Working

at lower pressions as we did, of about 10~ - 10~ torr, he put

into evidence stationary waves stratifying the discharge column.

At lower pressions be observed plasmoides / 14, 15, 16 /

Using the theory and the formulae given by Th.V.Ionescu we could

easily explain the many different discharge types, without exceo-

tion in the gases we investigated.

In fact, all our ulterior researches confirm the theory

given by Acad. Prof. dr. doc. Th. V.lonescu / 13, 14, 15, 16 /.

Coning back to the luminous phenomena in Xenon, on the

same basis, we can say that they are ranging in the above cited

theory, they being easily explained by electromagnetic waves pro-

pagation in the discharge . The ionised gases in high frequency

are behaving themselves like the metallic conductors.

The excitation and ionisation main phenomena are pro -

duced by the electric field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in the study of. dilute

alloys containing magnetic impurities, because of a number of

remarcable properties. Among these, let us remember the anomalous

temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity, of the

susceptibility and the specific heat /1-4/.

This behaviour has, in many respects, an analogy with

the critical phenomena produced at the phase transitions.

In the last years, in treating critical phenomena, many

successes were due to the applications of the renormalization

group ideas and functional methods. These methods have, as a

central point, the use of the Ginsburg-Landau-Wilson (G.L.W.)

free energy functional /3,5,6/.

The aim of the present work is a derivation of the free

energy functional for a system of free electrons Interacting with

randomly distributed Magnetic impurities (Kondo systeni
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This will be done by starting with the microscopical, quantum

mechanical description of the system. Instead of postulating, as

usual, the form of the functional, we are able this way to obtain

the parameters of the problem in terms of the microscopic

quantities and correctly take into account quantum effects. This

derivation is the object of the next section; section 3 is

devoted to the expansion of the free energy up to the fourth

order in the fluctuating fields; section 4 contains the study of

the stationary points of the GUV effective hamiltonian in the

mean field approximation. In the last section we study the

profile of the GLW surface in the case of the static, homo-

geneous approximation.

2. THE FREE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

The hamiltonian of the Kondo system is written in the

for» /I/:

where

(2.1)

(2.2)

is the hiailtohian for a system of free electrons with the energy

Ê£, SteM., electrons interact with a system of randomely

distributed.localized spins. The interaction hamiltonian is given

by:

*int - J (2.3)

In this equation, RR represents the positions of the

a*.gnetic impurities, i£ is their spin and is the electronic

spin density at the impurity site R . He suppose a contact ($-

form) interaction having the strength J.
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In order to calculate the partition function Z, it is

convenient to introduce a unique spin field

; V'V -= K <2-«>
The interaction hamiltonian can be written now

jj *tat " " I I V \ « ~ i J, Sn Jnn,Sn, • - j U8H.5)
f- where the matrix Jnn, = I 0 * 4

n n "
 a* b e i n9 t h e p«uli matrix.

I It is useful to use the second quantization for the

ï localized spins (we shall limit ourselves to the case of spin

1/2) :

" S = I Suu, b+ b , (2.6)

where b R are fermionic operators. By introducing these opera-

tors, in the ocupation number reprezentation the spin states are

written as the ket ln1/2, n_1/2
>. There is some trouble due to

the appearance of two unphysical states |0,0> and |1,1>. Hé shall

adopt Abrikosov's procedure /2/ in order to eliminate the

contribution of the multiple occupied state |1,1>: we assign such

fermion an energy ï and in the final quantum-statistical averages

we multiply each result with the weight exp^r^s) and take the
KB 1

limit ç -»•••. No special care is needed for the unphysical vacuum

|0,0,> because it gives no contribution to the statistical

averages.

For the fermions used in the quantization of the

localized spins, we shall use, following /2/, the name of

pseudofermions.

The unperturbed hamiltonian is then:
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Introducing the unique Fermi field:

(2.8)

we shall make the following convention: a summation over a weans

either a summation over (k,a) or (n,p), depending on the other

quantities involved.

By using the notation eq. (2.8) and the above

convention, the free hamiltonian reads:

C+ Ê = C+ £= I C+ Ê , C , = C+ £ C
O c , a ao a

a ,a
(2.9)

where E is the matrix

k k,k' (2.10)

After the above preparatives, we are now able to start

the calculation of the partition function. The following

representation /7/ is the most convenient:

(2.11)

IC - ?

where

6 C 6C+ o
rJ-r-
6 C « ( T

! , , , ' ) - ^
j 6C +,(T'}

(2.12)

6 = l/kQT, * l n t(t) •int
is the interaction

hamiltonian in the interaction representation. The matrix

G (a,o' ;T,X ') is the Green function of the noninteracting system.

Eq. (2.12) can be written by making more explicit the

summations as:

r-s G
6C

V»
0,0'
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j(n.n';t,T')-r j (2.13)
J

The Green functions for the free electrons and

pseudofermions, satisfy the relations:

G00#(k,k';T,T*) » G(k,T-t')6* * 6 . (2.14)
k.k' •••

*$ (n,n';t»t') « *S(t ~ T*)6__# 6. • (2.15)

and their Fourier transforms with respect to the "imaginary time

T" are:

. 5 * *•" . 1

and respectively

a
"§(«) - / dT <5(T)eiWT « iu

1_ i « - (2n+l)ikBT (2.17)
o

Making use of the identity:

exp(-J dT7(int(T) - exp(^SJS)

°° (2.18)

the partition function can b$ transformed to

Z/Z^ = det(2iJ) ' I S*exp { -»#J • * exp(?w G -^x) •
6C

» C - 0

In eg. (2.18) the functional integral is taken over the

fluctating field $ which has the following structure

(2.20)

The $ and <i> components are coupled to the electronic

ity spins respectively. This

the product *S is written explicitely

and impurity spins respectively. This fact is more easily seen if *
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ÎS - j âr l U n(î) • s(Rn,t) + *n(i) • Sn(T)} (2.21)
o n

The derivation with respect to the elements C of the

Grassiran algebra is now easier, because the spin operators are

bilinear forms in the creation and annihilation operators.

We obtain this way the following representation of the

partition function, as a functional integral over the two-

component fluctuating field * :

Z/Z = det(2trj) ' JDtexp{-4<i)J <t + tr jtn(l - àG)\ (2.22)o i * J

The trace is taken here over all, continuous or

discrete indices. The matrix * is defined by the relation

-••-+• -*•

... -> -i(k-k')Rn X
I •_ (x) ' s ,e n 0

(2.23)

" u y n l T ' o
MJJ'°nn'

The bilinear term * contains the matrix J~ , solution
- _ i

of the equation J • J = 1, i.e.

J~ (n,n';T»T f) =•=<>'*• & „ „ , 6 (T - T 7 ) (2.24)
u u n

If we make the change of variable */''7 •* $, the

statistical sum eq. (2.22) becomes:

- —1/2 1"-—1"* ~~
Z/Z = det(2itU) ' D*exp{-j*U 4> + tr 4n(X - /Jî G)} (2.25)

where U = J/J.

The above change is useful to give a sense to some

approximate forms of the partition function.

The representation of the partition function eq. (2.25)

is leading now to the GLW free energy functional 'Zef([£]) which

is defined by:

Z/ZQ = det(2nU) ' JD<tiexp{-3t f([+])} (2.26)
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We obtain this way the GLW functional

•#ef<[*]) ' §• * Ù"1* - tr And - v'J * G> (2.27)

Up to this point, no approximations have been made. In

t'ae next section, we shall expand eq. (2.27) up to the fourth

orcter in the fluctating fields in order to obtain a more standard

GLitf <p -theory for the Kondo system.

3. THE ^-APPROXIMATION OF Till: fcH-ECTIVE

HAMILTONIAN

As we have shown in an earlier work /8/, it is an

intricate mathematical problem the exact sense to be given to

tr ln(l - -v/jJe) . But let us suppose, without discussing these

problems in more detail, that an expansion in powers of the

coupling constant is correct. Because the main weight in the

functional integral in eq. (2.25) is concentrated on small J's

(the matrix £l~ being positively defined), we shall stop the

expansion at the fourth order in Vj, getting this way a 4 -field

The structure of the Ï and G matrices is responsible f

for the fact that only even orders in Vj appear, due to the fact

that in the odd orders there appear products of odd numbers of

t'as..i matrices which have zero trace.

Some lengthy, b»jt straightforward enough calculations

lead to the following form of the effective hamiltonian

= Ï *
n'a'v

4
a, v

f <t_) - f (6. -,

^ j n
k-q
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3(v 3,^(v 4)e
 J " l 2 "2 J - . « 5

13 3 n4 4 aia2 '

<;(Ê+q2+q3,u+v2+V3)G{ic+q1+q2+q3,(D+v1+v2+v3) + i 55J *

{ a V } n n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4 a ^ a3a4

Inspecting eq. (3.1) the first fact which draws our

attention is the absence of the n> -term. The reason is that the

"polarization bubble" for the pseudofermions is identically zero:

i{m^ _ e (3.2)

This fact was expected, because the pseudofermions (the localized

spins) have a constant "kinetic energy". The first term in the

fluctuating field <p which couples to the impurity spins starts

with v4.

In eq. (3.1) the pseudofermionic "kinetic energy" has

disappeared as a consequence of the application of Abrikosov's

elimination procedure which has been described in section 2.

Another feature of the effective hamiltonian eq. (3.1)

is its dependence of the positions of the impurities; this
ipn

dependence appears through the structure factors £ e . Because
n

of the presence of these structure factors, the coefficients of

different powers of the fields $ and * are random variables. An

averaging procedure on the impurity positions is then needed. But
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a direct averaging of 31 £ is preirature, leading to the homo-

geneization of the system and loss of the effect of randomness of

the localized spin distribution. This is a reason for performing

the impurity site configuration averages after the calculation of

different relevant quantities like the correlations <*a (T)<t> , (T' )>
n n

a A

or <• (TJA , (T*)>, etc. As we have shown in another paper, such

correlations are related to the magnetic susceptibility.

Finally, another very important feature of our ef-

fective hamiltonian is the fact that it contains quantum effects.

These are to be seen to be present through the appearance of the

discrete Matsubara frequencies <u = (2n + l)irk_T and v = 2nnkBT.

Applying then the rothod of the renormalization group to the model

eq. (3.1), will emphasis quantum effects /9/.
4. THE MOLECULAR FIELD EQUATIONS

The raoJ.e<nv/!ar fi*?Ti? <?<*w»Uoni? *̂"p to bn obtained from

the stationarity condition of the integrand in eq. (2.25). This

condition reads:

By performing the functional derivatives with respect

to the components of the fluctuating fields $ and 4>, we obtain

the following system of equations:

3
(4.2)

-i(k-k')R_ , i - -
nG(k,T-T')A~1{k',k";oîo;t;T)(4*3)

° U'
a ,a'

where



Ç(\ „

0«n,n'V,u5(T' " T)

S . W * ( T ' - r)an,n (4.4)

- T') - /

•+ *

sco'e G(k,T - T') (4.5)

In the developments of the quantities A* and A~ ,

there is no contribution from the even orders in tf and •, again

because of tlie presence of an odd number of Paul! matrices.

The coefficient of the linear terra in * from eq. (4.2)

is zero, due to. the vanishing of the pseudofermionic polarization

bubble. This way, the development of A~ starts with the third
•+• •+

power in *. The molecular field equation (4.3) for the field <l>,
_, +

contains in the development of A. also a linear term in 4.

The general system of egs. (4.2) and (4.3) has the

trivial solution $ « 41 « 0 which corresponds to no order in the

two subsystems. This is the gaussian stationaryty point and may

be an extremum or a saddle point. A physically interesting point

is the fact that the system of eqs. (4.2), (4.3) has no

solutions with * ?* 0, <i • 0 or * = 0, y t 0. These solutions

should they have been present, would mean an ordering in only one

of the two subsystems. We have expected this result, because-the

only one interaction which may be responsible for a magnetic

ordering is a coupling between the two subsystems (no electron-

electron or localized spin-localized spin direct interaction is

contained in the harailtonian of the problem).

Up to order three in 4 and ii, and after Fourier

transforming in the "time" T, eqs. (4.3) and (4.2) become:
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'.O<5..DÏ..«••- I . 1 -
nl n2 n3

«<*!> * *n2
(v2»]}x ji

k,u

v2+V3) + G(k,w )G(k-q3,û)-v3)

x G(k-q1-q2fu-v1-v2)G(k-q1-q2-q3,u-v1-v2-v3)j (4.6)

•n(v3)[*n(vl) *

Equation (4.6) contains the electronic polarization

bubble :

2 r *
-£ £ G(k,«)G(k-q;U-v)

f ( Ê k } ' f(£k-q>
C4.8)

One can obtain eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) also by direct

functional derivation of the effective hamiltonian eq. (3.1).

The intricate structure of the system of eqs. (4.6),

(4.7) makes very difficult to discuss about the existence of
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B

fig.l

Fig. 2
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non-gaussian extrena of the effective hamiltonian. It is possible

to draw conclusions in a simplified case to which we shall limit

ourselves in the following.

5. THE STATIC HOMOGENEOUS CASE

The static approximation is obtained by neglecting the

frequency dependence of the fluctuating fields. If we average

over the impurity configurations in the effective hamiltonian eq.

(3.1), we can write the following model effective hamiltonian

3£e£ - a * # + | * 2 + | * 4 + | * 4 (5.1)

where a, b, c, d are temperature and coupling constant dependent

and can be obtained by direct comparison with eq. (3.1). For the

sake of simplicity we have considered only one cartezian

component fields. It is evident that the stability of the system

implies c > 0 and d > 0. The conditions of stationarity with

respect to • and • are now

a • + d *3 « 0 (5.2)

a * + b * + c * 3 « 0 (5.3)

The solution • « • » 0 which has been discussed in the

preceeding section, corresponds to the gaussian stationary point

and is a minimum or a saddle point, according to b > 0 or b < 0

respectively.

The sign and value of the coefficients a and b dictates

the presence of another stationarity points. The existence of

such points can be proved in the following way: if we intersect

the surface eq. (5.1) with the plane • * 0 we obtain the curve

|*2 + |*4 « o which, for b < 0 is drawn in fig. 1. The section

With the plane • « 0 is represented in fig. 2. Because there are

no solutions • • 0, • i* 0 to the system or equations (5.2),
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(5.3), the points A and B (fig. 1), cannot be the absolute

minimae of ~Xe£. On the other hand, "X £(•»*) is continuous and

has continuous derivatives, and "X e* •*• - regardless the way • -*• •

and <l> •* «. It results that there is a point (*o,*o), *o »* 0,

• o ^ 0 such as 3^ef<*o/+o)
 i s minimum.

If b > 0, the existence of a non-gaussian minimum

requières )aj > b.

We can conclude that a change of sign of b(T) is

related to a critical behaviour in the system.

A more detailed study of the effective hamiltonian

model eq. (3.1) in the space of parameters and of the critical

behaviour of different physical quantities, requières applying

the renormaiization group operations. This will be the subject of

a future publication.
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ON THE WAVE THEORY OF GASES

Nicolae Barbulescu

University of Bucharest, Faculty of Physics

1. According to Jeans [l] the random thermal motion of

gas molecules could be resolved into accustic wave trains. Thus

Jeans may be considered the founder of wave mechanics prior to

L. de Broglie. The pressure and the energy of these waves also

represent the pressure and the translation energy of gas mole-

cules. So, a gas is equivalent to a system of longitudinal waves,

which we shall call the equivalent waves. Jeans calculated the

wavelength of these waves and found that for air, at normal

p~<i:~sujt*. it is t-uiiii cu <j,3 - --• ' u., .u.ji coiu£*4i.«u>xe w i t h the

mean distance between molecules.

In order to determine the laws of propagation of

equivalent waves, let us consider the known relation between the

velocity V of the longitudinal waves of an ideal gas and the root

-mean square velocity v* - 'v of the aolecules:

v2 - $v*.

if

we obtain the equation: <

V2 - u v*, ' " (1)
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which being perfectly similar to de Broglie's one:

c = u v,

allows us to consider u from (1) as phase velocity of some

longitudinal waves.

On the other hand, according to the Mewton's formula

(valid only for the very high sound frequencies):

pV2 - p.

where p = N.m stands for gas density, p for the pressure of gas,

M for number of molecules per unit volume and m for molecular

mass. For an ideal gas

P = I,

t being the latent heat reguired by isothermal expansion of one

unit volume of gas. Assume, in a first approximation, that t is

uniformly-distributed among all molecules of unit volume; this

yields

and

E « mV2 (2)

analogous to Einstein's e = me , where c is the speed of light in

vacuum.

In the wave concept of gases, the energy E of one

molecule is assigned to an equivalent wave. Let us consider this

energy to be proportional to the energy quanta:

E = Chv - Hv

The above equations lead to

u m H
v •

Since u is the phase velocity of waves of frequency v

their ratio defines the wavelength
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A = c-V o;
mv

Equation (3) is analogous to that given by L. de

Broglie for associated waves.

Therefore, the propagation of equivalent waves obeys to

laws analogous to those established by L. de Broglie for the

associated waves.

2. The equivalent waves under consideration give

standing waves as they are reflected by the vessel walls. Because

the energy of these waves is localized in the antinode, it turns

out that every antinode coincides with one molecule. Then the

average distance between molecules amounts to half the length of

the equivalent wave:

xl ' 2N1 I* (4)

According to equation (4), for all gases under normal

conditions: A = 6,68 • 10 zn. Equation (4) also leads to the

conclusion that the equivalent wavelength of gas molecules does

not depend on the molecular mass.

Substitution of v* established by the kinetic theory of

gases into eq. (3) yields:

A, = C — ^ — . (5)
C .'3mkT

Since: A. should be independent on molecular mass n., we

should have

r';. C * (oi'm.

'{'•: Applying equation (5) to the ideal gas of sn.allost size

\ particles (the ideal electronic gas contained in a vessel) and

? taking C = 1,, we obtein A. '= 6,57 • 10 it:, that is a value very

similar to that calculated with equation (4). This means that for

I
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ideal electronic gas, the equivalent wavelength may be considered

identical to the associated wavelength (L. de Broglie).

Admitting, therefore, that for the ideal electronic gas C is

rigorously equal to one, we get

a =

Vheze m is the electron mass and therefore

e mv

and •

H - h ^-. (7)
" e

Equation (7) yields for the helium H = 5,69 . LCT34 J.s.

In order to calculate the frequency of equivalent

waves, let us consider the previous result:

p = I » NjHv

and taking into account that for the ideal gases p = N^kT, we

obtain

v = | T. (8)

Equation (8) gives, for helium under normal conditions:

v = 6,66 • 10 Hz, that is quite a high frequency which

justifies introducing Newton's formula into our considerations.

There is another way of calculating the equivalent

wavelength A.. Indeed, for a system of standing waves frequency

within v, v + dv range, the number dz of the wavelengths

contained in the unit volume is:

dz « —x v dv.
u

After integration and admitting the existence of 4
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maximum frequency v_,x» corresponding to a minimum wavelength

Amin' w e obtaiiv

z - - * i — (9)

Jeans (2) showed that, according to the concept of

equivalent longitudinal waves, the energy tends to pass almost

enticely on the shortest possible wavelength for the given

medium. But, inside the gas, the shortest wavelength of the

system of standing waves is A^, as we defined it above. Thus,

inside the gas we can effectively consider only one wavelength,

the shortest possible which is x..

For the number z of wavelength, contained into the unit

volume another expression can be established. One wavelength

contains two molecules, since the.molecules are located at the

antinodes of the system of standing wa elengths equivalent to the

gas under consideration. Then the number of wavelengths contained

inside the unit volume of gas is

Equating the two expressions obtained for z, we have

Xt=<$-)*=Wl"*($A do,
It can be seen that the value of X », calculated

according to (10), is very close to that calculated by eq. (4).

3. The above equations allow calculating the fraction

of the internal energy of an ideal gas originating just in

translation motion of molecules and transfered to equivalent

waves. For a monoatomic ideal gas, this fraction represents its

internal energy.

As it is known, the waves from all directions striking
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a perfectly absorbing surface exert a pretfta?<£ equal to -she third

the density U, of the energy contained into the space occupied by

these waves. If the surface is perfectly reflective, the wave

pressure is twofold and we can write:

p - § Dj. (11)

The expression (11) leads immediately to the equation

of pressure of the gas kinetic, because V^ represents only the

translation energy of molecules:

v

The latter two equations yield:

„ _ M nv
ul " Ni

which is the basic equation of kinetic theory of gases.

On the other hand;

3 Nl
Ui , J p » 3 ji Hv « 3zHv,

this is easily transformed into

kT. (12)

This formula expresses the density energy contained

into the space occupied by the equivalent waves. Replacing in eq.

(12) equation (10) for A,, it results

Vv - I RT

This formula represents the internal energy of a mole

of gas, when this energy is reduced to the energy of the molecule

translation as it is the case with ideal monoatomic gases.

Jeans [l] has also calculated the wavelength A. and the

energy Ujr but the results he got are not correct. Indeed, he
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disregarded the fact that is vessel containing a gas, the

equivalent waves produce a set of standing waves. Thus he has

arbitrarily considered the wavelength A. equal to intermolecular

separation A, according to

and established the equation:

U. = ̂  RT.
1 |

Unlike eg. (12), such that we could not get the correct

value of U,, found out by molecular theory of gases.

4. A thermodynamics of the equivalent waves similar to

that of black body thermal radiation may be conceived. Indeed,

let us consider a vessel of volume V having a mobile piston; the

vessel is filled up with an ideal gas. The heat dQ producing an

elementary transformation when the piston is displaced, is

dQ = VdV1 + (p + U1)dV.

For equivalent waves (p = •*• U.) and an adiabatic

transformation

5

Ujl/ = const. (13)

Equation (13), applied to the ideal monoa'toinic gas,

gives

5

pV « const.

which represents, as we know, the equation of adiabatic

transformation of monoatomic gases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nonrelativistic quantum mechanical electron bremsstrah-

lung in the point Coulomb field (totally ionized atoms) was

studied a long time ago /I,2,3/. New interest about this process

comes from recent extended relativistic calculation of the

electron bremsstrahlung spectrum performed both for highly

ionized atoms and neutral atoms /4f5f5A For the electron energy

less than 50 keV, numerical comparison between exact coulombian

relativistic results and quantum nonrelativistic predictions of

Sommerfeld formula shows a very good agreement, especially in the

soft-photon region. For neutral atoms the spectrum lies below the

point Coulomb spectrum, screening being important, but for highly

ionized atoms the shape of the spectrum is similar to the point

Coulomb one. It was pointed out /7/ t that even for the case of

radiation of a neutral atom, there are situations in which a

Coulomb potential is a quite good approximation for the screened

one.

Approximations of Sommerfeld formula allowed to obtain

some simple analytic expressions which still describe important'
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features of the process /2,8,9/. Such approximations were given

for Loth the soft-photon and the tip region of the spectrum an<ï

thsy found themselves to be. useful for a big portion of the

spectrum /10,ll/ .

In the last years, the research in hot plasmas imposes

a new interest in the study of bremsstrahlung, taking into

account the importance of this process for the spectral

distribution and energy loss. Because in hot plasmas light atoms

are fully-ionized and the other highly-ionized, the non-

relativistic bremsstrahlung in point Coulomb potential is of

practical interest. Some analytical aspects and numerical

calculations for the electron bremsstrahlung radiation in the

case of a maxwellian fully-ionized plasmas were considered in the

literature /12-14/. The existing analytic results 1X2/ are valid

only for radio-frequences but, if one wishes to obtain precise

analytic results for the bremsstrahlung spectrum averaged over

electron kinetic energy distribution and the totaly energy loss

it is convenient to have better approximations of the Sommerfeld

formula valid for the whole spectrum.

The results presented in this work are:

- expansions both of the soft-photon formula and the

semiclassical formula valid in the tip region, which are able to

describe the whole spectrum (Section 3),

- analytical formula for the energy loss at fixed

electron kinetic energy (Section 3),

- numerical evaluations according to our analytical

expressions and numerical comparison between them and the

Sommerfeld formula predictions (Section 3).

Papers /10/ and /1t/ will fee denoted in the following by BI and
BIX, respectively.
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2. qENERAL FORMULAE

The well known nonrelativistic formula of Sommerfeld

(for an incident electron with kinetic energy T scattered from a

point charge Z) is

«ft - ̂  £

<2'2)

where rQ is the classical radius of the electron,

*o « 2° (V - v)2

and 2PX is the hypergeometric function.

We use the notations

V 2 s

From the energy conservation

T' = T - k (2.4)

where k = fiu is the photon energy, we have

v' = •->- - , (2.55

f
We shall denote by 6 the difference between w' and v

6 = v' ~ v (2,6)

and by y the quantity

u = ||. (2.7)

The spectrum is described by the quantity

o<k> . ^ | (2.3)

which is more appropriate for numerical results.

For the purpose of our paper we shall denote o (k)

where we use Sommerfeld formula (2.1) and a, for Kramers formula
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ukr. 3/3
=> 5.61 mb (2.9)

in the tip region at large v.

In plasma physics, the radiative processes are

described using the Gaunt factors, which are the ratio between

the energy radiated in the process and the radiated energy

according to Kramers formula:

g(T,Jc) a{k). (2.10)

The Gaunt factor for nonrelativistic electron

bremsstrahlung in point Coulomb field is then

gs(T,k)
Ce2lv-lHl-e-

(2.11)

Using egs. (2.8) and (2.10) we can obtain the mean

energy radiated by electrons with initial velocity v, correspond-

ing to emission of a photon with energy k *= ftw and momentum k/c.

3E{T,k)
dkdflr-

where n. is the target concentration.

3. THE SOFT PHOTON END AND THE TIP REGION

OF THE SPECTRUM

Two rather simple formulae for the quantity ff{k) were

given in the papers BI and BII. They are valid at the soft photon

end of the spectrum and respectively at the other extremity of

the spectrum, the tip region. Their expressions are:

•fflt» -i 5 +
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(3.1)

(1)(k) 1 6 X a r ' 2T ,2/3 . n k 3k2,fT .4/3
vk-' " d 2 ( 1 " T + ~^){^ ~

- d f î - £—^ n - — + J * \ r ._i * + f> / f i — Ï ' J>

where

d l " ï T ( T î ï l / 3 r 2 ( î J * 0-345652,

d2 = 55T(|)a /3r2(|> = 0.033064, (3.3)

d3 = j ^ = 0.022857.

We have also calculated the next term in the expansion

of the spectrum at the soft photon end and the result is

> = ° f

- -à- - i + j ((^) +

, etc.). (3.4)

We have also computed more terms in the expansion valid

near the tip. We have used the method of the steepest descents as

in BII but we followed algorithm technique given in a recent

paper /15/. The expansion is based on the asymptotic series of

hypergeometric Gauss functions 2F1(iv,i«';l;xo) and its

derivatives including tne terms of order v 3 and v 3 /16/. These

asymptotic series are:

2 -2/3

2Fa(iv,iv';l:xo) -v -i- exp(«v)exp[iv (1 + ») ln\ + p]
 3
 2 •
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* 1 359p8 - 1214P6 •»• 3604P4 - 1214P4 + 359 T { 3 } ,1/3 - 8 / 3 ^
346500 ( 1 - P 2 ) 2

r<§)

+ i £4-ifgi /3 *-& v1/3 - JL 3p4 - 4p! Î 3 v-1 - 2 •
(4) U - P 2 ) 2 257

- 2p4 - 2p2 + 1 1/3 r ( ? } -5/3 8 .
(1 - P 2 ) 2 ? 3 ^ | T - 5 Î Ï 5 7 ?

(3.5)

543P 1 0 - 1810P8 + 2480P6 + 2480p4 - 1810P2 + 543 v~3] ^ (~~5. Ç
M _ «2.4 J J(1 - P2)

and

exp(1rv)exp [iv(i + I)*nf=-fi]^

, -1/3
2 3P4 - 4P2 + 3
3 5 (1 - P 2 ) 2 P(|)

.1 --L.
225

(1 511875

543p10 - 1810P8 + 2480P6 + 2480P4 - 1810P2 + 543 -1/3
- - 93(1 - P 2 ) 4

r(2) -10 -H
— I - v"3" + 0(v"3 ) (3.6)

where p = Vl - k/T and g
16

3 3(1 - P 2 ) 2

From egs. (2.1), (3.5) and (3.6) one gets

IL°sc)(k) = asl)(k) + ^
sc sc 3V3

- k . 227 k2 . 24 k3 .
' 2 T + 55Trj + 25T-J +
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. 41 k4
+ 551 -f

,T .8/3
d 5 ( 1 "

, k . 10743 k2

" 2 f + 5 ^
4744 k 3

3TC ^

+ 30603 k'

T

where

T .10/3
7J) (3.7)

(3.8)

It is important to know the upper limit in = for which

eq. (3.4) still approximates very well Sommerfeld formula. For

this purpose it is necessary that the ratio k/T be less than the

value for which the neglected term 6 In 6 has a maximum. This is

especially important because in this region the logarithmic term

(-£n j^) has considerably diminshed. Taking into account the main

term of Rei|>(iv) one gets that the logarithmic term becomes
/3|1) ^
2/3

(--en —i-) if v M ; (-£n |i) if 0.40 S v S l; (-£n ^ — ) if

1
0.3 0.4 and [-

1.2v'
for v < 0.30. Imposing that

-4/3
logarithmic argument values be less enough than the value e

corresponding to the maximum of the te;:m 6 * Zn 'à we choose the

upper limit according the conditions

k <
T

T

k <
T ~

k
T

4

v
T

t
•~3

1

1
V

e

î

+

. .-3/2

"3/2 .

_3

4

v2ç<3)

_ 0.S0

0.50

• 0.60

_3

î.

t

a

i

0.89
+ î.2v

v 2

0 . 3

2 '

l r

< V <

< î i

V <

0.40,

0.3.

(3

( 3 .

( 3 .

( 3 .

. 9 )

10)

11)

12)

The agreement between, °gOft an^ c*s in the whole range ç

given by the condition (3.9) is indeed very good, numerical
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comparison sltows the relative error not exceed 2.5%. From the

condition (3.9) it follows that for v > l the range of validity

of °goft becomes narrower with increasingly v.

As numerical computation shows, the agreement between

"soft a n d °i is v e r v g ° o d (relative error not exceed 2%) in the
v

whole range ç given by egs. (3.10) and (3.11). It is interesting

to note that the relative error is less than 10% for any = s 0.75

4.f v < i. For v S 0.1 the relative error is less than 6% if

| * 0.95.

Concerning the validity of eg. (3.7) we mention that

the analytic considerations pointed out in BIX about the validity

(1) (2),of a lx' are true also for ° le » it is expected that for any v > i

and = > —, the quantity 0gl approximates well o , the agreement

being especially good at the tip (ç = 1). But numerical

evaluations show that eg. (3.7) still approximates Sommerfeld

formula within 2% error for v 2 i and . Also it is

interesting to be pointed out that, although eg. (3.7) follows

from an asymptotic expansion, the quantity «„ agrees with

(relative error less than 2%) even for v 2 0.45 if ^ ^ 0.5. The

value v m 0.27 is the lowest one for which o* ' is still able to

approximate Sommerfeld foramla, relative error being less than

15% if | 2 0.95.

Numerical results represented in fig. 1 and fig. 2

illustrate this situation. Thus it becomes possible to describe

the whole bremsstrahlung spectrum, with high precision using

o'H. and aKt if v>l and al^l. and o*~.' if 0.27âvâl. For any &
SOT t SC SOI t 3 C X

the relative error does not exceed 2.5% if v20.40 or 15% if 0.27£

v < 0.4. There is a classical correspondent to formula (3.7)

which can be obtained at once from eg. (3.6) using the rule

discussed in BI and BII, i.e. = - 0 and ^s finit. One obtains
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o ( 2 ) =
 1 6 * a r o [1 + d (T j2/3 _ d (T } 4 / 3 _ d (T_}2 + d (T_ }8/3 +

10 i

As it was pointed out in BI, for v > 5 the classical

result is quite good even when = approaches the tip value, the

relative error being smaller than 5%. Thus the classical

expression (3.13) is useful in the case of small electron

kinetic energy T and high 2 and is simpler than the eg. (3.7).

The mean intensity radiated by an electron of kinetic

energy T is

_Z2 T
E(T) = n. °4- / o(k)dk

3 B 0

where

Esoft(T) " nj *£• T I

and

2 1
E (T) = n. ££_ T / ascv ' j 6 • Sv

The limit Ço of Ç = ~ follows from the equality in the

conditions (3.8-12) for different v corresponding to the given

T. One obtains

16r- f r i i
J r l r .«il + « l T . f r _ « 1 + i Tniii.' ( i v ) - —
f f
J L ( Ç Q , V ) + * [ L ( Ç O , V ) +

- [4L3(Ço ,v) + 7L2(Ço,v) - (2x2 + | i

- Re<|,H(iv) + <|,M(1) " ^ § - +
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where

and

L(So,v) = In ^| Re <Miv)

_ 1255-2/3 +
6194SÇo

4223 5/3 _ 30603 8/3] -10/3 ].
l94ÔÇ 991168^3 J j*

Using respectively eqs. (3.4), <3.7) and (3.14), (3.15),

one will give in a next paper the expressions of bremsstrahlung

spectrum and energy loss averaged over electrons velocities

distribution of a maxwellian plasma.

Ack.Mnale.dgzme.nti. Thz authou zxpiza the.li Qiatitudz to

PtLOi&iAoJi S. Titzica and Pioie.A&o>i R.H. PAatt io* constant

4.ntzn.e.&t and kzZpiuZ d-iicuaiom.
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1. THE EXISTING CALCULATIONS

The analytic expressions for the intensity components

I and I of the bremsstrahlung radiation

1(6) - l x sin
2e + iy(i + cos

2e) (l)

(6 - angle between the direction of the radiation and that of the

incident electron), in the case of a nonrelativistic charged

particle moving in a pure Coulomb field, were given by Sommerfeld

in 1931 f\l. In fact only for the total intensity I. given by

it - §i(ix • a y (2)

one can write a simple analytic formula, known as Sommerfeld

formula. Extensive recent evaluations of this last quantity were

given by Eidmann /2/f Florescu and Costescu /3/, Bahuelos and

Rodriguez-Trelles /A/. In Kef. /3/ the quantity actually

evaluated is the electron spectrum, defined by

02

o(k) • jikfl (3)
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v,
where k is the photon energy, Bj » — with Vj the incident

electron velocity, c is the velocity of light and Z_ the nuclear

charge. The conversion from the spectnun to the total intensity

is done by the relation

I. <= h ? j o(k) = ̂ £ - *(k) (4)
&\ 1

where h is Planck constant, T. the incident electron kinetic

energy and me is the electron rest energy.

The intensities I and 1^ can not be written in a

compact manner. Integral representations or double series

expansions were used in the evaluation of these intensities by

Weinstock /5/, Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann /6/, Eidmann /2/ f

Banuelos and Rodriguez-Trelles /A/. All these calculations take

direct advantage of the concrete expressions of the intensities

in the pure Coulomb case, and likely succeed to evaluate the

intensities in the most economical and 'reliable way. Another

important method - the use of the partial waves expansion of the

intensity - was considered too. In Biedenharn et al. papers /7/

and /8/, this method was applied for the evaluation of the

parameters of the electric quadrupole and dipole Coulomb

excitation and it was shown how the parameters of the dipole

Coulomb excitation are simply connected with the parameters of

the bremsstrahlung intensity.

In notations similar, but not identical, to those in

Ref. /8/ we shall write for the bremsstrahlung differential cross

-section

a
is the second order Legendre polynomial. Naturally, we have
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Z2 1
o ( k ) == 4 i r b Q a n d 1 ( 6 ) - h ^ . { b o + j &2 P 2 ( c o s e ) ) ( 6 }

Bl

z2
and then I - h -̂=-(b,, - b,)

x 26? ° 2

1 (7)

Iy... h 5 L ( 2 b o + b2,

In this paper we shall give also'results concerning the

quantity

S(8) = ii^- ~ JL-(b o + \ b2 P2(COS 8))

or

S(6) « ij-(l + i a2 P2 (cos 6)) (8)

b,
with a. = g-. S(9) is called the shape function /9/. This shape

o
function depends on the particle parameter a2, which is identical

to that in Hef. /8/. Its value is independent of the signs of the

charges of the colliding particles. In Ref. /9/ it is argued that

in the nonrelativistic and dipole approximation the shape is

always given by an expression like Eg. (8).

In a central potential b Q and b 2 can be expanded in

partial waves. It has to be mentioned that for other potentials

than the Coulomb one, these expansions are practically the only

formulae available for the numerical evaluation of b and b~.

This is the reason we think that the partial-wave decomposition

deserves more attention in the puie Coulomb case also.

2. OUR CALCULATION

We have written our own code for the evaluation of the

bremsstrahlung radiation intensities, using the partial-wave

decomposition of the parameters bQ and b 2 of Eq. (6), for the
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pure Coulomb case. The analytic formulae we use are those of Ref.

/8/. As it is known /7/, the procedure requires the evaluation of

many partial waves, especially in the soft-photon region. But in

the range 0.4 < =- < 1 the situation is not too bad, as it will be

shown farther. The terms in the series of partial waves are

essentially hypergeometric Gauss functions of the type

4vjv2
T, = ,F,U + 1 - iv., « + 1 - iv-, 21 + 2; =-=—y)
1 2 1 l 2 (v2 - vj)

2

We are still working on our numerical code; at this

moment our procedure is the following: the terms T_ and Tg are

calculated directly (as Gauss functions, like series or using

adecvate analytic continuations), and the other ones using

recurrence relations. Instability is possible in both the

direction of increasing and decreasing /.We calculate also T

directly and compare with the result of the recurrence relation,

so we are sure the results do not deteriorate in the direction of

decreasing I. The situation for increasing t is still in our

attention.

We have compared in detail our results with those of
V2Ref. /8/, and very good agreement was found for -— > 1.05 (i.e.

k V2 l

£- > 0.093). For — £ 1.05 our code does not give satisfactory
Tl vl
results yet. Generally a number of partial waves exceeding a

hundred is required in this region.

We have made also a comparison with some of the nunbers

in Ref. /4/: we have compared up to now the quantities 1 , 1 and
T, x y

I. , for values of -£ equal to 0.001, 0.1, 0.4, 1 and 2 KeV. The
Z k

agreement was total for all the values of i- > 0.1 (four «ignifi-
1

cant figures compared).
V2 k

Starting with — 2 1.8 (i.e. s- i 0.69) the Mthod
vl Tl

requires a small number of partial waves. For illustration we
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present in Table 1 the number of partial waves needed in order to

—4
obtain results for b and b, with a relative error of 10 . The

values of — are from 1.8 to 9, that corresponds to values of =—
wl ul

from 0.691 to 0.988.

• »

0.1

0.5

1

2.5

5

1.8

9

9

10

13

15

2

8

8

9

12

13

3

6

6

7

10

13

4

5

6

7

9

12

5

4

5

6

9

12

7 and 9

4

5

6

9

12

Table 1 The number cf partial waves necessary

to get results for b Q and b 2 (Eg.(6))

with a relative error of 1C~ , in the

region near the tip

With our present code we easily give the numbers in

Table 2, referring to the region near the tip end of the spectri».

This is in part the region in which the code used in Ref. /4/ does

not work, and in which numbers are also missing in Réf. /8/ (the
V2

values tabulated in Ref. /8/ refer to ~ S 1.8). The results are
1 vj

given only for the particle parameter a2< At — • 1.8 our results

are identical with those in Table II of Ref. /8/.

0

0

0

1

2

5

.1

.25

.5

.5

1.8

1.357

1.309

1.190

1.029

0.9670

0.9704

2

1.478

1.422

1.283

1.091

1.001

0.9926

3

1.760

1.684

1.494

1.226

1.073

1.038

4

1.857

1.773

1.566

1.270

1.095

1.052

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

.901

.015

.599

.290

.105

.058

7

1.940

1.850

1.627

1.307

1.113

1.063

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

9

956

865

638

314

117

066

Table 2 The values of the partiel* paraaatar

(-a2) of Eg. (8) for son* values of

Vj and large values of ̂  ttaam para-

meter a2 i* negative in the consi-

dered cases)
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We also give Table 3 with the values of the intensities
T. k

I , I,, and I. for some values of —«• in the region «- ̂  0.90. Thex y t JJZ T a ̂
numbers at =- » 0.9 are in agreement with those of Banuelos et

Tl
al. /4/, The method of partial-waves being very convenient for

large values of —, seems to be complementary to the method used
Tl

by these authors. The mean running time on the IBH 370/135

Computer we use is of 2s, for a relative accuracy of the results

of 10~4.

k
Tl

0.97

0.95

0.93

0.91

G.90

0.97

0.95

0.93
0.91

0.90

0.97

0.95

0.93

0.91

0.90

V

6.365(4)

8;353(4)

6.350(4)

8.342(4)

8.338(4)

Tl
2.082(2)

2.077(2)

2.078(2)
2.032(2)

2.085(2)

T

1.553(1)

1.653(1)

1.753(1)
1.837(1)

1.876(1)

Z2 - 0.001

1.856(4)

1.874(4)

1.892(4)

1.911(4)

1.921(4)

keV

Xt
1.012(6)

1.014(6)

1.017(6)

1.019(6)

1.020(6)

/Z 2 « 0.4 keV

4.381(0)

5.824(0)

7.323(0)
8.884(0)

9.6.89(0}

1.818(3)

1.838(3}

1.864(3)

1.893(3)

1.909(3)

X/Z
2 - 3 keV

1.819(-1)
3.115(-1)

4.569(-l)

6.17O(-1)

7.022(-l)

1.332(2)

1.442(2)

1.545(2)

1.643(2}

1.689(2)

v
1.039(3)

1.033(3)

1.027(3)

1.022(3)

1.019(3)

• •

6.465(1)

6.577(1)

6.706(1)

6.836(1)

6.899(1)

Table 3

5

5

6

7

7

/i2

9

1

1

2

2

«0.1 keV
Xy

.104(1)

.769(1)

.447(1)

.140(1)

.492(1)

- 1 keV

.470(-l)-

.427(9)

.941(0)

.491(0)

.779(0)

The values

intensities I x and

multiplied

erg^cm2.s.

of -— and '
. Z2.

by 1053

for some

values of

*t

9.562(3)

9.623(3)

9.687(3)

9.754(3)

9.789(3)

5.575(2)

5.749(2}

5.943(2)

6.144(2)

6.246(2)

of the
I

in

values

m near
al

the tip.

Using the results of our code we intend to do:

a) extensive comparisons between pure Coulomb non-

relativistic and relativistic results at low energies (100 eV <

T1 < 5 Kev) for different values of Z.

b) an analysis of the contribuiton of the different
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partial waves to the parameters b and b, of the angular

distribution (Eq. (6))

c) some tabulations for £-> 0.9.
T l

Acknoivlzdge.me.ntA. Tht autkoxi with to thank Vanilla
Flue./iaiu &oi wilting iome. oi tht mbioutinet oi oui code and Ua-

Ghitoc. ioi chicking iomt oi tht catcutationi.
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DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION AND INFRARED

DIVERGENCES IN QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

S. Marculescu

Department of Theoretical Physics and Mathematics,

University of Bucharest, P.O. Box 5211, 7000 Bucharest,

Romania

1. INTRODUCTION

Dimensional continuation was devised as a powerful

regularization method /I/ for ultraviolet divergences in quantum

field theories. Recently /2/ it was clear, at least for quantum

electrodynamics,that such a method could be employed for facto-

rizing out infrared divergences from the on-shell S-matrix

elements. This provides a renormalization scheme on the electron

mass-shell without using a gauge violating "photon mass".

The paper is organized as follows. In. section 2 we

derive an eikonal approximation for the external Green's func-

tion. The infrared behaviour of all Green's functions is discus-

sed in section 3. As a specific example, we obtain in section 4

the behaviour of the «normalized complete propagator.

2. EIKONAL APPROXIMATION IN QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

We start with the lagrangian density

Lç = - 1/4 Z3PMwF
lJV + 22ç*(i/-»)+ - eZ2çÎX* - 2£<3A)

2 (1)

where all the quantities are renormalized; € is a (renoraalized)

gauge parameter. The renormalization constant Z 3 is gauge
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independent, while the fermion renormalization constant is given

exp f|(n/S-5 " Y - i* - in *) Re n < 4.

Throughout this work one assumes that the mass renormalization

was carried out.

The generating functional of all the Green's functions

is

W (J.n.nT) H lim /dA d* 6$" exp i /dnx[t (x) + J (x)AM(x) +
* n+4- * M

+ +{x)n{x) + JT(xH(x)] 12)

where n denotes the space-time dimension. One can easily derive

differential equations /4/ for the generating functional (2) by

using the equations of motion implied by the lagrangian (1). For

solving jthem one needs the exact expression of the external

Green's function S(x,yjA) defined by

[itfx - m - eX(x) + io]S(x,y|A) *= i 6
n(x-y) (3)

Here A (x) is an external electromagnetic potential.

Let us represent S(x,yjA) through

S( X f y | A) ,

and retain, in the eikonal approximation, only momenta very close

to the mass-shell, i.e. p* % m

From (3) one gets /5/

2[p2 - m2
io -

which allows to obtain the external Green's function

S_11c(x,y|A) » /
 d"Pn e~

ip(x~y)(p>m)/do exp ifa(P
2-m2+io) -

e x K (2«)n o l

- 2ie / da' ppAu(x-2o'p)]. U )
o M J
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Eg. (4) is very useful if one wishes to write down in closet?, for;;

the generating functional for momenta near the mass-shell.

Introducing 14) in

Wç(j,n,n) ••= lici fdA exp i [ dnx J (x)AM{x) -
n-»4-

^i- / dnx dny ïï(x)Sç(x,ylA)n<y)]

one finds

W^ik(J,n,ïï) = lin J A_ /dnx.... dnxM / — h ... liiL. •
4 n-4- N=0 "• -1 (2K)" (2i)

e • n(x1)(|51 + m) (px).-.n (xy) (̂ N N

fexp i jdnxdny Jy(x)D^(x - Y)Jv(y)] • /do .., /da exp i
o o

J, X

In (5) DpV(x) is the Feyman propagator in the covariant gauge for

the photon field:

with

k^ + io

3. INFRARED BEHAVIOUR OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

It is convenient to split each term containing the

photon propagator in two parts according to
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2 i * u* •k2 + i o k2 + i o k2 - M2 + i o k2 - M2 + i o

and

f-2-2 2 " - T T ïl +-T-5 *">
l (k 2 + io)2 (k2-M2+io)^J (kz-ïT+io) *

(k2 + io ) 2

Since we shall show that the infrared behaviour does not depend

upon M, its actual value is uninportant. Each term in (5) repre-

sents a Green's function with 2N fermicn external lines; its

infrared behaviour follows by inserting/(6) and (7) in (5)

i, /dnx ... dn j^EL. ... f-*- m~
1~l*A . ÎT<x Up * » -

N ! 1 * " < i . i n *"* (2ir) n 1 1

o
n(pN)[exp 1/2 Jdnxdny • jp(x)D*J(x - y)Jv(y)3

{ N _ 2 N N

Ï ( P a ~ *T + i o ) f f - f - 2 I l X ( p / P b ; < » . a ) -
a=l a a 2 a*l b=l a b a b

where

i o )

• (-r1 2—1i )

k"* + io \T - M + io

and

-2io (p k-io) ;r 2ia,{pbk+io)

+ io)" 2 - (k2 - M 2 + io)"2]. (10)

The main contribution to the on-shell behaviour of (8) comes from

large values of a. When a ̂  b we have to go on shell in a definite

sequence, say in the natural order of the numbers a, b, ... Then

(£)) and (10) become
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(k2 - M2 (pak

and

)~2 " <*2-n2+io)~2]

respectively. The integrals (IX) and (12) are now easily

evaluated exhibiting the expected singularity at n = 4 which

replaces the "photon mass" of the traditional approach:

8~

and

in ri
Y(Pa,Pb;aa,ab, = -SjÈ _ 4

n - 4

He n > 4

Re n > 4.

Here, B b is the relative velocity between a and b and the dots

stand for terms finite at n = 4. na is + 1 (or -1) according to

which the particle a is outgoing (incoming).

A related problem is the behaviour of the Green's

functions near the mass-shell. We take n = 4 in (9) and (10) and

obtain a a dependence of the form

in=nK .if .1 - 3 = K 1/2na"b .- lte<Vb>]

and

- io) • (1 +

inanb

8K'

(13)

(14)

respectively. Here the dots represent a - independent terms.
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4. TUB FERMION PROPAGATOR

Let us apply the preceding considerations to the ferniion

propagator. According to (13) and (14) it behaves like

O> + m) /do exp[i(p2 - m2 + io)o + t- Into - io) • U - 3)]
o **

- m
p 2 - m^ + io ^

near the mass-shell. Hence the renornialized propagator is

S.(p) •* :ir[l + 5 - ( 3 - f ) ] ( - — - 5 ) I ? * •l(rf-BH-io)
p2+r.2

 Ç 2* p 2 - m2 + io

where we choose N£ in agreement with the gauge properties of the

fermion propagator a. of the fennion renormalization constant.

It is well-known /6, uiat the complete propagator transforms

under a gauge transformation as

Sç(x) = (x - io) 4* S2(x). (16)

Transforming Fourier (16) and using (15) one gets N- = ̂ -N-j for

ç < 3. The relevant integrals are discussed in the Appendix.

Clearly one can take N~ = 1 and obtain the behaviour of the

propagator near the mass-shell

S£(P) - ir[l + 77(3-5)3 v, 2 m2 57(""5i(ï5 - m + io)" 1 •
5 p2-.m2 P2 - m2

 + io

• (1 + 36ç3)

for any Ç S 3.
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APPENDIX

Let us compute the integral

1^3 <P) = /d4Q[-i(P-Q)2 + o]A(0 +

using the representation /7/

(ix2 + 0 ) z = -jrĵ y /dt t"2'1 e"(:

One finds easily

2 *° ••
I A B ( P ) = " rl-ilrf-Bl ldt t"A"1 -^du U"B~1 '

o o

(u + t ) " 2 exp - i u ( l - ^ P2)

Re A, Re B < 0.

We change the variables according to

t E xs u s s(l - x)

and we get after some simple manipulations

.A+B+l 2
IAB ( P ) = r(-B) r

where -Fj(a»B ,T;Z) is the usual hypergeometric function. Eg.

(A.2) is valid for

Re A, Re B, Re(A + B) + 2 < 0.

When ? - 1 one obtains

-2jA+B+l

(A.2)

lim

Re A, Re B, Re(A+B) 4 2 < 0.

In our case A * - 1 - - C), B = -1, i.e. ç < 3.
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SECTION III

EPR SPECTRA ANALYSIS OF PARAMAGNETIC CENTRES WITH

S - 1/2 AND LARGE HYPERFINE INTERACTION

V.V.Grecu , F.P.Popeseu and Valentina Popeicu

Physics Paculty, University of Bucharest,

National Center for Physics, Bucharest

Institute for Research and Design for Radioactive

Ores, Bucharest.

INTRODUCTION

The most general spin Hamiltonian describing paramagnetic

centres with S * 1/2 is:

ft m BSg| + thl + îo.î - gnen§î (i)

When the Zeeiean term is larger than the other interactions,

the spectrum is easily interpreted /I, 2/. In some systems the hyper-

fine interaction can be comparable or even stronger than the Zeeman

term. In such cases, the spectrum pattern is sometimes very unusual

and its interpretation requires a different method of analysis /3-9/.

In this^paper we present a general study of the spectrum

for S * 1/2 and I >l/2 for small anisotrooies of matrices «r, A and

Q, and for various values of the ratio hv/A.
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ENERGY LEVELS AND WAVE FUNCTIONS

In order to calculate the energy levels for an arbitrary

orientation of maonetic field S it is convenient to write the spin

Hamiltonian in a reference frame havincr its z axis alona the mag-

netic field. If 8 and 9 are the polar anales of B in the reference

frame of the principale axes of the matrices g, A and 0 (assumed

coaxial), the following expression for the 'transformed spin Hamil-

tonian is obtained:

Tt

+ 1(V

* - *

.2 .2

S_x_,
xy

2A q.g>

2,2

sin2ip.sin0.^T(S+-S_

axy^xy

y "*

A xvaxv

I_-S_I+)J
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g A sin2»)sln2e + a )
- Z J E ?J.BI. -Ay -n̂ r» z

sin2»sin9 — a 6 B (2)
2±

where :

axy * -x

g2 = g2oos2Ô + a 2 sin29

xy9xy " *î?î«»2» + A 2g 2s i n
2, (3)

A V » A2a2cos2e + ? 2
y a 2 2

It is not possible to solve exactlv the eigenvalue pro

blew for this Hamiltonian. However, the nuadrupole and nuclear Zeeman

interactions and anlsotropies of the iratrices c and A (in the case of

s laroe hyperfine interaction like that corresoondino to S electron

ions or free radicals with a electrons) are much smaller than the

electronic Zeentan term. Thus, neolecting the corresnondina terms in

expression (2) vie obtain the following Hamiltonian:

+ 1 AzAxy A
x \

z z ? A A w + - - +

J I 2 -
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The correction term corresponding to the aemiltonian

7tl mX-%o are of the form:

(A. - AM2 (g. - ç u ) 2 i V 02 (9-»nB)2

_ i 2—t —i 3 , , _JEJ» with k M

where 1, j ara x, y, s respectively, and B^, E^ are given below

(Eq.5).

These terns are usually smaller than the experimental

accuracy and can be neglected.

With this approximation one gets the following expres-

sions for the energy levels:

E+,m " " I * 7

• m [jiO - (g»B)«] +Y2
lM.l Qîm + 1)Q - (o«B)<J ( 5 )

p

7**] 2 * ° 2 < I - • ' « • • • D M

E_ ^ - - j - ^Jf«rBB • <m - J ) A J [ 2 • C 2 ( I • • ) ( ! - • •

where

Q - Qoxcos2f + Q«in2?) sin2* + Qzcos2«J (7)

9*
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For t*v« wave '«nettons :

~ V u I

where ?

a 2
 +

m

X *
m

yl
C»

-
BB

(I

1

*

+

(m

m)

-

(I - m

2

+ 1)

do)

In the above calculations the wave functions are ex-

pressed In terms of states ! - 4,n>> , which form a convenient

basis for the calculation of the transition probabilities.

At lower fields the different terns are grouped into

two sets characterized by |F,mp> eitçenvectors (F takes on values

ii ~, and -P <mp« F). In the hioher field limit, the electronic

and nuclear maemetic moments are decouol#<* an* th* levels form

two groups characterized bv eigenvectors |- y»w» (see Flo.1,2).

RESONANCE FIELDS AND TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

Several electronic maanetlc dioolar transitions can

take olace between the states (6). They can be classified according



Fig. 1 - Energy levels of an S » j, I * j ion. and the EPR

transitions for the cases : -r—> I + •* (
hC l 2 —•

EPR, transitions), and ££ <i ( ... NMR. transitions).

EPS. transitions.



.Fig. 2 - snerqy levet of an S
t r . : . - f •.-.- . u t>.« casas 3 / 2 | J
|< jZs. - . . o / 2 i- > .-n.? bJBr and 5//B (.. .) .

a_3/2<

6

ion.
1 (

and

7
gpH/A

the EPR

) ,
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to the changes of the characteristic auantur» numbers F,M,m. The

transition probability depends on the relative orientation of

the external magnetic field F and the electromaonetic field R.

Two limiting cases are discussed: A) ÉlB, and

Table 1. Transition probabilities and resonance fields

Transition

A) blB

a)hv=
+ ,m —»in

b)hv=
E+,nTE+,m-t

hv=
E-,m"E-,ir.-l

c)hv=

d)h =
E+,m-2"E-,!n

B)b B

hv«
E+,m-l~E-,m

Transition

tfes

P°n%+1

PV%+1

Pam^+1

P Y 2 - I + I

P Vm- l

Resonance fields

<9BB) + f l n ^ f B _ 1 =(gSB)ni+h+fln^+fln_1

t9BB)_fBl4..#ln+1
 = ( 7 « B l / " . l i n » . , r t

(gBB)_#.I4._f.I+1 -(qBBl.j+h.^.j w _ f . I + 1

(9B B ) + fm-2 *»-,m = (aBB)m-l+h+,m-2 • - / .

jS«B> + f ^ l - f B *-(>n-i)Ai[(hv)2-

-C2(I+m)(I-1r+l)]7+h+ f ] n .1 +_# | n

where':

(gBB)
m

yn)A - (hv)s 1 - (11)
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where the minus sign in front of the radical has to be associa-

ted only with the negative values of m (m £ « I), and for

^^••"Â41 + 5- (see next section).

C2

(12)

-TÎ.! 0-(g8B) [a-CTj+Y^J J V

m 2n 2

where :

h m

(For the sign (-), see Eq.ll).

2

(17)

a.
B I (5m— H O — foBBl 6 I

fl - (—)2(I+m)(I-in+l)~] 2
L hv J
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In the table 1, the exoressions for the resonance fields

anr) the transition probabilities are oiven for all possible cases.

Some of the resonance fields a) an<l b) which involve

one of the states - =-,1 > can be put into a slimier fern /8/s

,1+1

hv {- —
1-V 1-Y

(-2+2T
1-X 1-Y

(19)

hv (1+21 ^ +27 [(2T-l)n+{hv ) ( 1 + ? I ^ (20)

= hv ( 1+2T ^ +2T j^-(2I-l)O+(1iv) (1+21-1-)^ (.j^.)2 (22)
A "" 1

where :

y =
2<hv)

For blP the followiner maanetic fliDolar transitions are

possible (sse table 1):

Tvoe a) are the so called FPPj transitions and thev cor-

resnond to AM = -1, Am = 0 . Transitions between states belrmtrintj

to the san>e P manifold are caller" N W j transitions: AF = 0, AM = 0,

am = -1 (type b ) . A «articular NMR transition denoted bv e) takes

place betv/een states havinq different w values and the same
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M : â F = l , A M = O / A m = l (NMRj t r a n s i t i o n ) . Type d) are EPR.

t r a n s i t i o n s cha rac te r i zed by AM = i l , Am = -t.

For b//B the re are poss ib le t r a n s i t i o n s of EPR? type :

A.M= - 1 , Am = i l .

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The relative intensities of the different transitions

and consequently the pattern of the EPRsoectra deoend essentially

on the ratio between the electromagnetic quanta and the hyperfine

interaction constant.

For biB there are three different cases :

A) ^->I+r- i.e. the electromagnetic quanta are larger

than the zero field splitting. That corresponds to the usual case

encountered in EPR spectroscopy (week coupling). The possible tran-

sitions are the type EPR1 and EPR3 (see Fig.l). In the limit jp-
Y 2

the ratio (—J takes on the value :
a

.vin.2 ~ (i+m) (I—nt+1) .A «2 /->o»

v " —« ^
i . e . , Y_4;o_. In this case, EPR, type transitions are very week.

Approaching the upper limit (^r> D» they become detectable, giving

a good possibility of measuring the quadrupole interaction and nu-

clear g factor directly from the difference between the resonance

fields of the EPR1 and EPR3 transitions:

(24)
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There are many paramagnetic centres which fall into

this case such as: the alkaline metal atoms /lo/, £g° /7/, re ,

3+ +

Si / 1 1 / , Zn /12/ etc . at X band and correspondingly more cen-

tres at K and Q bands.

B) The case J ^ â ^ 1 + 4 *-s the intermediate one. Two

transitions are always possible: NMR? and one EPRj type, namely

that one which corresponds to m = - I. Quite a number of examples

can be given: Cu° / 7 / (Hg2o7)+ / 15 / , Ga2+ /13/ at X band etc .

1 + Ç « M

a2 = 1 """' (25)

„ (l-[i - (_I_)23?}
in i u inx

and: „ = -±-l-±i±i - 1 (26)
m m2

there are also possible EPR. and EPR^ transitions corresponding

to the negative values of m, excluding m » - I. Unlike the pre-

vious case all these transitions have comparable intensities and

each of them occurs twice (see Eg. 11 and Fig.2). Such a case is

In in ZnS /I3/. By using Eq.(24), the quadrupole and nuclear

Zeeman interaction can be directly measured.

C) When T^^T» a strong coupling between nuclear and

electronic magnetic moments exists. The following transitions can

be observed: one EPRj^ transition with m = - I, and NMR. transitions.
TOO +• QJ. * Jx

Good experimental examples are: (Hg ) /15/, Pb and Tl /14/

ions.

It is interesting to note that for any !jp- value, the

EPRj^ transition with m » ~ I is always possible. It can be easily

used for an approximate estimation of the hyperfine interaction.
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When bllB, EPRg transitions are possible (see fig.2).

For HKO and I+y >~(j[I+m) (I-ra+l)]7 , these transitions occur

twice (see t&ble 1).

CONCLUSIONS

The pattern of the EPR spectra for S = 1/2 and large

hyperfine interaction have been studied in the approximation of

small aniaotropies of the resonance fields• The transition pro-

babilities have been calculated and the spectrum pattern discus-

sed for various values of ratio -^.
A
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CALCULATION OF INELASTIC SCATTERING OF PROTONS

WITH MEAN ENERGY ON DEUTERIUM

Stefan Muscalu

Phys ics Facul ty , Univers i ty o f Bucharest

In the paper have been obtained relations for differen-

t ia l scattering cross-section of the nucléons which result from

she reaction p + d >p + p + n. For this we used the sumiry mfi-

thod of the nonrelativist diagrams which correspond the inelastic

scattering amplitude of the nucléons on deuterium /I - 2/ . The

calculated results are compared with the experimental ones for

the energy of the protons of 158 MeV. Following we try to exolain

the energetic distribution of the protons, obtained in the parser

/ 3 / , for the angles ft taken function of the direction of the in-

cident protons equal with 5 , 15 and 20 and measured in the la-

boratory system.

When the interaction impuls between one of the protons

and neutron, f, variance to zero, that i s 1 K 1 S J K O \ here have

been calculated the differential cross-section dffwhich charac-

terize the appearance of the two orotons which result from the

reaction / 4 / . In the case, the biqger contribution to the scatte-

ring amplitude i s due to the polar diagrams and square diagrams.

The contribution of the others diaarams, which represent the mul-

tiple scattering, may be approximated with the help of constant ma<

nitude C (Ko, ft), where Ko - the imnuls of the incident particle,

determinated by the energy of the incident oroton. Because C (Ko,<
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depends weakley of the energy of the incident particle and of

the scattering angle, it can be calculated fiting the theoretical

results with experimental data.

When it is studied the spectrum of the protons which

appear from the reaction, the differential cross-section takes

the form /5/.

d oi2 i t, -a* r 2

d a 6 Ko
-.—. d f j- (|C(Ko,K,f)l +lD(Ko,K,f)|2+2.|d(KO,K,f)|2)a)
6 Ko (2x)J l J

Where, K - the impuls of the system formed bv the two protons?

which results from the reaction*;, f - the relative imruls of the

system formed by a neutron and one of the nrotons result form the

reaction in the finally state.

Next, we verity the relation (1) using the experimental

data of the paper /3/ where it is studied the- reaction

p + d >o + p + n for E = 158 Mev, in the laboratory system.

The differential cross-sectr.on obtained experimentally

as a function of the relative energy of the neutron and one of

the protons resulted from the reaction, for some angles 9(9 = 5°--

15°; 20°) of the second oroton resulted, *«s represented in the

fig.l. Ho»? can be «seen, the experimental points, for a = 15° si

© = 20°, lie on a curve shich has two maximes which eirow-uo «hen

the *» angle grow-up; one ôf these is narrow and sharp, and corres-

ponds to the interaction the pairs of the particules with a small

relative impuls and one is large which for © * 20°, is bigger

than the first one.
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In this oaner we are concern especially on the second

maximum. Using the method which gives the relation (1), we cal-

culated the differential cross-section of the orotons which aupear

in the reaction n + à —*- p + p + n.

If the constant C(Ko,^) it convenient choiced, a qood

agréèrent is obtained between the theoretical results and the ex-

perimental data (see fiq.l , continuous curve).

CONCLUSIONS

1 - The amplitude of the reaction p + d •—».p + p + n

for E = 158 J»eV can he represented as a sura. The sum is formed

from the contribution of the nole diagrams which correspond to

each pair of nucléons and the contribution of the siinnle souare

diagrams which correspond to the formation of two nucléons with

a small relative impuls

2 - The contribution of the multinlp sauare diagrams

vhich correspond the multiple interactions, depends very weakly

by the energy of the incident ©articles and by the *> - anile. This

contribution can be determined fitting the theoretical results

'•»ith experimental data.

3° - The second maximum is due to the scattering process

of the incident proton on the deuterium which désintégrâtes itself

or it is due to the interchange orocess of the incident proton and

the proton from the deuterium.
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PHONON DENSITIES OF STATES OF THE ALUMINIUM

AND BISMUTH

I. P&dureanu, S. RSoeanu, C. Crâciun,

Gh. Rotarescu and M. Ion

Institute of Power Nuclear Reactors, Pitesti

INTRODUCTION

In the solid state physics the knowing of the phonon

spectrum g(w) is very important. Thus, "Trom the study of g (us) one

can obtain valuable information about the electronic properties

Of the allovs end licruids . the» t«f.1.w>r? r- f *-b<? ••'ofê ts on the

dynamics, the nature of tne intaratofiiic forces, -.he atomic vibra-

fcior.a in the crystalline lattice etc.

The frequency distribution o£- the normal vibration modes

could be used in the deriving of .the specific heat, resistivity as

well as of the other macroscopic eqnstants. The first experimental

methods to obtain g (tit) ware based on the calorireetric oi-es.It was

concluded that these methods allowed an orientative evaluation

only of the frequency spectrum. A direct determination of g(u) be-

comes possible frorr inelastic slow neutron scattering measurements.

Several times it was tried to get the frequency spectrum from the

lattice dynamics models but are many cases where no reliable mo-

dels exists. Therefore, it is desirable to determine g(u) from

double differential cross sections r.ieasur-ai.-ents of neutrons.Concer-

ning this method two cases have to be discussed. Firstly,
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could be derived directly from inelastic neutron scattering only

for incoherent scatterers. Secondly, the majority of the materials

are coherent scatterers and between g (a») and the measured inten-

sity of the scattered neutrons at various angles do not exist more

a proportionality relation. However in a series of theoretical pa-

pers it was demonstrated that if the measurements are performed in

special conditions, then exists the possibility to determine the

frequency spectrum for coherent samples too. A group of Russian

physicists has dealt in their papers /1-3/ of measuring the fre-

quency spectra g(w) for coherent samples by means of inelaatic

neutron scattering. They shown that g(«) could be derived if one

realizes an averaging over a large range of scattering angles. In

this paper we present the experimental results obtained for alumi-

nium and bismuth according to the Russian group proposals. The expe-

rimental frequency spectra were used farther to calculate the speci-

fic heat and Debye temperature.

THEORETICAL METHOD

In the paper /2/ there, was proposed a method for measu-

ring the phonons distribution by means of inelastic coherent scat-

tering of slow neutrons on polycrystals. This method assumes the

average of the coherent effective section due to variation of final

wave vectors orientation of the neutrons. By means of this approach

one can get:

?2 .2 fî 2
* ei'e2 "A*' sin • imfe*1* "A*J KK H O I Ë

 (1)

•l *1 °
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or

(2)

•- 1)

where o^, c2• are the minimum and maximum value respectively of

Q 1 = (K" + K~ - 2«-Ko cos 9^2"

Q2 = (K
2 + K2 - 2KKO cos »2)I

One can show that if measurements are performed over an

1angular range symmetric with respect to 90°, that is a1= 9 and

180° - 0 the expression (2) reduces to

). = JL e-^oc2
 + v

2) al£) (4)
9 ° °

EXPERIMENT

In order to measure the double differential cross sections

there was used a time of flight spectrometer with chopper and coo-

led berilium filter at the temperature of lieruid nitrogen installed

at the WR-S reactor in Bucharest.

The measurements vere performed at room temperature on

pure aluminium samples and bismuth ones. The spectra of slow neu-

trons scattered on these samples have been recorded within an angu-

lar range between 20° and 90°. The sample position was chosen so

that an angle of 45° appears between it and the incident neutrons

direction. Two measurements for each sample have been performed:

one on the proper sample introduced in a cadmium frame and one for
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background only with the cadmium frame in -the beam. There have also

been performed measurements on vanadium în order to normalize the

experimental data. After the experimental data have been collected

they were worked by means of TOFLKX program /4/ in an IBM 370/135

computer. The background, counters efficiency and package factors

corrections were applied to the data. The measurements were changed

then from the time of flight scale into the energy scale. In order

to determine g(<o) - there was performed the average of the double

differential measurements between the angles 9. and 9_- T*ie mul-

tiphonic contribution was estimated too

RESULTS AND COMMENTS

a) Aluminium

The normalized frequency spectrum g(fna) obtained from (2)

for aluminium at room température (~300°K) is given in Fig.1. Besi-

des our experimental data there are also presented Gompf's and

othar results /5/. The spectrum provided by these authors has been

obtained by direct reading of the diagram. As one can see, the agree-

ment of the two spectra is satisfactory, both quantitatively and

qualitatively • The only differences consist in that the peak no-

ticed in their paper was not noticed in our experiment. At the

same time there exists a difference of several milielectronvolts

between the two energy scales. It is not very clear where this diffe

rences can come from. The dimensions of the aluminium samples have

been chosen so that one of the conditions in tfhich the relation (2)

was deduced to be fulfilled, namely the volume Vg of the sample to

be larger than the volume Vg of the Brillouin zone. Oskotskij /2/

has shown that the error caused by the approxiamtion used is to be

of the farder of VB/Vg.
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Aluminium was a metal investigated by various methods.

There were performed measurement of frequency normal modes by

X ray inelast ic scattering / 6 / and with neutrons / 7 , 8 f 9 / . These

results have been analysed in terms of interatomic force constants

of the Born von Kârmfin theory. The same method has been used in

the paper /10/ where Larson's and others measurements / l l / were

analysed. Schmunk and others /12/ nerformed measurements of neu-

tron inelast ic scattering on aluminium, trying to oet the fre-

quency distribution in incoherent approximation. These authors

got to the conclusion that their results are not in aoreement with

the theoretical calculation performed by Phillips / 1 3 / . The expe-

rimental curves of phonons dispersion on aluminium were analysed

in /14/ in the terms of Born-von Kârmân theory.

The calculated frequency spectrum was used in getting

various thermodynamic properties. Flinn and McManus /15/ have also

tried to obtain g(<i>) by usina a theoretical model derived from the

e last ic constants at low temperatures.

For the frequency spectrum shown in Fio. l the soecif ic

heat and Debye temperature was calculated. The calculation was done

according to the following relations

(•fia.) max -. 2
CV(T) , 3R C <{%) ^ / K aft«)dfi .) (5)

o B (e B - I ) 2

The specific heat obtained by means of this relation was

then used for determinina the temperature &_ bv an iterative proce-

dure from the relation:

T 3 Ï D x4ex
C (T) = 9R(±) f dx Xv

e - (6)

V * { (ex-l)2

where R is gas constant, X =-n<i>/K,,T, X_ = 8/T,
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T(K)

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

cal/mol, ctrd.

0.0021

0.0040

0.0069

0.0109

0.1490

0.4819

0.9374

1.4316

1.9129

2.3570

2.7550

3.1060

3.4133

3.6811

3.9K4

4.1177

Table

v*>
410

395

369

352

296

2 9 3

30 4

315

325

335

342

349

355

36 O

364

368

1

T{K)

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

2 1 0

220

2 30

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

C V

cal/irol.ord.

4.2953

4.4507

4.5871

4.70 72

4.8133

4.9073

4.9908

5.0653

5.1320

5.19.13

5.2456

5.2942

5.3381

5.3780

5.4143

5.4474

5.4777

3 7 1

374

376

378

380

382

3 8 3

385

386

387

388

389

390

390

3 9 1

392

392

Specific heat and.Debye temoerature for Al.
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The data obtained for Cy(T) and ftpfT) in the temperature

range at which the calculation was done are presented for alumi-'

nium in Table 1. We present in Fiç.2 the specific heat C (T) for

aluminium, calculated from relation (5) in the range (7 - 300 K).

Besides our results there are also presented the ones from the

paper /16/. In this paper the specific heat was measured directly

by calorimetric methods. As one can notice the agreement between

the two results is satisfactory. This is more important by mentio-

ning that the results were obtained by different methods. The compa-

rison of our results was done with those presented in paper /16/,

because these authors performed measurements within the same tempe-

rature range. Specific heat measurements or calculations for alu-

minium were also reported in the papers /14/r /17/r /18/.

The Debye temperature was calculated for aluminium within

the same temperature range as for the specific heat. The results of the

the calculations are shown in Fig.3. The comparison of our results

was done with those obtained from the determination of specific

heat /16/, /18/.

As one can see, the concordance with the data in the paper

/18/ is good at temperatures laraer than 100 K. A remarcable diffe-

rence is noticed between 10 and 100 K. Within the low temperature

range it is noticed a tendancy, of all data compared in the diaoram,

to go to the same limit at T = 0. The Debye temoerature for alumi-

nium at T = O given in /19/ is 428 K.

b) Bismuth

The same procedure for determinincr g {nu) frequencv soec-

trum for aluminium was used for bismuth too. The bismuth samole

used for these measurements has previously suffered a rrelting pro-
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Table 2

T(K)

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

C cal/mol.grd

0.3333

0.4396

0.5537

0.6738

1.9943

3.1600

3.9817

4.5248

4.8855

5.1314

5.3044

5.4296

5.5228

5.5938

5.6490

5.6927

5.7278

eD(K)

83

81

84

86

106

115

119

121

122

123

123

124

124

124

124

124

125

T(K)

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

23o

24o

24o

26o

270

280

290

300

Cv cal/mol.ord

5.7565

5.7801

5.7999

5.8165

5.8307

5.8428

5.8533

5.8624

5.8704

5.8774

5.8836

5.8892

5.8941

5.8985

5.9025

5.9061

»„(•-•)

125

325

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

124

124

125

Soec i f i c heat and Dsbye température for Bi.
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e u s during the «loi* neutron inelastic scattering measurements on

liquid bismuth /20/. It is quite interestinq, in this case, to

follow how the frequency spectrum one modifies for a crystalline

bismuth sample which suffered a melting process. The result of

our experiment is given in Fig. A. There were also performed pre-

vious measurements on polycrystalline bismuth in the paper /21/.

These author's results were compared with the lattice dynamic mo-

del calculations /22/, /23/. The authors' conclusion in the paner

/21/ is that the contributions to the optical cart of the snectrum

are well separated from the acoustic ones. By comparing our results

with the ones of the above mentioned authors there comes out that

this separation is not evident. The acoustic mode3 contribution

seems to be closed to that obtained in /21/, but the one corres-

ponding to the optical modes has suffered an almost comolete concel-

ling with respect to the one reported in /2l/.

This wouxû leoù to the conclusion cnau Dy melting, the

short order distance of the bismuth romboiedric structure has suffe-

red a serious deterioration. That part of the SDectruir, corres-

ponding to these modes, is symilar with the results obtained in

/24/, /25/, /26/ an amorphous bismuth. The numerical data obtained

by calculating the specific heat and Debye temperature for bismuth,

following the same procedure as for aluminium, are presented in

Table 2. in Fig. 5 it is shown the soecific hsat CV(T) calculated

from the phononic spectrum presented in Fig. 4. The bismuth speci-

fic heat has been also investigated by some other authors» within

various temperature ranges /27/r /23/, /29/, /30/. The results

got by these authors are generally not in good concordance. Me have

compared our data with those given in tha paper /3C/ and one can

s satisfactory concordance.
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The Debye temperature calculated fro» C.,(T) i s presen-

ted in Fig. 6. Together with our results there are also oresen-

ted, for comparison, those obtained in the papers /27/ and /30/ .

It has to be noticed that the concordance is satisfactory UD to

T = 130 K but i t becomes worse for larger temperatures.

By analysing the data and results obtained in this

field there comes out that the results presented in the previous

papers have undoubtedly led to valuable conclusions, but the

methods for obtaining f(w), C..(T) and 6D(T) being different,

the concordance between them is not always satisfactory. We do

consider that the results presented in this paper may lead to some

useful information.
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SECTION IV

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF THIN FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS

WITH CuxS - CdS HETEROJUNCTIO.V

I. Dima, I. Licea, C. Plâvitu and I. Secâreanu

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest

INTRODUCTION

The solar energy conversion into electrical energy can

be performed by means of the photoelectric effect, photoemission,

thermoelectronic emission and thermionic emission. The académi-

cien Th.V. Ionescu called attention on these conversion methods

still about 1940, l efore the realization of the solar energy con-

vertisors. The solar energy conversion into electrical energy was

developed rapidly in the two last decades especially by means of

the photovoltaic effect in semiconductors. Actually, the photo-

voltaic cells are the most effective procedure in order to convert

directly the solar energy into electrical energy. Firstly, the

solar cells have been prepared using monocrystalline semiconduc-

ting samples, especially silicium. Further develoninents of the so-

lar cells technology have related on the thin semiconducting

layers. The photovoltaic cells prenared using a thin nolycrystalline

CdS layer with CUjS-CdS heterojunction have some interesting ne-

cularities being very adequate to some technical applications. •

In order to obtain a high efficiency it is important to

optimize the shape of the I-V characteristics and of the spectral

characteristics /1-6/. An important problem concerning to the opti-

mization of the spectral characteristic is the strong interdepen-
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dence between the structural modifications of the CuxS-CdS hetero-

junction and the spectral characteristic changes. Indeed, the change

of the parameters within a short period of time is considered to

be the fundamental weakness of the CuS-CdS heterojunction with

polycrystalline CdS layer /7-10/. Thus, one may observe a substan-

tial decrease of the open circuit voltage and of the fill factor,

involving a loss of the cell efficiency/7./For the solar cells

prepared by vacuum deposited CdS layer, the parameter changes are

stronger if the cells are illuminated at open circuit conditions

and smaller if the cells are holden in the dark at short-circuit con-

ditions. This behaviour is attributed in/7, 8/to the formation of

copper nodules on the copper sulphide surface and of cooDer fila-

ments along the defects in the CdS layer, which short-circuite

the heterojunction. In these works, the structural modification of

the copper sulphide layer and the influence of this modification

on the spectral response of the solar cell are not considered.

The purpose of this work is to analyse connection between

the structural modifications of the CuxS-CdS heterojunction and the

changes of the spectral characteristics.

EXPERIMENTS

The spectral response has been studied using photovoltaic

cells with CuxS-CdS heterojunction prepared from polycrystalline CdS

thin layer, obtained by vacuum evaporation. On a glass substrate a

silver film forming the back electrode (negative) is evaporated. The

silver electrode is covered with zinc in order to obtain an ohroic

low resistance contact. The CdS layer is deposited pn this electrode

by vacuum evaporation. The CuxS layer is put down by dipping the
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CdS layer in a hot CuCl solution. The heterojunction is stabilized

by a heat treatment at 200°C. The front electrode is realized with

a mobile metallic probe. Other details concerning these problems

are given in/1,2./ The photovoltaic cells affected for this study

were not gridded and not encapsulated and were not equipped with

antireflecting coating.

The OCV spectral chararacteristic was «lotted immediately

after the realization of the cells (curve 1 from Fig.1), using a

SPM-2 monochromator with tungsten-filament source and a K-201 re-

corder. This curve shows three maxima: two neaks at x = 0,98um

and \= 0,52um and a large maximum at x= 0,74pm.

The cells were kepted in air for a time period of seven

months at the room temperature. The OCV spectral characteristic

plotted after this period shows a significant change in the long

wavelengths range (curve 2 from Fig.l) : the peak at x= 0,98^ is

quenched, the large maximum at X= 0,74ym is strongly diminished,

while the peak at X= 0,52um remains nearly unchanged. These changes

of the spectral characteristic lead to a significant decrease of the

cell efficiency.

The initial spectral response can be restored by a technique

consisting to the deposition of a cooper layer of predeterminate

thickness on the CILS layer, followed by a heat treatment at 200°C

/4/. This result is presented by the curve 3 from Fig.l.

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

It is well known that in the copper sulphide layer coexist

some crystalline phases (ehalcocite-Cu2S, djurleite-CUj^ 9 6 S , digenite-

Cu, _S, covellite-CuS) /10-12/. The ratio of the phases formed during
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Oh 0.50.601'0.8 0.91.01.1 1.2

Fig. 1. The OCV spectral response of the solar

cell: olotted immediately after the cell realiza-

tion (curve 1), after a time period of 7 nonths

(curve 2) and after deposition of the Cu-layer

(curve 3).
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the dipping process depends on the composition and temperature •

of the solution and influences the cell efficiency. ?v high effi-

ciency is obtained by the heterojunct1on Cu2S-CdS. Ours cells were

dipped in a hot CuCl solution and by this way chalcocite (Cu2S)

and djurleite (Cu. _,S) are mainly formed /9/, i.e., the copper

rich phases of the copper sulphide. This structural composition

explains the shape of the spectral characteristic plotted imme-

diately after the cell realization. The peak at > « 0,52pm

corresponds to the band- to- band transitions in CdS and the

peak at X= 0,98pm is attributed to the indirect band transitions

in Cu2S. The maximum at As 0,74vm should be attributed, as is

suggested in /3,10/, to optical absorption in Cu, «6S» which is

formed at the interface Cu2S: CdS during the dipping process and

stabj.lizing heat treatment. The transitions from copper levels in

CdS may be further of importance for the broadness maximum at

A» 0,74 um.

In order to explain the behaviour of the curve 2 one

may presume that in the seven months period, the copper sulphide

layer has undergone some' significant structural modifications/9/,

due to the fact that Cu-S and Cu. g gS were converted into copper

deficient phases of copper sulphide (CuxS with 1 , 9 6 > X > 1 , 8 ) . The

complete quenching of the peak at x» 0,98ym should be attributed

to the whole conversion of the Cu2S in other phases.

The diminution of the maximum at A * 0,74pm (curve 2

from Fig.l) should be associated with tb,e conversion of the Cuj^ggS

phase to Cu S (1,96 > x>l,8). The maximum is determined now by a

small amount of unconverted CUj^ g 6S and by electron transitions

Cu- levels in the gap of CdS. Therefore, c»n be concluded



that the maximum at >. = 0,38 yin and >. = 0,74u œ should be attri-

Mited to copper rich phases of the copper sulphide (Cu_S and

^ g g S , respectively).

If this assumption is valid, copper addition to the

copper sulphide layer can be determine a reverse conversion of

the CuxS ( 1 , 9 6 > X > 1 , 8 ) phases to the copper rich phases {Cu2S

and Cu^ 9gS). As a result, the initial shape of the spectral

characteristic will be restored. For this reason, on the Cu S

layer by a special method was deposited a copper layer of prede-

termined thickness, followed by a heat treatment at 200°C.

The curve 3 from F.ig.l gives'the spectral resnonse for

the considered solar cells after this restoriner orocess. One may

observe that the peak at x= 0-98 uni reappears, the maximum at

x= 0,74yi amounts to the initial size and the whole shape of the

spectral characteristic is similar to the initial one (curve 1

•from Fig.l). This fact proves that the heterojunction is now again

formed between CdS and copper-rich phases of the copper sulphide.

This reverse conversion is determined by the cooper diffusion in

the copper sulphide layer durinq cooper deposition and heat treat-

ment.

Taking into account the above discussion one may con-

clude that the time evolution of the solar cells is determined by

some structural modifications of the copper sulphide layer and not

hy the short-circuiting of the heterojunction via the copper fila-

ments along the defects from the CdS layer. If the solar cell

would be short-circuited, recovery bv copper adding could not be

possible. One may conclude also that the spectral response at long

wave length? is mainly detei>.ined by the light absorption in the
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ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT IN fiaAs-GaAIAs HETEROJUNCTIONS

C.Contantinescu

Bucharest University and Institute of Physics and Technology

of Materials, Bucharest

This neper is a short review of several proposed m^c' =J-

nisms and theories on electrical transport in (AlGa)As heteroium. •

tions and describes some peculiar effects observed In such hetero-

junctions.

1 . ANDERSON'S MODEL OF HETEP.OJUNCTIONS

#

To begin with we shall have a brief review of the energy

band diagram and the main parameters of a heterojunction, according

to Anderson /I/. In Fig. la a p-n heterojunction band diagram is

presented. The two semiconductors differ by values of the electron

affinity X l

...t—

***

Bvi

and X2' °^ t n e E cr2'

Pig. 1
(b)

doping N A and N D, and

by other parameters which are not explicitly shown in the diagram.

In contrast to Fig. la a n-p heterojunction is presented in Fig.lb

(by convention in Mp-n" or Kn-pM the first letter corresponds tc

the narrow gap semiconductor). Due to differences in electron affi-
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nities and in band gaps a conduction band discontinuity AE and a

valence band discontinui.ty AE appear at the interface. From these

figures it can be seen that the built in voltage V = v
D i

+ v
D 2

 i s

given by the equation

.for the p-n hetero junction (fig. la) and by

for the n-p heterojunction (Fig. \h)

The potential distributions in two regions of ihe hete-

rojunction, V, (x) and V o(x), are given by solving Poisson's equation

with proper boundary conditions. For example, in the case of a n-p

heterojucntion with a Schottky type barrier, the following eauations

hold

1^1 = _.L_Ei (_l«Sx<0); ? = - Il_̂ £, (0 <x<l 2) (3)
dx2 £j ' d*2 £ 2

With usual conditions:

Aiv,>
) = E2 l"aT) ; v i<°> = V2<°)

(4)

0; ©..,,= 0: V|"I') = VD - v
the potential distribution, depletion layer width and depletion

capacitance can 5 2 easily calculated

«AIM - *Nl» a
VD-V, --V. ^ 0 , > x ) ^ V 2 = â f (!2-x)

2 (5)

NA2 J ' 12 ND1



« • &

/2

(7)

where v & is the applied bias. From these expresions the homo-

junction case is obtained for e 1 = e2<

The possibility of formation of an accumulation layer

in heterojunctions will be discussed in section 4, The electrical

transport in heterojunctions will be analysed in section 3. Exten-

sive general reviews on the properties, technoloqy, and applications

of heterojunctions, and bibliography of the field up to 1970 ara

presented in Milnes and Feucht's book /2/ and Tansley's review oaper

73/.

2. SEVERAL PROPERTIES OF THE COMPONFWTS HaAs ANP A3 As AN'D

OF ALLOY SYSTEM AljGa^.As.

The main properties of GaAs are well known at the present

time, GaAs being probably the most intensively studied semiconductor

in the last 10 years. Let's recall that GaAs is a direct band hap

semiconductor with the conduction band extremum in the center of
r

Brillouin zone <r1(j and E g<
r
l c-r 1 5 v) = 1-43 eV at 300 X. The next

conduction band minimum is located 0.-. eV above the central one on

the /100/ axis (the X l c minimum). Other characteristics are given

in Table 1.
Table 1

Basic phyncal paramelero of GaAi and AI As

tiaAa
AIA»

(300 K)

1.4»
2.16

*.A
Ultke
const.

5.634
5.661

e
dieLcomt.

11.5
10.1

•ffinity

4.07
3.5

Temp. cwf.
cipuMion

> Iff* vr'

5.8
5.2

»i.cinJ;V
(300 K>
rl.hol.

•000 3*0
ISO
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By contrast to GaAs there are only a few works on AlAs.

This is mainly due to technological difficulties in preparation

of stable AlAs (in particular AlAs is soluble In water). However,

some of the most important properties of this semiconductor are

already known. AlAs is an indirect band gap semiconductor. The

indirect gap is E . ,„ . = 2,16 eV at 300 K and the direct
g l ( Xlc 15v)

gap is E ., , = 3.03 eV /4,5/. Several other characteris-
gcurlc~r15v'

tics are also given in Table 1.

The alloy system Al x
r ai_ x

A s ^s stable for compositions

with x up to 0.9. Monocrystalline layers of Al Ga, As can be ob-

' talned relatively easily by LPE on GaAs substrate. The ternary

phase diagram of Al-Ga-As was given in /6-8/. The dependence of

band structure on composition x was given by Cassey and Panish/9/,

Berolo and Wooley /10/, Alferov /ll/, and by others. These authors

have shown that for the composition x * 0.37 the two conduction

minima are at the same energy level E â = E ^ = 1.94 eV. At x = 0.37

*• there is the transition from direct to indirect materials. (It

could be noted that the above figures are slightly different with

each author). Analytical expressions for the dependence E ,(x), .

E ^(x) were given-in linear and quadratic forms /12/.

The alloy system AlxGa-^_xAs has been intensivelly studied

in the last 6-7 years, mainly by research teams at loffe Fizico-

Technical Institute and Lebedev Inst. in the USSR, and at Bell Labo-

ratories, and RCA Laboratories in the USA.

The optical and luminescence properties have been inves-

tigated much more intensivelly tha other one». For example, there

• ' are only several papers on transport properties of Al Ga^_xAs

; epitaxial layers /13-15/ or bulk slnglecrystals /16/. However, this

1 system has been already used succesfully in several types of devi-
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ces such as infrared and visible liciht emitting diodes, injection

lasers, high temperature and voltaae diodes.switching diodes, hiah

efficiency solar colls, ̂ hotoemissive cathodes, transistors, etc.

3. SOiMG PECI/LIARTTII-S OF CaAs-AlHaAs HF.TF.n.OJUNCTinNS

a. By analysing Table 1, it can seen that the pair C

AlAs is very favourable for obtainino het.-»rojunctions :

Co As PHOTOLUM
INTENSITY

\

>£

6328 Î
NO LAVES

S 3 2 8 A
WITH LAYER

GoA»

£
•n

i «0

IL
A

T
IV

E

a
Ul

o in

S
C

E
N

£
3
0

S£ 4
m

S

<L«eV

/ A~
/ \
/ \

/ \
/ \
r \M \

m \u
h

K

300«K

15 4A

Fig.
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- the lattice constants of the two semiconductors differ

by only about 0.1 % and even less for GaAs-Al Ga, As;

- the temperature coefficients of expansion differ by

about lo% (and less for GaAs-AlxGa, As).

Due mainly to these fits, heterojunctions with low density

of interface states can be obtained. This fact was proved experimen-

tally by Hayashi and Panish /17/. Using the arrangement shown in Fig.

2 these authors have measured photoluminescence spectra of GaAs exci-

ted with 6328 8 radiation of a He-Ne laser directly ox through an

A I Q gG3Q 4 A s layer which is practically transparent for this radiation.

The photoluminescence intensity registered when GaAs was irradiated

through AlGaAs layer was more than 40 times stronger than in the case

of uncovered GaAs. This result shows that the density of states at

the GaAs-AlGaAs interface is lower than the density of states at the

free GaAs surface.

b. It was shown by many authors that the GaAs-AlGaAs hetero-

junctions are abrupt. For example in Hayashi and PanishFs experiment

described above, the absence of high energy tail in photoluminescence

spectra indicates that the transition from GaAs to AlGaAs occurs

within a distance which is less than 0.25 gin - the penetration depth

of the 6328 A* radiation. Similar results were obtained from measure-
_o

ments on C-V characteristics, which are of the form (1.7) C ~(V-V )
u a

/18-22/. Deviations from such dependence were observed practically

only for heterojunctions grown at high temperatures when cross difu-

sion of the dopant could become important /21,22/.

c. By measuring the built-in voltage V_ both in p-n and

n-p GaAs-Al Gai_x
As heterojunctions, Alferov et al, /18.23/ observed

that V Q increases as x increases, and that the conduction band dis-
i

continuity increases linerly with E concluding that the valence
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band discontinuity A E v is negligible, so the difference in band

gap is supported practically only by AEc(see (1) and (2)).

In conclusion we can assume for CaAs-AlGaAs heterojonc-

tions that: a) the density of interface states is negligible, b)

they are abrupt, and c) the valence band discontinuity A E = 0 .

According to these properties the energy band diagrams for p-n

and n-p heterojunctions are presented in Fig.3a and 3b respecti-

vely.

p-GaAs j n-AlGafii p-AlGaAs

(b)

Fig. 3

4. TRANSPORT MECHANISMS IN GaAs-AlGaAs HETEROJUNCTIONS

Possible transport mechanisms in p-n and n-p hetero-

junctions are presented in Fig. 4 to 7. The occurence of a given

mechanism depends on the doping conditions, temperature, applied

voltage, type of heterojuction (p-n or n-p, abrupt or gradual tran-

sition region) and other factors. Usually in real heterojunctions,

two or more mechanisms occur.simultaneously; in very special cases,

conditions favouring a single mechanism can be accomplished. For
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example, in slightly doped heterojunctions tunneling and band

tailling are negligible so the thermal injection Is practically

the only transport mechanism (Fig.4a). Due to the absence of the

(a) tb)

Fia. 4

Î-Jr Fp

la) (b)
Fig. 5

T

(a) (b)
rig. 6

valence band discontinuity, injection of holes can also take

place, out at a lower rate. This case was studied by Alferov et

al /18,24/ who registered two emission lines, an infrared line

corresponding to the electron injection in p-GaAs and a red one

corresponding to the hole injection in n-AlGaAs.It may be noted
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that carries injected in GaAs recombine either in the space charge

region (Fig.4a, path 1) or in the bulk (path 2). Thesa two oases

were observed in the paper /18/. The current voltage characteristic
eV

is I = I , exp (—-) at low currents, correspondig to Shocklay-
nkT

Noyce-Sah /25/ model for recombination in the space charge region.

At high currents a Shockley type characteristic was found,

eV
I = I ,exp ( ) correspondicr to recom-

oi kT

bination in the bulk. Similar characte-

ristics were obtained /19/ for n GaAs-

- pAlGaAs heterojunctions, with low do-

oed n region (n=»2.10 cm" ) , determined

by thermal injection and recombination
Fig. 7

in and outside the space charge region
of CaAs.However,due to hiqrher harrior for

electrons., in this case only hole injection into GaAs occurs

(Fig.4b) (except for a possible Auger mechanism studied in /33/).

For the thermal current mechanism shown in Fig. 4 Ander-

son's model represents, in fact, a modification of Shockley diffu-

sion theory by taking into account the fact that equilibrium barrier

is now eVD for holes and eV - &E for electrons, so the current

density can be written as

where n t l is the intrinsic concentration in p GaAs, X is an empiri-

cal "transmission" coefficient and N D 2 = nn, NA1=pp. Generally,

the thermal current over a barrier V B at a forward voltage V can

be writen as /26/

I = A esi
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with VR = V V, '.here V ^ is the equilibrium barrier and is
n

a measure of the varriation of the barrier with the applied vol-

tage, - = — . The coefficient A depends on the model. For exam-
n 3n

pie, in the case of recombination in the bulk n= 1 and A is given •

in (8) (diffusion current). If recombination takes place in the

depletion layer TI= 2 and recombination current is given hy /25/:
kT ni /e\ \

where eand T are average field and lifetime in <îaAs depletion

layer.

Similar to the case of homojunctions the total thermal

current is given by the sum of tvo currents (8) and (10). As it

can be seen from the ratio !„/!,. (considering X w l ) , the recombi

.ation current dominates at lower voltages while the diffusion

current dominates at higher voltages. Such considerations vjhere

used by Alferov et al. in the rcapers quoted above to explain their

results. In particular in /19/ for n CaAs-D AlGaAs heteroiunctions

the lifetime of holes injected in n GaAs was determined from 1-V

characteristic und using (8) and (10) at those voltages where tî-2

two currents are equal.

However, in most of the experiments performed by diffe-

rent authors, especially in the case of high doping and low tempe-

ratures, non thermal currents have been observed as domina!!!- trans-

port mechanisms. Several non thermal (or, at least, only partialiy

thermal) transport mechanisms are possible in heterojunctions. One

of them is the photon assisted (or diagonal) tunneling (Fig.i)first

proposed by Pankove /27/ and theoretically analysed in detail by
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Morgan for a p-,i homojunction /28/ and also by other authors.

The theory can be easily adapted for heterojunctions (see for

example /29/ giving in homogeneus field anproximation the follo-

wing I-V characteristic:

I - exp [ore(VD - V)J ,(jv

l l /2_ j4

(12)

u is the reduced effective mass of two tunneling carriers and the

rest are the usual notations.

In GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunctions this mechanism was obser-

ved and studied in several papers /19, 23, 24, 30-32/ and /21-23/

etc. Exponential I-V characteristics with the slope practically in-

dependent of temperature, according to (11), '-ere obtained in such

heterojunctions in the above quoted papers, ^s for example the one

shown in Fig.3 /21/. The first region of the characteristic corres-

ponds to this diagonal tunneling mechanism (the second region is

due to another effect which will be discussed later). The exponen-

tial characteristic with a temperature independent slope is not

enough to prove that photon assisted tunneling takes place because

this type of the I-V characteristic can be found for other mecha-

nisms too. However, beside the exponential I-V characteristic or

the exponential emission intensity J - voltage cl-aractaristic

J-I~exp(oV),the diagonal tunneling effect nresents two other speci-

fic features: a) the maximum of emission intensity shifts with vol-

tage as

*wm,x=eV-8E fa 3)

where 6E = at low temperatures and 6E = 0" at higher ones and
3a
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b} radiation emitted in this process is highly polarized because

the tunneling probability is the highest for particles with the

momentum directed along the electric field. The oolarization of

"moving" emission lines with voltage was observed in /30,31/ and

also in other papers. Finally it may be noted that this tunneling

mechanism depends to a large degree on the depletion layer width,

i.o. on doping. For this reason photon assisted tunneling is less

pronounced in low doped junctions in which the depletion layer

is thick and the field is low.

Another possible tunneling transport mechanism is the

band filling, represented in Fig. 6 /34-36/. This mechanism con-

sists of a tunneling step to states, quasi localised in a band

tail, followed by recombination. Oualitatively, the band tail is

determined by the interaction of ionised impurities with free

carriers, vhich can become imoortant at high impurity concentra-

tions. Due to random distribution of impurities and to the local

interaction, fluctuations of local potential energy or "tails" of

the band edge occur with the band gap remaining constant. The dis-

tribution of states in tails was

analysed theoretically in /37-41/

and in other papers, and gaussian

or exponential laws were obtained.

For example, using the exponential

distribution p~»exp {=-} the fol-
Eo

lowing voltage dependence of the

current I and emission intensity

J were obtained:

j~I~exp 'ë~~* * 1 4 ' ' o tut»aeat to ta»
U(yj

where E Q is independent of voltaae

and temperature. Fi9« 8
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In Fig. 5 it can be seen that similar to diagonal tun-

neling the maximum of emission intensity shifts with voltage to

higher energies. The theory gives for this shift the expression

1 (15)

which is very similar to (13). Thus, the two tyoes of emission

have the same characteristics. However, in contrast to the dia-

gonal tunneling, the emission due to recombination from the band

tail is not polarized. This fact was used in /42/ to distinguish

the two mechanisms. The rapid ascrease of polarization shown in

Fig. 9 corresponds to the transition from the photon-assisted

tunneling to the band filling. The transition *:o the band filling

as the voltage increasesis marked by the change of the slope of

t* t-S

the IV charc-:teristic in Fig. 6 /21/. The first s lone is in good

accordance with a calculated from (12), while the second slope is

very close to E Q given by (15).

Due to the fact that the band tail filling occurs by

tunneling, it is expected that E Q is dependent on the depletion

layer width. However in /19/ such dependence was not observed

although the X-V characteristic had the form (14) and the radiation



was not polarized. These facts were explained using another model

of band filling: injection over the barrier, and then recombina-

tion from the tails.

Another possible tu neling mechanism is the tunneling

through the spike, represented in Fig.7. In GaAs-AlGaAs hetero-

junctions AE S o. Thus, such a mechanism can exist only in

p-GaAs - n AlGaAs heterojunctions at voltages higher than v-.-Vj.

It consists of tunneling into the notch in the p side (process 1),

and then recombination in the depletion p layer (process 3), or

diffusion and recombination in the bulk (process 4).

At not very low temperatures thermally assisted - acti-

vated tunneling (process 2 in Fig.7) can occur as in a Schottky bar-

rier (the bibliography can be found in the reviews by Padovani/43/

and Tansley /3/).

The process 1 can be easily analysed as tunneling through

a simple triangular barrier in the usual WKB approximation. This

model gives, for low temperatures, the following I-V tunnel charac-

teristic:

ft"2r.™ v.i 1 (16)

with the usual notations. This mechanism was found to replace the

diagonal tunneling at a certain voltage corresponding to the equa-

lity of n side quasi Fermi level and the bottom of the notch, v;hen

e(V -V) = AE . The effect was observed in heavily doped p GaAs -n

AlGaAs heterojunctions. From the critical voltage the maximum of

emission becomes independent of voltage and the degree of polari-
"t;

nation vanishes. Fig. lo /22/ shows the same transition from one me-

chanism to another at the voltage where the slope changes.
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The theory of thermally assisted tunneling (Fig.11) was

develooed by Padovani and Stratton /44/. In principle, the current

due to thermally assisted tunneling is given by the integral:

(K)f(E)p f(EJ] dE (I")

where T(E,V) is the barrier transparency at the height E and vol-

tage V, and other notations are the usual ones. The main point in

T.El.Emssiont

T.KJuMtluig

f\
Tumelùig ¥*.\~

ufvj •

Fig. 10

*, i

Fig. 11

the model is the fact that at moderate temperatures the number of

electrons n (*)f(E) decreases as eneroy increases at a slower rate
* n

than the transparency T(S,V) so, t a certain energy E>F, the valus

of the current '.17' is much higher than at energy F (where I is given

by (16)3 and even than the "thermoelectronic" current (Fig.11). Re-

lacing f(E)«exp (- fgp># (E>F), I - f (E) « 1 and calculating

T(E,V) for parabolic barrier, the authors have obtained the expres-

sion:

.xp

where

Eo ' Eoo «*HW
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and

(30)

At very low temperatures (E,_Î» kT)E « E ^ ana the
Ow O OO

current is independent of temperature

At higher temperatures and/or low doping (EQ ̂  kT)

the current is mainly due to emission over the barrier:

It can be shown that at reverse voltages (not too low)

the current is given by

1
 R«~ "P - . 7 ^ — ;-m- <*'•)

If we replace here E (20) and the field in the barrier

E«ND(En-V) ' we obtain the well known Fowler and Nordheim's ex-

pression (16).

Tansley compute /45/ the forward IV characteristic with

an expression similar to (17) for m*= 0.072 m (as in GaAs) and for

different doping and temperatures. By such a method this author has

obtained a good agreement between theory and experiment for Au-GaAs

Schottky diodes as well as for GaAs-GalnAs and GaAs-GaAsP hetero-

.junctions. In GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunctions this mechanism was studied

systematically in /20/. The results obtained in this paper are in

good agreement with the theory of thermally assisted tunneling, as

can be seen in Fig.12, where the I-V characteristics present the

same features as the theory predicted. The authors have obtained

also a quantitative agreement with the theory comparing the values
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of the parameter E Q O determined from the slope of'the I-V charac-

teristic using the values calculated from (20).

10'

to1

f I • I . I • I • I • I . I . I • I

t.l 13 (*• 1.5 IS 1.1 « 19 y

. 12

5. PECULIAR EFFECTS OBSERVED IN AlGaAs HF.TEROJUNCTIONS

In what follows several interesting effects observed in

AlGaAs heterojunctions will be briefly described. The experimental

data and the models constructed for their explanation are concerned

with: a) negative photocurrent; b) S-^haped and switching I-V cha-

racteristics and c) avalanche breakdown and microplastnas.

5.1. Negative photocurrents /46/

For (pGaAs)-(n-Al G a ^ ^ s ) heterojunctions, with ND/NA

and x = O.l-u.5, the Fermi level crosses the notch (Fig. 13) and

determines the accumulation of the negative charge Q in the notch

supplementary to the ionised acceptor negative charge O , so that
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Q p + Q = Q n, where Qn is the ionised donor positive charge in the

n side. In this case we can consider a degenerated distribution in

the notch and approximate the electron concentration by N~(F-K )

Solving the Poisson's equation with the proper boundary conditions,

?e obtain for the charge accumulated in the notch

(24)

where AE^ is the notch region under Fermi level (Fig.13). From (24),

together with the expressions for Q p and Q n as functions of voltages

Vn and Vp in the two regions, and with the relation betweenAE, and

Vn' AEj_,U-e. the Fermi level in the notch) can be calculated.

02 0» as M *0 12 /A

Fig. 13 "ig. 14

In Fig. là the dependence of the photocurrent vs. the

voltage for the above heterojunction irradiated through the AlGaAs

layer with photons of energy fiijj=1.39 and 1.47 eV at 300 K and 7? K,

respectivelly, is presented. These excitation energies are'40 meV

under GaAs gaps at given temperatures and correspond to the maxi-

mum photocurrent at zero voltage. As It can be seen, at low voltages



the photocurrent decreases as the voltage increasses and at a

certain voltage it changes the sign. At higher voltages the ne-

gative signal decreases again. The corresponding I-v characteris-

tics are presented in Fig. 15. The initial regions of the charac-

teristics are of the tunneling type, vhile the final ones corres-

pond to the thermal injection. The voltages indicated by arrows

correspond nearly exactly to 7ero crossing points in Fig. 14.

Now the model explaining

the observed phenomena will be

described then further experimen-

tal support will be given. For the

heterojunction profile represented

in Fig.13 the I-V characteristic

is determined by a two step process:

1) electron tunneling (or/and ther-

mal injection) into the notch and

2) recombination form the notch

or thermal injection and recombi-

nation in the bulk of the p region.

At low voltages the second stap

as as to /? /*
Voltage.V

Fig. 15

can be considered in the n region. At a certain voltage the rate of

the two steps can be comparable, and then the first process can be-

come the limiting rate process. In this case the notch empties par-

tially and its own quasi Fermi level will be lower than in the n

region. The injection rate from the notch into the p region is hi-

gher than the tunneling rate from the notch into the n region. Thus

photoelectrons generated at low voltages conditions behave as usual

(Fig. 16a), while above the critical voltage the photoelectrons are
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injected into the bulk and a negative photocurrent appears

(Pig. 16b). At higher voltages, when the conduction band in the n

region is sufficiently raised and is lowered in the p region at

the spike level, the notch becames again occupied, with the same

quasi Fermi level as in the n region (second arrow in Fig. 13 a

77°K) and the photocurrent become very low. Conduction band in

the p side is at the same level as the top of the spike when

VD-v = 2VM*AE,
 ( 2 5 )

Using the value of AEX calculated as shown earlier, and knowing

V and V_-, the zero cross voltage was estimated at 0.94 V, which

is compared with the experimental value of 1.04 V.

The essential role of the spike-notch structure and of

notch population in negative photocurrents was demonstrated in

other experiments too. In Fig., 17 the photocurrent vs. voltage

Fig. 16 Fin. 17

for 1.47 eV excitation at 77 K, '.at three different liqht inten-

cities, is presented. Both the positive and negative photocurrents

increase with the intensity, but the zero crossing voltage renains
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the same. The spectral dependence of the photocurrent for diffe-

rent voltages is represented in Fig. 18 a. The applied voltage

changes the position of notch quasi Fermi level as the current

flowing is a two steps process, as explained. When a DC light

of greater intensity is added, which raises the notch quasi

Fermi level towards the n side value, the negative photocurrent

decreases (Fig. 13 b and 18 c).

So, the existence of spike notch structure can explain

some peculiar effects in heterojunctions. It must be noted that

anomalous voltage dependence of photocurrents were observed in

other types of heterojunctions also. For example, in GaAsrGaAsP

heterojunctions Tansley /47/ found that the photocurrent decreases

to zero as' the voltage increases, however, without a change in

sign. The author considers that as the voltage increases, the notch

electron population increases and by electron-electron thermalization

more and more electrons are trapped in the notch where they recom-

bine. Agusta and Anderson /48/ observed a similar voltage depen-

aence of photocurrent in Ge-GaAs and GalnAs heterojunctions, ex-

plained by the modifications of the potential profile induced by

the trapped electrons in the notch. The authors observed also a

small negative photocurrent, which was unexplained.

5.2. S-shaped and switching characteristics

In p AljjGaĵ JVs - n Al Ga^^As heterojunction with

x»0.3 and y « 0.4 - 0.5 emd ND<oNA.I-V characteristics with

«witching and hysteresis were observed /49/, shown for different

structures in Fig.19. The Maximum difference in switching voltage

was 0.4 V. The first branch is detendned by tunneling, the second

branch is determined partially bV electron injection into the p



side. It was found that when the diodes switch from one branch

to the other, the brightness of the liqht emission suddenly in-

creases, the switchina being nerceived as "turning-on" of the

diode. The emission spectra show two lines A and B (Fig.20) and

1.75 1.80 i.85 1.90
VOLTAGE (V)

T'ifj. ]•>

another infrared one at 1.46 eV corresnondino to recombination in

the CaAs substrate. The line A shifts with voltage (eV - ftu =20-îO

meV) and is polarized parallel to the electric field in the hetero-

iunction. Such heterojunctions rarement also nerrative chotoeffects

similar to those described above. This means that the snike notch

structure and notch population are responsible for the effects ob-

served. There are two possible models explaining the experimental

data. The first is similar to that presented for negative photo-

currents. At low currents the recombination from the notch can be



faster than the filling process fov tunneling from the n side and

the auasi Fermi level is under the n side value. If the recombi-

nation from the notch as an emptying process saturates as the vol-

tage increases or its voltage dependence becomes slower, then the

filling with electrons from the n side prédominantes and the notch

population suddenly increases, therefore the thermal injection in

the p side is enhanced. The notch auasi Fermi level equalizes the

n side value and switching occurs.

Another model (Fia. îi) is based on the change of the ther-

malization mechanisms at a certain notch population. Due to the fact

that the n region is an indirect semiconductor X electrons are in-

jected in the notch. Here they thermalize and then recombine in the

notch (line A ) , or they diffuse and recombine in the bulk (line B)

/50/. At low voltages and at low notch population the electron ther-

malize by electron-Lattice interaction and this process is slower

than injection into the bulk. When the notch population increases

the thermalization mechanism changes to electron-electron interaction

which becomes faster. Due to the fact that this mechanism defends

to a large degree on the notch population, ~n avalanche filling of

the notch can occur, corresponding to the switching in I-V charac-

teristic-

Other types of S shaped characteristics were found in /51/

for n-GaAs p-AlGaAs (Ge doped) at different temperatures (Fig.22).

At low temperature the diodes were "frozen" un to a certain vol-

tage both for the forward (Fig. 22) and the reverse (Fig. 23) biases.

This "freezing" effect of the characteristic was explained by the tem-

perature dependence on the series resistance r due to deep Ce level.

The I-V characteristic is described by

l~T3'2exp[<*(V-rI>] (26)
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with a= 4 for the reverse and a = 14 for the forward biases.

The temperature dependence of the series resistance can be

written as

(27)

In Fig 24 a very good agreement between theory and experiment

can be seen. The best fittinq is obtained with E_ = (0.175-J.005)
we

eV, which is the position of Ge level for E = 1.87 eV. This value

is much higher than 0.04 eV for GaAs /52/, showing that the Ge energy

level increases with the comoosition x (or E )•

g
In /53/ also S-shape characteristics were obtained for

pCaAs-Si:GaAs-nAlGaAs and pAlGaAs-Si:GaAs- îAlGaAs justified by the

presence of deept levels of chiomiun In the central high resisti-

vity GaAs layer.

5.3. Breakdown and 'microplasmas

The influence of the spike-notch structure was also ob-

served in heterojunctions at the reverse biases. Below the pheno-

mena clearly related to the avalanche breakdown will be presented/54/.

At the present stage of the technology, the breakdown

through microplasmas cannot be avoided. In Fig. 25 the ohotoresponse

curve vs. avalanche current is shown. Every peak indicates the pre-

sence of a new microplasma. The photocurrent increases as the carrier

multiplication increases for the respective microplasma and then,

when the local current densities are very high, the current, flowing

mechanism is due entirely to carrier generation by avalanche and the

photogeneration cannot be observed any more.
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Fig. 26
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The current-voltage characteristic of a diode with mt<:ro-

plasmas is shown in Pig. 26. What, is unusual for this diode is

the existence of a multiple S--Jhaped characteristic as in Fig. 27.

If the avalanche were uniform, the characteristic would be with a

single S. The lowering of the avalanche breakdown voltage as the

currant increases is determined by the charge accumulated in the

notch. When the accumulated charge exceeds a certain value a gain

by multiplication, i.e. a hiqher current and a qreater accumulated

chai'io. etc.

At the end of this paper it must be noted that.- alt-

ho"<-jh many of the effects described above were observed only in GaAs-

AlGaAs heterojunctions, we must not maintain that they are specific

for these heterojunctions. However, due to the very favourable pro-

perties of GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunctions, the investigation of a dif-

ferent kind of effects can be done more efficiently and in fuller de-

tail than with other types *>? heterojunctions in which some of these

effects could be (or have already been) observed.
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POLAR MAGNETODIODE

I. Munteanu

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known /I to 6/ that the magnetic field

creates an anisotropy in the electrical conductivity of a semi-

conductor specimen. The spatial distribution of carriers is no

longer uniform if an electrical current flows through the slab

and depends essentially on the crystal shape and on the bulk and

surface recombination properties. If the carriers are deflected

in magnetic field from high to low recombination regions, the

j.f.-ci.ukï.. icsio;_à;wfc aiiiexs confaiaeraoxy irom the equilibrium

one and the current-voltage characteristics becomes nonlinear or

rectifying for the asymmetric (with different surface recombi-

nation velocities) slabs. In the double injection regime, the

current density is mainly controlled by recombination processes

/9/, and therefore the change induced by magnetic field in the

mean total recombination rate determines the shape of the vol-

tage-current characteristics /10 to 17/. On the other hand, the

directly measurable lifetime, called the effective carrier life-

time tefft corresponds to the mean total recombination rate. In

a previous paper /15/ we have shov-n that the T f f can be higher

(when the carriers are.deflected from the face with higher re-
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coi'abinatlor. velocity to that of Iov»*r ors( r>r less (deflection

of carriers to the face with hicher recombination velocity) than

the effective lifetime in the absence of the magnetic field. This

effect has been called the effect of effective lifetime modulation

/15A

The prototype device for a raagnetodiode /10 to 17/ is a

p -i-n+ structure in which the i-region is a high-resistivity semi-

conductor. If such a structure is biased forward a plasma of elec-

trons and holes will be established ib the structure base (i-region).

When the magnetic field is applied, the Lor,entz force induces ambi-

polar drift of electron-hole pairs which leads to a carrier redis-

tribution within the sample. Consequently, ">n account of the effec-

tive lifetime modulation, the average injected carrier density in

the structure base will be changed and this in turn modifies the

injection ratio. The magnetodiode effect in p -i-n structures has

been analysed in /ll to 17/. Recently /18/ has been described sili-

con magnetodiodes with polar magnetosensitivity, but the experimental

results has not been explained.

In the present paper a theory of the magnetodiodes with po-

lar magnetosensitivity is proposed. After having introduced the neces-

sary definitions and basic relations, a general equation is obtai-

ned to describe, the effect of the magnetic field and of the geome-

try on double injection in semiconductors. This equation is solved

for a magnetodiode of rectangular configuration with suitable boun-

dary conditions and further, a general expression for T g f f is obtai-

ned. Experimental investigation of germanium magnetodiodes with polar

magnetosensitivity shows a good agreement with the theoretical results.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND.BASIC EQUATIONS

The basic equations which define the problem are:

1. Electron and hole current densities that include

the effect of small Hall angles ( »'n _ B«l) of the applied mag-

netic field, are given by

Dn Vn + ̂ n M W 1 1 ^ + Dn Vn]}

DpVp - UpB x[pp(po+p)E-DpVp]^ (1b)

2. The particle conservation equations are

H - è v x xn " T;

£& = _ A yx I _ E _ <2b>
3t q p Tp

In this equations, q is the electronic charge, n Q and p Q are

constant electron and hole concentrations in thermal equilibrium,

n and p are excess-injected carrier concentrâtions. The indices

"n" and "p" refer to electrons and holes. The indexed quantités

are: I electric current density, D diffusion constant, v drift

mobility and T lifetime of the injected carriers. B and B are

electric and maonetic field vectors.

The assumptions on which our theory is based are as

follows:
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1. The injected carriers are free, i.e. not hound tn

traps or recombination centres. For well purified semiconductors,

the injected carrier densities at injection levels of interest

will be large compared to recombination and trap state densities

and so will be free automatically. Changes in occunancy of the re-

combination centres under injection conditions are neglected fur-

ther.

2. The current is bulk and surface controlled, i.e.,

the contacts impose no significant 'Constrains on either the ente-

ring or existing currents. The surface recombination is conside-

red through the boundary conditions for the current in v— irection

at tv/o sample sides y = - d (Fia. 1 ).

3. The excess electron and hole densities are aoroxi-

mately equal and are much nreater than the thermal equilibrium

carrier densities (nan, n» n Q, p>> p ). The recombination rate is

defined by

which thus implies a common high-level lifetime T = T = T .

v n p

4. Diffusion currents in injection direction are negli-

gible. We consider a semiconductor sample with respect to applied

electric and magnetic fields E and E, respectively, -•s it is shown

in Fig.l . The sample is assumed extensive in the x and z direc-

tions, but of limited thickness in the y direction. From this fi-

gure we found that the injected carriers from n~ and p electrodes

are deflected tovrards the y-axis by the transverse magnetic field.

With these assumptions, for the steady-state regime,

from equations (1) and (2) we get
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V -n + —
2kT

+ r.

where La = DaTv»Dfl = 2DnD /(DR+D ) and the relations
 n

n/iin=

D^/ij^ = kT/q have been used. Tn these expressions k is the

Boltzmannconstant and T the absolute terierature. Equation (4)

is quite craneral and can he uspd to ds^cri.he the effect rf the

magnetic field and of the qeometry on double iniection in semi-

conductors. The terras of (4) can be easily identified with the

physical mechanisms they represent. The first term on the left-

hand side reoresents the effect of diffusion in maintain-lnn the

continuity of carriers through the semiconductor bulk. Prom the

formal point of view, the second terra is similar to the term that

describes the usual photomaanetoelectric effect in semiconductors.

In our case, the non-equilibrium carriers are created by elec-

trical injection from the end contacts and diffusion is induced

by surface recombination. The applied magnetic fields create a

supplimentary anisotropy in the carrier density distribution alonrr

the y-c.irection. Such an effect is known in literature as the mag-

netoconcentration effect /4,7/. The third term on the left-.iand

side of (4) is determined by the injection of carriers from contacts,

whose density is limited by bulk recombination processes described

by the term from the right-hand side of equation (4).

In the general case, equation (4) has no simnle solution.

To simplify the problem, let us assume that E is constant and in-

dependent of the x coordinate. This assumption is olausible in

view of the fact that the applied voltage JE dx is constant and
0

independent of y. Therefore, we can write
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dx
(5)

and further the index x will be omitted. With assumption (4)

and relation (5), equation (4) becomes

d2n

dy

2 dn _ il G(x)

B a a

(6)

where

R E

4 kT
f7)

and

D l ^ (8)

As we can see, G (x) has the meaning of the carrier generation

rate. Further, equation (6) will be solved and used to describe

the polar raagnetodiode effect in asvrametric D -i-n+ structures.

3. CWRHHNT-VOLTAnn CH\RACTERISTICS

The general solution of (6) is

where

n(E) [ 1 - a

n{E)

- b exp(-Q

n ' - n~2 + T"2 \l/2 ,. T"1
01,2 - (L

 n
 + La ) * L B

(9)

(10)

(11)
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and the constants a and'b must be determined from the boundary

conditions

Da ~ - - (Sj + — i ) n at y ç + d (12)

and
an 2D*

D ~ = (s, 2) n at y « - d (13)

The average value of the injected carrier density in

y-direction may be expressed as

+d

I n<y) dy « T^#^ G (x), (14)

-d

2 ^ \ «*f

where

Teff - Tvl
A sl Tef f ' •*" S2 Tef f̂  (IS)
\ 2d /

*eff
shZ

2S (16)
[l+u(S2-S1)+S^S2]shZaB+(S1+S2) /l+u

2 chZj,

In the above expressions u « La^
LB'ZB * 2â^LR'ZaB * ZB V* + u ' a n d

S. -."s, .L./D are the dimensionless surface recombination velo-
1,2 1,2 ? a

cities. The other notations are those of /15/.

Further, te* us consider the influence of the magnetic

field of the effective lifetime in some special cases.
•k

a.'By setting u » O (zero magnetic field), the expressions

(15) and (16) reduce to
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2S.S [ch(2d/I. )-l] + (St+S2)sh(2d/L )
± ± ± 2 * ^ 2 ( 1 7 )

ch{2d/La)

1 2 sl 2 [ch(2d/L_)-l] + sh <2d/La)
eff

(1 + S1S2)sh(2d/La) + (Sj+S^ch

With S x * S 2 - S in (17) and (18) we have

= — (1+ S cfeh =$-) (19)
Te£f Teff Tv

teff

(20)

Equations (17), (18) and (19) have been earlier obtained and dis-

cussed by several authors /19 to 22/ in the study of the photocon-

ductivity phenomena in semiconductors taking into account the

Surface recombination velocity. The effective lifetime given by(20)

has been deduced /23/ when the Lampert-Rose one-dimensional theory

of double injection was extended to two dimensiones so as to take

into account the effect of surface as well as bulk lifetime.

For thin slabs (2d/La«1), equation (15) may be reduced to

m +
Teff Tv 2d

(21)

and if s,s_/D «el/ we have a familiar result. All the above parti-

cular results expressed by equations (18) to (21), clearly demons-

trate that our formula (15) for the effective lifetime is more ge-

neral, including both the effect of the surface recombination and

of the magnetic field.
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b. For a relatively high magnetic field, when Z = Z_ =
3B S

2d/LB, from (15), the effective iifetime is found to be given bv

1 1 S'+S2 2 d S2"sl~-L- = i_ + -=-J. cth — + — +
eff Tv L3 LB LB

If 2d/LB»i, and the carriers are deflected from the face with s

to the face with s2 (I.e. when BE >O),(22) becomes

Tv L n D
B a

for a magnetic field of opposite sign (i.3. -hen BE <O, (22)

reduces to

i = i_ + fli + !i!?. (?4)

Teff ' TV Lg D

If s 2 = 0 and s1 = s, (23) and (24) vield

(25)

(26)

Teff(-B,

Equation (22) illustrates the effect of effective lifetime modu- ,-

lation and can be used to determine such recombination parameters

as sf2 or T e f f.

c. The average carrier density <n>B in the case of the

usual magnetoconcentration effect (no injection of carriers from

contacts) differs from that «riven by (14) and may be expressed

as /17/,

< n >E - nc + GL (Tu - Tu J <2??
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where in this case

~2d~ ' {28)

and

1 2 Sl 2

ll+u(S,-S,)+S,S, I shZ _ + (S,+S->) /1+U chZ _
L Z X X * J ao X A aB

In (27), C L is the carrier generation rate induced by L<*-»nt»

drift. If u = 0 (zero magnetic field), as it results f. (29),

1 2
for T and T we have the well-known results. For relatively

high magnetic fields (i.e. -'hen u»l) and s7 = s and «, ™°»

(27) may be reduced to

< n > + + «QS ( Î B (30)

" B ° " 2d e f f

where

—± = _i + -S (cth HI + i) (31)
TV LB H

In conclusion, the change in the average carrier density is a

consequence of the effective lifetime modulation induced by the

magnetoconcentration effect and surface recombination.

For a taagnetodiode of length L and applied voltage 0,

in the sane way as in /15/ we get

9 V „,.#„-, I T (321
8 ^3 "* n p o-o
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for the I-U characteristics. Equation (32) generalizes earlier

result of Lampert and Hose, where their pure bulk lifetime T is

replace by an effective lifetime T e f f, which takes into account

the effect of surface recombination as well as the effect of the

transverse magnetic field. In a particular case, when T f . is

defined by (20), equation (32) coincides with that obtained by

Lampert and co-workers in /23/.

In the same way as in /15/, for the for the magnetore-

sistance Ka we have

T«ff(sl S 2 ' E ' O )

K = £ x- 1 (33)
Tef£(s1#s2,E,B)

from which it results that the polar magnetosensitivity of magne-

todiodes is a direct consequence of the effective lifetime modu-

lation of the non-«quilibrium carriers in the presence of surface

recombination and a transverse magnetic field.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

The device used in this study were fabricated from a Ge

single crystal with resistivity p= 50 âcm at room temperature and

bulk lifetime T V = 800 ,JS. Sample dimensions were (5 x 2 x 0.4)mm

and In + 3% Ca and Sn + 10% Sb were alloyed to provide hole and elec-

tron injecting contacts, respectively. All the measurements were

carried out at room temperature and to obtain polar magnetodiodes

one of the faces was mechanically abraded. The electric and magneti'

fields were applied as shown in Fig.l.

Typical current-voltage characteristics measured by the

usual dc method for polar magnetodiodes, fabricated as described
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above, at various magnetic fields of different polarities are

shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the electrical properties of

such magnetodiodes are depending both on intensity and polarity of

the magnetic induction. For all devices, at low forward bias and

in the absence of magnetic field, the current-voltage characteris-

tics are ohmic and at high injection levels become nonlinear having
2

the form Is*U proper to the double-injection regime.

In magnetic field of positive polarity, when the injected

electron-hole pairs are deflected to the face with low recombi-

nation velocity, the current-voltage charaetheristies keep the form

specific to the double-injection regime and with rising magnetic

field they are shifted to regions with lower resistance. By applying

magnetic field of negative polarity, the current-voltage characte-

ristics are shifted to regions with higher resistance and for higher

magnetic and electric fields become linear.

As it can be seen from Fig.3, for constant voltages aoplied

to the polar magnetodiode the current is depending both on polarity

and intensity of the magnetic field. In magnetic field of positive

polatiry, the current increases with increasing magnetic induction,

passes through a maximum, and then decreases with rising magnetic

induction. We note, too, that the position of the maximum of the

current intensities is shifted to the regions with jower magnetic

fields when the applied voltage is increasing.

The polar magnetodiode present an outstanding voltage

sensitivity to magnetic fields of negative polarity, when the in-

jected carriers are deflected from the face with lower recombina-

tion velocity to that of higher one. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that

for a current through the magnetodiode base of I = 9 mA and the

magnetic field changing from 0 to - 1*G, the voltage increases with
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Tig. 3. Magnetic field denendence of the current

through a polar magnetodiod'î for several

injection levels.



Fig. 4

Voltage sensitivity to the
magnetic field for several
currents through a polar
maqnetodiode.

Fier. 5

Effective lifetime
dependence on the
magnetic field for
two iniection levels-.
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U =» 4 V, that is, we have a sensitivity of polar magnetodiode of

about 4 mV/G. We note, too, that the voltage sensitivity of polar

magnetodiodes to magnetic fields is higher at higher injection

levels.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the effective lifetime

on the magnetic field for two injection levels. For constant applied

voltages to the polar magnetodiode, the effective lifetime is de-

pending both on polarity and intensity of the mangetic field. The

effective lifetime increases with increasing magnetic induction

passes through a maximum, and then decreases, while in magnetic

field of negative polarity, decreases with rising magnetic induc-

tion. This effect is well described by equation (22) and represent

an experimental confirmation of the theory developed above, accoun-

ting for the transformation of the double-injection characteris-

tics (I U2) into "ohmic" characteristics (I U) under the influ-

ence of the magnetic field. This is due to the asymptotic evolution

of 1/ T f f like EB (equation (22)), thus like U when B is fixed,

and represent a real surface effect.

The theoretical and experimental results presented in

this work show that polar magnetodiode effect is a result of the

effective lifetime modulation in the presence of surface recombi-

nation and a transverse magnetic field.
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CHARGE AND ENF.RGY TRANSFER MECHANISMS

OF CAROTENOIDES

V. Gheorghe , E l i z a V a s i l e

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest

1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable amount of the carotenoides are present in

the photosyntetic lamellae, in the rod cells of the retina, in

the skin and in the liver. They are one of the most larae class

of biological interest.

From the chemical point of view, th« carotenoides are

conjugated pollens having one or two terminal iononic rinas.Snec-

troscopically they are caracterised by absorbtion maxima situated

between 350 and 600 nm.

Carotenoides as photosynthetic picnrents are be lived to

function as :

i) chemical protectors against the damaaina photodvnairic

effect of oxygen / 1 /,

il) valves or buffering systems to remove the excitation

energy whenever the reaction centers are closed or the antennae

chlorophylls are light saturated / l / , / 2 / , / 3 / ,

iii) accessory pigments which colect the er.ercry from these

parts of spectrum where chlorophylls don't ?.bsorb and transfer

the energy highly efficient to the antennae chlorophylls / 1 / ;
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iv) beeing implicated in the charge separation across

the thylakoid membrane or across the olament bilaver membranes

by ireans of an electron conduction mechanism or a charge trans-

fer complex / 4 /, / 5 /, / 6 /.

This paper is an attempt of reviewincr the accepted reac-

tion mechanisms 1 for carotenoides involved in photosynthesis and

to present a new evidence for a charge transfer complex.

2.1. Protective reactions

The carotenoides protect the chloroplast chlorophyll set

against the irreversible photooxidation (nhotobleaching). The

ohotobleaching is due mainly to the interaction of the excited

triplet state of chlorophyll with the triolet ground state of

molecular oxyqen. The protective mechanism consist in the exci-

tation transfer of chlorophyll triolet state into the triplet

state of carotenoides and then to the dioxyoen triplet around

s'tate / 3/, /7/. The efficiency of this transfer is very high,

fact which guardes the chlorophylls from photobleacino even under

saturation xight conditions.

Another protective pathway involving the carotenoides is

by quancing of the active dioxygen excited synolet state / 8 / .

The energy of dioxygen synglet state is 94 kJ/rnol and of 8 caro-

tene 87.7 kJ/rool / 8 /.

The irechanism of protective reactions were mainlv eluci-

dated by means of ^he kinetic decav of the metastable states ob -

served at 520 nm in the inhibited chloroplast systems / 3 /.

The photoprotective role of carotenoides aoainst the

photodynairic bleaching of bacteriochloroohvll was investiaated in

the reaction centers isolated from the carotenoideless mutant
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bacteria in the presence of the certain carotenoides / 9 / . The.

quencing of the excited triplet of bacteriochloroohyll by caro' -

tenoides is proposed as the .protective pathway aaainst the daira-

ging effect of dioxygen / 9 / .

Circular dichroism difference spectra give qood .Dieces of

evidence that the reaction center of Rh.. rubruir bacteria has a

special site-attachement for carotenoides. The soecial site imposes

a chemical configuration to the carotenoi,des ( a roonocis conforma-

tion is twisted in a protohelical shape) which seems to confer .a

high efficiency of the triplet -*• triplet enercty transfer and there-

fore of photoprotection / 10 /•.

2.2. Valves and buffering syStey. mechanism

The primary reaction have been better understood since

the purified reaction centers from bacteria become a test tube re-

ality.

Recently, using a picosecond measurement technique

W.W.Parson and T.G.Monger / 11 /, / 12 / showed that the carote -
i

noides are very closed to the reaction center and might be part

of it."At physiological temperature the carotenoides serve as an

energy sink for deactivation of the bacteriochloronhyll triplet

state. From, the observation at low temperature, of the decay kine-

tics of the bacteriochlorophyll and carotenoide triplet sates In

the reaction centers, W.W. Parson and c'o. are tempted to conclude

that even the conformation of the carotenoide are different in

the reaction center- from that of bulk carotenoide antennae / 11 /.

The mechanism involved in thfe transfer of energy and possible of

charge too, are that of exciton transfer :and of charge transfer

complex.
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2.3. Accessory pigments

From the classical work of Duyssens on the energy trans-

fer from the accessory pigments (carotenoides, chlorophyll a and

b) to the chlorophyll a reaction center little have been added

about.

The probable mechanism through which carotenoides act as

iccessory pigments is belived to be via the singlet excited state.

R. Bensasson and co. / 13 / found a very low quantum

yield of the singlet * triplet intersystem crossing for the caro-

tenoides in solution . Their conclusions are that the carotenoides

as accessory pigments waste no light quanta through the singlet •*

•*• triplet intersystem crossing and all the energy is passed highly

efficient to the chlorophylls via singlet - singlet excitation

transfer.

2.4. Charge transfer and separation mechanisms

W.Junge and H.T.Witt / 5 / found that if an electrical

field is built up across the membrane this can be detected by means

of the optical properties changes of pigments, especially the caro-

tenoides .

Laterr H.Ti Tien / 6 / suggested that carotenoides due

to their extended w conjugated system could be directly implicated

in the charge separation and in the transfer of electron across

the thylakoid .membrane.

The enhancement of the photoeffect in the chlorophyll

bilayer membranes in the presence of 8 carotene is suososed to be*

based on the same phenomena of electron'conduction along'the con-

jugated system of extended carotenoides.across bilayer lipid mem-

brane / 14 /.
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J.R.Platt (1959) / 11 / issued the hypothesis that the

carotenoides could be implicated in the charge transfer complexes

detectable by means of the modification in their absorbtion spec-

tra. For instance , T.G.Ebrey put in evidence the charge transfer

band of the iodine-B-carotene comolex situated at 1000 nin. He at-

tributed the band to a trimolecular complex :

I 3 . . . . C+ - C - (C - C)n - C - C~

We were intetfested in the interaction mechanism of B-

carotene with quinones and phenols. The interaction of 6- caro -

tene with quinones ( p-benzo-quinone ana chloranil in CCI. as sol-

vent) i s put in evidence by a broad absorbtion band situated at

approximatively 910 nm / 15 / . When the acceptors are nitrophenol

and dinitrophenol the new absorbtion band are better observed in

the OV part of the spectrum, at 265 nm for the B-carotene-nitro-

phenol complex and at 276 nm for B-carotene-dinitrophenol com -

plex , respectively. The extinction molar coefficients and the equi-

librium constants of the complex are calculated by Rose-Draco

method / 15 / .

Recently, D.B.Knaff and co. / 17 / demonstrated that in

the presence of plastoquinone A and 8-carotene the primary reac-

tion of photosystem 11 occured . Their data strongly support the

hypothesis that the plastoquinone is a primary acceptor for the

photosystem 11, but for the reaction mechanism of 8-carotene they

did not propose any hypothesis.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The ideea about the relation between an adequate struc -

ture of a biomolecule for a certain function of it, is not a new

one. Our work confirmes it in the case of carotenoides and more
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propose a s p e c i f i c react ion mechanisms for each of them.
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CONCORDANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DATA

CONCERNING THE STRUCTURE OF VUCLEOSOMES

V. Gheorohe

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest

Li liana Radu

"Victor Babe?" Institute, Bucharest

INTRODUCTION

On the bas i s of a s e r i e s of experimental re su l t s of

X-ray d i f f r a c t i o n , e lectron microscopy, biochemical s tud ie s ,

Kornberg / I / postulated the ex is tence in chronatin of certain

repeating s tructures , formed of 200 DNA base na i r s , a tt^ h i s t -

one molecule (26.8% Lys; 1.8% Arg; 212 aa; M.W. 21,000) and

two molecules each of h is tone H,A (10.8% Lvs; 9.3% Ara; 129 aa;

fl.W. 14 ,000) , H2B<16.0% Lys; 6.4% Arg; 125 aa; M.W. 13,800 ) ,

H3 (9.6% Lys; 13.3% Arg; 135 aa; M.W. 15,300) and H4 (9.8% Lys;

13,7 Arg; 102 aa; M.W. 11,300) . For t h i s repeat unit the ten»

of nucleosome was accepted / 2 / ,

Subsequent analys is of the nucleosome showed that ao-

proximately 150 DNA base pairs are associated with the histone

octonwsr H2ft, H2B, H- and Ĥ  forming a roughly spherical unit

about 100 8 in diameter, designated as the nucleosoire core,and

that the reiraininq aoproximately 50 DNA base pairs are associated
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with H, molecule, representina the linker.

The amino acid/nucleotide ratio in the nucleohistone NHT,

HN, and NHC complexes may be deduced by calculation, takina into

account the number of amino acids in each histone. The values of

these ratios : 2.98 for NHT, 1.76 for NHj and 3.50 for NHC were

verified by analysis of tha derivative melting profiles /5/ ac-

cording to the method indicated in /6/.

Today, a problem concerning the nucleohistone complexes

that has not yet been elucidated is that of the size of the free

DNA zones, not bound to histone within the structure of the com-

plexes.

In an earlier work /7/ the amount of free DNA in the

NH_ nucleohistone complex was evaluated by a speetrophotoinetric

and spectrofluorimetric study. The present study extends the pre-

vious observations, determining the proportion of free DNA both

in NHT and in NHj^ and NHC substructures. The validity of the re-

sults obtained are verified by comparing the number of binding

sites of certain dyes to the nucleohistone complexes concerned

deduced from the proportion of free DNA within the complexes,with

the number of sites obtained by the Scatchard representation /8/.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials :' DNA (Calblochem) with G-C = 41,2%; e(P) =

= 7,908 M " 1 cm-1=l and E ^ ^ / m l = 2; histones (Sigma) : Hfcotal

E23o nm / m l = °-35 ' Hl W i t h E23o n m ^ = °"19 ' «2B

H3 *ith «ÎS nm/ml = °'34' » d (H2A
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The nurleohistone complexes wera prepared according t o the

method indicated in / 9 / at a r a t i o of r = aminoacid/nucleotide =

- 1 .5 , in a 0 .1 M NaCl so lu t ion , pH = 7.

The DNA s p e c i f i c dyes used were : acridine orange - AO

(Edward Gurr) : £ - „ , nm m 54,000 M~ cm 1 ; A » 490 nm and X »

530 nnKand ethidium bromide -EB (Calbiochem) : e.a nm = 5,600
Nv 40O

H cm" l \ ) i . v • 480 nm and X = 600 nm.

The dyV. complexes with DNA and nucleohistones were pre -

pared by direct mining of one volume dye at a given concentration

(c_) with an equal volume of DNA or nucleohistone solution at a

given concentration (cDNA).

The measurements of relative fluorescence intensities were

performed with an Aminco Bowman spectrophotofluoroveter.

The binding data of the dyes to DNA and the nucleohistone

complexes were calculated by two methods. In case of AO bindinq, ,

the method indicated in /10/ was adapted. This method follows up

u»*(= variations in rxuorescenee or a Drct-.eip on binding to i t a l i -

gand, working at two low protein concentrations and variable ligand

concentrations.'The equations used were :
P.

< c t / p )a ~ r-lG*

a

where V = the average mole ratio of bound ligand to macromolecule

c « equilibrium free ligand concentration

P m macromolecule concentraticn

e. » total concentration of ligand
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Ce /?)„ and (ct/P)v, « ratio* of total concentrations

of ligand to the macromolecule concentration

at which the same value is obtained for change

in the physical property of the system, cor -

responding to a particular value of V .

Binding of AO to DNA and nucleohistone complexes was

studied at two ligand concentrations and different DNA concen -

trations . With the notations :

F = DKA phosphate concentration

D,K i.c./'P)^ and D-^CCj./P). ratios at which the same va -
4. u S £ X. Xj

lue of the relative fluorescence intensity is

obtained, the preceding equations become :

V = (DJ-DJ) / (PJ-PJ); c = (DJPJ^-DJPJ) / ( P j ^ )

According to the Scatchard equation which describes the

binding of a ligand to a macromolecular system /ll/ :

n-1
v

K(l-nV)

1 - nV

c [_ 1 -(n-l)V

plotting versus V r the interception of the curve obtained

with axis — is K * the intrinsic association constant, and the

Interception with axis V is — , where n = number of binding

sites.

In case of EB binding, the method indicated in /12/ was

applied for ligand solutions with E < 0.05. The relation for cal-

culating the bound ligand concentration is :

ef(I/Ir)(Cr-Co)

where subscripts f and b indicate the free and bound dye



t - molar sxtlnrtioa cot::-..>•.-• ~ of l;:_ dys

q = quantum yield

I = total fluorescence- iïi'; .-.;:.& i';y I * 1.^ *• I f

I *= fluorescance intensity cf a free dye solution

of concentration Cr

C = total concentration of the dye

V' cDHA'C f V S r S U S VCDNA

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Pig. 1 shows the relative rluorescence intensities

of the AO-DNA complexes in terms of cj}y&.- ^~^cp = ^ K ant^

['"') cD = 0.9.10~
5M. (Pig. 1)

It will be noted that the relative fluorescnece of

AO increases in the presence of DNA proportional to c_N- , phe-

nomenon due to the CO"»"'--" r>v r.-"<-•. - » : '< •> i ,•-;>->-. M f o S Of DNA,

uieiySaueù as hydiopnooiciuy ,-A-/.

V and c were calculated considering those values of

— 4
i r e l which correspond to AO-DNA binding at cDNft < 0.5.10 .".

Representation of the Scatchard ;ype indicates

K = 1.84.10 M~ and — = 0.25, therefore n = 4, i.e. 1 dye mo-

lecule per four nucleotides precisely corresoonding to stoichio-

metry of? the strong binding process - tns intercalations of the

dye in DNA, established by spectrophotometric and equilibrium

dianalysis study / 14 /. The magnitude of the binding constant

is likewise within the limits obtained by these techniques

Fig. 2 gives the relative fluorescence intensities

of AO complexes with NH ,̂ NEk and MHC in terms of r a t i o R*= awino

ac id /nuc leot ide , (-) cD * :

CDMA * 1 . 2 5 . l O T ^ (Fig.2)

ac id /nuc leot ide , (-) cD * 10 H and ( . . . ) c'p » 0 .9 .10* M;
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0.5 1.0 U5 2.0

Fig. 1 - Relative fluorescence intensities of AODNA complexes

in terms of c D N A: (-)cD « 10~5M,(...) cD= 0.9.10~
5M.

Fig. 2 - Relative fluorescence intensities of AO-nucleohistone

complexes in terms^of r : (—) c D = 1 0 M ; {...)cD=

= 0.9.1O~5M.

Fig. 3 - Proportion of free DNA in the nucleohistone complexes

deduced from. A0- nucleohistone binding.
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It may be observed that a higher hisfcone concentrations

in the nucleohistone complexes (greater r ratio), the relative

fluorescence intensities of the dye decrease, owing to the gra-

dual masking by histone of the accessibility of the dye to DNA.

The relative fluorescence intensities at the same ratio

r are situated in the following order :

showing that for the same amount of histone, the proportion of

free DNA is :

DNA concentration corresponding to the same relative

intensity was determined in the case of binding of the dye to

DNA, from which the proportion of free DNA was established in

the nucleohistone complexes (Fig. 3).

For NHT at r = 2.98 there corresponds a proportion of

%DNAf =56%, for NHX at r = 1.76 this proportion is 86.5%, and

for NHC at r = 3,50 it is %DNA
f = 38.6%.

In the case of complexes with r = 5 the relative in-

tensities were also determined at different DNA concentrations

(Fig. 4).

From Fig. 4, c_Ma(P), corresponding to the same

were extracted for calculating parameters V and c. The Scatchard

representation in the case of DNA where %DNA = 100%, an — ratio

of 0.25 is obtained, the values of - corresponding to DNA pro-

portions in complexes NIL, NH^ and NHC, were established (Table 1)
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Fig. 4 - Relative fluorescence intensities of AO-nucleohistone

complexes with r • 5, in terms of cQNA : {—) cD=10~ H;

( , . . ) c D = 0.9.10~5M.

0J5 ID 15 20

Fig. 5 - Relative fluorescence intensities of EB-DNA complexes

in terms of c D N A ; cD = 10~
5M.
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Table 1 - Comparative val-ues of paramstar n . âeiuoed frosn the p ro -
por t ion of DNA access ib le for Grinding AO. and from the
Scatchard r ep resen ta t ion ( S.r)

Sample.

DNA

™i¥

=5

=5

=5

CLvcuLZabte.

100

45

25

0

0

0

0

1
I

"n

.2500

.0875

.1120

.0625

4

11

8

16

n

. 0 0

. 42

. 9 2

. 0 0

0

0

0

0

.250

-098

.124

.063

nlS.ft.)

4.00

10.20

8.06

14.70

—==

1 .

0 .

0 .

0 ,

'KiS.1.1

84O.in5M~1

1 9 2 . 1 0 5 M " 1

240.10^"^

145. loV"1

Values n obtained by correlation with the proportion of•

DNA are close to those resulting from the- Scatchard representation.

The binding cons.tants were situated in the following order :

in agreement with the zones of -accessibiiity of these complexes.

Parallel analysis of KB binding war carried out ; Fig. 5

shows the relative fluorer- cence xntenr.tzias of the EB-DNA complexée"

in terms of c , c = 10~ M. (Fig. 5)

The behaviour of EB was similar to that of OA, belonoing

to the same class of dyei, but the increase in fluorescence was

more accentuated, due to the stronger binding of EB to DNA.
•"I —IIn calculation of the-binding data, eb= 1650 M cm 1 ,

was considered value deduced from magn_tude E.g of the EB-DNA

complex with a minimal dye/DPU rat io , in which the entire dye is

vertually bound. I t was estimated that q^/qx = 10 by comparison

of the known quantic yield'q = 0.69 of rhodamine B, concentration
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Fig. 6 - Relative fluorescence intensities of EB-nucleohistone

complexes in terms of r, c 10~ M.

Fig. 7 - Proportion of free DNA in the nucleohistone complexes

deduced from the binding of i3B to nucleohistone com-

plexes .

Fig. 8 - Relative fluorescence intensities of EB-nucleohistone

complexes with r * 4, in terms of
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c = 3 mg/ml in absolute sthylic alcohol and in view of the fact

that for free EB E4g n m = 0.0280, l r e l = 1.2 and for bound EB

E480 nn. = 0 - 0 1 6 5 " « Xrel = 8 ' 3 '

The Scatchard representation indicates K = 2.35.10 M ,

therefore a stronger binding than in the case of AO, and - =? 0.25,

i . e . n = 4, the stoichiometry of the intercalation process.

The relative fluorescence intensities of the EB-nucleo-

histone complexes in terms of the r = amino acid/nucleotide ratio

are shown in Pig. 6 : cD = 10 M, cDNA « 1.25.10"4M. (Fig. 6) .

The free DNA proportions in NHT, NĤ  and NHC were de -

duced by comparing the DNA amount corresponding to the saire rela-

tive intensity as in the case of EB-DNA binding (Fig. 7 ) .

For NHT with r = 2.98, the proportion of free DNA is

57.2%, for NHX with r = 1.76 i t i s 88%, and for NHC with r=3.50

the accessible part of DNA is 40%. These proportions are very

close to those obtained by analysis of AO binding..

The binding parameters were calculated bv taking into

considération the data of the complexes with an amino acid/nucleo-

tide ratio = 4 (Fig. 8) using values Eb
NHT = 1950 M"1cm"1l Ï

eb
NHl = 1850 M^cm"1! and eb

NHc = 2050 M'^CIÏT1!, deduced by spec-

trophotometric analysis of EB binding to these complexes.

The values K and n estimated by the Scatchard represen-

tation are given in TabIt 2. Parameter n was also determined by

the value of the proportion of free DNA. In this case, too, there

i s a good agreement between the values obtained by this experimen-

ta l method and those deduced by the Scatchard plotting of certain

equations established by theoretical models (Table 2 ) .
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Table 2 - Comparative values of parameter n, deduced from the

proportion of DNA accessible for binding EB, and from

the Scatchard representation (S.r).

Sample. QNA
available.

|

DNA

NHT âS =44

NH1 F =4

sa =4

100

43

58

36

0.2500

0.1075

0.1450

0.0900

4.00

9.30

6.89

11.11

0.250

0.108

0.142

0.092

4.00

9.25

7.04

10.86

2.35 .loV"1

0.224.105M~1

0 .282 .10 5 M - 1

0 .152 .10 5 n" 1

CONCLUSIONS

1. Spectrof luori iretr ic study of acr idine orange and

ethidium bromide binding t o the nucleohistone complexes, having the

same composition as that of the complexes e x i s t i n q in chrowatin ,

gave the fo l lowing proportions of free DNA : 56.6% in NHT, 87% in

NHj and 39.3% in NHc.

For the same amount fo h i s t o n e , the proportion of free

DNA in the nucleohistone comolexes was t o be found in the fol lowing

order :

2 . The Scatchard representat ion of the binding data crave:

a n d K NH 1
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which suggests a lower binding accessibily in NHC than in NHT ,

and in NHT than in NH^, and lower association constants corres-

ponding to the smaller proportion of free DNA.

3. Parameter n, obtained by the Scatchard reoresen -

tation, may likewise be deduced by estimation of the accessible

part of DNA in the nucleohistona complexes. This represents a

good concordance of certain experimental and theoretical data

concerning the structure of nucleosomes and also verifies the

validity of the results obtained.
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SOME ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF Chl-BLMs

* *• *
V. Gheorghe , Alexandrina Stirbet and Corina Craiu

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest

Institut of Biological Sciences , Bucharest

1. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge that the pigments in the lairsllae of

chjoroplasts exhibit a irarked degree of organization sncnuraned

considerable research into the soli^ state nrooertins of chloro-

phyll and carotenoids, / 1 /, / 2 /, / 3 /. The extranolation of

the results of these studies to in vivo situation has, however,

always been speculative. It has previously suggested th?t /urt-

her insight might be gained by studyina the nrooerties of picwents

incorporated into artificial lioid membranes, / 4 / , / 5 / , / 6 / .

One of the principal attractions of the model svsterr is thnt it

offars the possibility of isolatina and studying Darticular pro-

cesses in;a membrane of well defined structure and corcosition.

Black lipid trembranes (BLM), in v;hich nhotcsvnthetic

pigments from chloroplasts are arranged in biiayers, have found

to resemble thylakoid inembrane of chloronlasts. Such BLM oeierate

electrical potential differences upon illumination, an effect

which corresponds to the creation of chartie carriers and their sub-

sequent separation in chloroplasts. These BLMs may thus be reoardeâ
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as valid modzli , at Izaht in some r e s p e c t s , of photosynthet ic

membranes -in v<lvo .

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

BLM-formina s o l u t i o n was prepared from leaves of fresh

spinach by apDlying the fo l lowing two methods, improved by us

from the methods described in / 7 / and / 8 / . The scheme for

the f i r s t method, re f fered below as I , i s shown in f-'icr. 1. The

second e x t r a c t i o n procedure, reffererf as IT, was nerformed in

b r i e f by :

( i ) chopping tne l e a f parts inan e l e c t r i c blender in a

ouffered sucrose s o l u t i o n at pH 6,7 containing 2mM KNO-, 1 mM

MnCl2, lmM MgCl2 and 0.02M NaCl ; ( i i ) t h i s mixture was f i l t e r -

ed through four layers aheese c l o t h ; ( i l l ) then, a f t e r c e n t r i -

fugally precipitation, the precipitate was resuspended in d i s t i l -

led water; (iv) after centrifugally precinitatina aaain , the

precipitate was mixed with light petrcleum-methanol (2 : 1, v/v)

in the blender; (v) after centrifugal separation, the ether so -

luable phase was dried and (vi) the residue dissolved in n-decane

was ready for biroolecular lipl-ï membrane formation.

Tiie experimental set-up employed in membrane formation

and measurement of membrane resistance, capacitance and photo -

response is shown in Fig. 2. The membrane ce l l was composed of

two compartments a Teflon cup set inside a Lucite compartment.The

membranes were performed en 1 mir-diameter hole punched in the

Teflon cup. A small amount of membrane-forming solution, applied

with a fine brush to the hole on the Teflon cup, spread and for-

med a membrane.
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Spinach Zeavei 1200 g, de.v-Ln.td, waihe.d

and diled between papen. toweli)

duoppzd into vigouiouily
bolting voa.te.1 [\-1 minute.*}
and then ique.e.ze.d be-t«'een
pape* totocli

The. Ze.avzi uizno. 6zpaiattd faiom one. anothe.'i

and placzd In methanol (500 mt) and

pztiolzum ethe.i ( 2 00 ml )

Tkz e.xtnact wa& decanted th/iough a pad

cotton into a iepan.aton.if funnel

The yellow-gn.een methanol

layzn wai dlicaid&d

The petn.ole.um ethzn. layzt
wai collected

dnle.d and dlaolved
In n-de.cane

BLM-fion.ming iolutlon

Fig. 1

Scheme for extraction and preparation of BLM-

forming solution from spinach leaves, (method I)

/ 7 /.



Measuring
instruments

Barrier

Lipids

Pigmenfs

W V W Carotene

aqueous
solution

Plateau-
border

. aqueous
\solution

BLM

aqueous
solution

to
©

70-110 A

(A)

Pig. 2

The BLM system, (A) A BLM with aqueous phase on both sides is formed by smearing a

lipid solution of spinach leaves extract across an aperture in a hydrophohic barrier.

Electrodes placed across the BLM permit measurement of slectrical properties of the

system; (B) An enlarged view of the BLM and its supporting Plateau-Gibbs border ;

(C) A schematic .model of the possible molecular organization for a black lipid me» -

brane of chloroplast pigments.
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The medium solution on each side of the membrane ori -

ginally contained 0,1 M sodium chloride. Prior the measurements

of the photoresponse of the membrane in asymmetric conditions

we are adding chemical modifiers (ascorbic acid and hidroguinone)

in one compartment.

One set of platinum electrodes placed in the inner and

outer medium solutions was used to measure the resistance, capa-

citance and the potential difference"across the membrane. Total

membrane capacitance (CT) and resistance was measured using an

AC bridge TESLA BM 498.

White light from a 600 Watt tungsten projector was ap -

plied to the membrane, through a 3% CUSO4 solution, to study the

membrane photoresponse. Values of the photoresponse, AV, defined

as the steady-state membrane potential during illumination minus

the membrane potential without irradiation, were measured and re-

corded on a Sefram recorder.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Membrane formation. Apart from some variations, the

formation characteristics of the BLM produced from different pre-

parations were essentially very similar.

Unless a minute quantity of lipid solution I was used ,

the solution (i.e. in the form of a thin lipid layer) would not

thin spontaneously in the aperture of the Teflon support.The time

required for thinning to the black state varied a great deal ran-

ging from a minute or so to as much as 30 minutes. In contrast ,

preparation II, gave very fluid membranes spontaneously. The thin-

ning time was usually less than 2 minutes. In all preparation the
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life-time of the black membrane was not predictable. However,the

lipid solution from preparation II gave the most c sistent re-

sults with membrane lasting usually 15 - 45 minutes and longer.

B. Resistance and capacitance measurements. In 0,1 M NaCl

solutions the resistance of the membranes was generally of the
o

order of 10 SI, for the both membranes formed with forming - solu-

tions I and II.

The capacitance measurements may be interpreted by re -

garding the planar lipid bilayer membrane as a parallel plate

capacitor with static capacitance :

(1)

wnere e « 8.854 x 10~ F/m, em i s the effective membrane d i -
O I"

electric coefficient (2.07 * 4.5), «m'is the effective membrane

thickness and A is the area of the bilayer portion of the film.

The polar regions of the film irake little contribution to

the measured' capacitance because their high capacitance is in se-

ries with the low capacitance of the hydrocarbon interior / 9 /.

Thus to an excellent approximation , e_ = £„_ and & = 6,,_ where
•" ML. ill nL-

HC reffers to the hydrocarbon interior of the film.

Molecular properties are independent of bilayer film area

and it is necessary to normalize capacitance with respect to area.

Therefore the parameter of real interest is the specific capaci-

tance, Cm, defined from eqn. (1) as :
C_ e e

c = —i = ° m IOI

" *• V
Since the bilayer film is immersed in an electrolyte, the
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bridge measures the parallel eauivalent admittance ( A= -̂  + l+wC )
«p p

of the membrane-electrolyte system, which in many cases can be re-

presented by an equivalent circuit consisting of the total membra-

ne capacitance (C^) in series with the electrolyte resistance (P.-,) .

So, the specific capacitance measured for the two types of mem -

branes was approximativelly, 0.2 yF/crom .

From measurements of electrical capacity the membranes

thickness was calculated to be •*> 100 - 110 8.

C. Membrane photoresponse

C.I. - Utaiiuizmznt in it/mmetfi-ical con.djiti.oni. The two aqueous so-

lutions separated by the BLM were identical even though the ex -

citing light approached by membranes from one direction only.This

uneven illumination of the BLM and its supporting Plataau - Gibbs

border by exciting light was sufficient to give rise to photo -

e.m.f.'s . The magnitude of the observed photopotentials was gene-

rally small ( 1 mV). A typical photoresponse is shown in Fig. 3 .

At first we can observ a rapid increase in the potential value

(< 0,1 sec or less, because the response of the device was con -

trolled by the inertial speed of the pen recorder) thereafter is

a steady increase toward a final value. In the Teflon cup was

created a positiv potential.

C.2. - Ue.aiuKe.me.nt In a.Aymme.tni.na.1 conditions . The asymmetrical

conditions across the BLMs were created by the addition of a mo -

difiar to one side of the bathing solutions. By means of ascorbic

acid we have realised between the two compartments a pH difference

of two units. The dark voltage measured was 5 mV in magnitude.Fol-

lowing light - admission we had measured an increased potential
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Fig. 3

A typical photoresponse of the Chl-BLM .

- ,'BLM !

aqueous .
solut ion / k acceptor

aqueous
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I* hi)-~-
H4

Elecl

_
donor

(AI (B)

Fig. 4
The mechanism of light-induced effect in Chl-BLMs,
proposed by H.Ti Tien / 10 / .
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across the membrane of TO mV. The effect was reversible.

We tryed also an other redox modifier, hydroquinone

(10 M), which has been purred in the inner compartment of the

cell. In this condition we obtained a dark voltage of 40 mV and

a photovoltage of 124 mV.

These light-induced effects can be explained in terms

of charge carrier production and separation, as electrons and

holes are generated in the BLM (Fig. 4) / 10 /. The mechanism

is described in the following equations :

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

where Chi* is the excitate state of the chlorophyll (singlet or

triplet), and A and D ara acceptor and donor of electrons, res -

pectivelly.

If D is a molecule of water, then :

C h i

Chi"

+

Chl++

A +

hv ->• Chi

A

D

D

- • Chl + •!

* Chi i

a n A H

t- A "

> D +

C h i

Chi"

®

Chi

+ hv •

Chi*

+ H3O+

+ 1/2H2O +

+ 1/2H2O -»•

Chi*

Chi"

C h i

1/4

C h i

+

+

°2

+

©
IH1 + H2O

+ H+

H++1/4O2

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our experimental data are in good correlation with data

presented by other research in this field. In view of these results

the present membrane system (aqueous - solution/ Chi - BLM/aqueous
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solution) represents a useful model and of immediate interest for

testing hypotheses in photosynthesis, such as energy transfer and

transduction.
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Vufuing the lait aean.i much monk hai been done in

bj.ophyi>i.c& and biochemiitKu off collagen, the collage-

neoui pn.odu.cti getting mon.e and mon.e uied in techni -

cal and medical putpoiei. Theie ate itill iome uniol-

ved quzitioni in connection with iten.eoitft.uctu/ie juit

ai biological degradation i.e. ageing o$ collaaen.

The aimi o$ the pieitnt tooik an.e the chan.acte.ii -

zation oi native collagen by thermal analtjiii and the

aaeiment 0$ the age changei oi thenmoanaltjtical pa>ia-

me.te.ti ai te.6te.ctinci itfiuttufial age changei.

Theie. ii pieiented evidence ion. age di^enencei in

waten. binding, hydiation level, thermal and itnuctunal

itability, inoKganic ingnedient content. Cnoalinking

changei the entxopy and enthalpy content o* collagen .

Age cKoalinki dividei inteimoteculai papa diiplaceing

watei and inorganic ingKtdient molecules.

INTRODUCTION

Collagen, an animal protein, shows oarticular oroper

ties from the point of view of solid state physics. Durino the

last years much work has been done in biophysics and biochemist:

of collagen / 1 /, the collagen-derivatives getting more and

more used, in technical and medical purooses.

There are still some unsolved problems in connection

with structure and biological degradation, that rise serious
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practical difficulties in employing collagen for different tech-

nical and medical purposes. One aspect of bioloaical degradation

is the ageing of collagen,in vivo as well as in vitro. Ageing con-

sists in a progressive crosslinking; i.e. sDontaneous induction

of growing number of nonpeptide lntermolecular linkages with -time.

This is a well established process / 2f 3 /. Less is known about

the consequences of crosslinking which changes the structural pa-

rameters, the characteristics of any type of collagen network in-

cluding hydtation, permeability, metal ion content as well as ot-

her physical properties (electrical, mechanical, mechano-eleetri-

cal). Still unsolved are the questions of the mechanism and of

kinetics of crosslinking, of the degree of the necessary maturity-

crosslinking as well as the possibility of stopping crosslinking

at the maturity level.

Crosslinking changes the entropy and enthalpv content

just as thermal stability of collagen. The aim of the present

work is two-fold :

l)-the characterization of native collaeœn by thermal

analysis ;

2)-the assesment of the age chanaes of thermoanalytical

parameters as reflecting the structural age chanaes.

We try to find evidence for the temptating hypothesis

that molecules, as adopting their native configuration, would

not reach the lowest possible Gibbs free energy level and would

continue to advance towards energetically more stable states.Aae

crosslinking could be such an endooeneous process being more evi-

dent by lonq turn-over molecules (among these collaoen is a tyoi-

cal example).
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Therinoana.lytical techniques are usefull in studyino the

structure - property relationship and hereby aqe changes at mole-

cular structural level.

MATERIALS AM) METHODS

We have performed thermal analysis on native collagen ob-

tained from white rat tail tendon of 5 and 2 3 month aae.

In order to out into evidence the characteristics of a

totally crosslinked material we have performed artificial cross -

linking at saturation with epichlorhidrine on collaaen from 5

month old rat after a method of H.D. Schell / 4 /. it is verv oro-

bably that an in vivo aged material is not fullv crosslinked i.e.

not all of the free reactive grouns have been involved in natural

crosslinking orocess. Artificial crosslinking, a kind of artifi -

cial ageing, could help in evidencina the degree of natural cross-

linking during the specific lifetime of the snecies nnder studv

(in the present case, rat).

Thermal analysis was carried out using a MOM derivatooraoh.

The instrument measured and recorded simultaneously the weight

change (thermogravimetry, TG curve), rate of weinht charqe { diffe-

rential thermogravimetry, DTG curve), heat content change (differen-

tial thermal analysis, DTA curve), heating rule (teiroereture, T

curve).

Heating was performed in air using platinum crucible with

a rate of 10°C/min. up to 1000°C. Each run has been performed on

100 mg of sample material.
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RESULTS

Fiaure 1 shows the thermal decomposition curves of native

collagen froir a 5 month old rat.

The first process, indicated by the DTG curve, is the re-

moval of water / 5 / from the sample between 40°-170 C with maximum

reaction rate at 100 C. The removal of water, a process with endo -

thermic character on DTA, results in a 18% weight loss, as calcu -

lated from the TG curve. The DTG curve does not return to the base-

line as being superimposed with the upset of depolimerisation and

decomposition. This is shown also by the TG curve where the Dlateau

around 200°C is not a true one being not horizontal. The second de-

coirnosition step (200° - 460°C) reaches its maximum rate at 310°C

(on the DTG curve), being accompanied by an 41% weight loss ( o~.

the TG curve). This is a complex stage consisting of oxidation (exo-

thermic) and several steps of depolimerisation (endothermic) / 6 /,

all these processes resulting on DTA in a broad exothermic process .

This staoe ends with a nonhorizonthal weakly marked plateau about

460°C on TG corresponding to DTG and DTA minima at 460°C.

Neither DTG, nor DTA returns to the baseline because the

third stage starts. This is the stage of main combustion / 6 / ,

where the major components (C, N) are burnt. It is a very exotherm

process which reaches its maximum on DTG and DTA at 560°C beina

followed by a second less violent exothermal process of burning

some inorqanic ingredients (NaCl, Ca). This last step is shown on

DTG as a very broad constant height peak. The total weight loss in

these last main combustion steps in 33%. The decomposition ends at

900°C as marked by equillibrium plateaus on TG and DTG with a re-

sidue of 8s-.
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Figure 2 shows the thermogram of native collagen from a

2 3 month old ra t . The main deconroosition stages are the same as in

the former case but with marked quantitative différencies.

The 23 month old samnle contains less water (16%) which

is evolved with maximum rate at 90°C. The second stacre shows the

main différencies as comoared to Fia. 1. This step reaches i t s

maximum rate at 320°C (on DTC) being accomoanied by a 49% weight

Io3s (on TG) and more exotherm (on DTA) then the corresnondina

step on Fig. 1. The third decomposition ster> reaches i t s maximum

also at 560 C with a weight loss of 33%. The decomposition ends at

900°C with a residue of 2%.

Figure 3 shows the thermooram of the ar t i f ic ia l ly cross-

linked collagen, the oriainal material being from a 5 month old

animal. The main decomposition staaes are the same as In. the pre -

ceeding two cases, with quantitative differences. The flr*t sten

reaches i t s maximum rate at 90°C (on DTG) with a 13% weioht loss

(on TG). The second step is marked on TDG by a less sharp oe&k with

extrapolated oeak maximum at 340 c (DTG) accomDanled by a 57%

weight loss (TG) being markedlv exotherm (DTA). The third decompo-

sition step reaches i t s maximum on DTG and DTA at 560°C follcwted

by a weakly marked decomposition stage of inorganics. The conibus-

tion ends at 800°C with a residue of 2%.

DISCUSSIONS

In the typical thermal decomposition curves obtained for

various samples investigated in our experiments, the first process

is the removal of water between 40°-170°C. The second step {200° -

460°C) corresponds to depolymerisation and stepwlse cleavage of
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different chemical bonds present in collagen. The third stage

being a stage of real combustion seems to be uncorrelated with

stereostructural facts.

For water released between 40° - 170°C we use the term

"bound water" which includes structural water, accordino to /7/.

The quantity of bound water should decrease with acre due to the

crosslinking process which divides UD and reduces irore and more

•the intermolecular space i.e. water-loci.

Our results prove the decrease of water auantities with

age, as verified also through artificial crosslinking (for copi -

parison see table 1 ) .

Table 1 - TG curve dates : inflexion temperature {l column),mean
plateau temperature (S column), weight loss (3 column),
inflexion temperature ( h column), mean plateau tempera-
ture (5 column), weight loss ( 6 column), weight loss
(7 column), residue (8 column).

Age
[month)

5
23

5artif,
linkec

F*

7

Uni

100
90

90

Kit btagz

2

plat.

200

200

200

3

*.<%>

18

16

13

Second itage.

4

310
320

340

5

460
460

460

6

A.(%)

41
49

57

Thln.d

7

33
33

'28

itaçie.

S

R e * . ( t )

8
2

2

The evolving of water reaches its maximum rate at 100 C

for the young and at 90°c for the old and artificially aaed mate -

rial. These results may reflect différencies in binding water. We

advance the hypothesis that in aged material there is less firmly

bound water (structural water) in the intermolecular gans and that

the main contribution to water content reoresents some few outer
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suoerficial hydratlon layers.

The true decomposition of protein starts at about 200°C.

The main information about stereostructure hence its changes re-

sults from the second very complex combustion state.

The amount of the material lost in the second decomposi-

tion step is a function of age increasing with the degree of

crosslinking. The inflexion temperature of the second sten (table

1), the temperature of peak maximum on DTG as well as the tempe -

rature domain of the second peak on DTG (Table 2) shows a shift

with age to higher values. This reflects the increasing thermal

i.e. structural stability of the crosslinked material.

From our thermograms it results that the third verv exo-

therm main combustion stage is unaffected by age as oosition and

character. Ther are only minor changes in inoraanic combustion ,

our results suggesting that the amount of these ingredients is de-

creasing with the increase of crosslinking due to the displace -

ment of the inorganic material ( at least in tendor. collaaen).

Table 2 - DTG curve dates ; peak maximum temeprature ( 1 column),
peak temperature domain (2 column), peak maximum tempe-
rature (3 column), peak temperature domain ( U column),
peak maximum teaperature ( 5 column).

Tix.it At age. Second itaae
==f===

\ThlThÀ.tid it act

I

Age
(month) pzak max Tpe.ak dom. ptak max 'pe.ak dom. max

5
23

5artif.3 linked

100
90

90

40-170
40-170

40-170

310
320

340

200-400
260-410

260-440

560
560

560
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Cross l inking, i r r e s p e c t i v e on chemical nature of the cross-

l i n k s , changes in the same manner the s tructure .

Crossl inking i s a rate process which s t a r t s a f t e r adopting

the nat ive configuration and continues during the whole l i f e of the.

animal not being f u l l y completed at o ld ages.

In studying k i n e t i c s one should correlate the number of

e s tab l i shed cross l inks with the nature of free reac t ive groups with

the aim of searching for fa s t and l a t e cross l ink ing groups. The

former are probably important only in a t ta in ing maturity c r o s s l i n -

king but the l a t e r ones should be chemicaly masked in order t o

stop cros s l ink ing and prevent ageing.
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INTRODUCTION

Chlorophyll a is the major photosynthetic pigment in

algae and higher plants. In the process of photosynthesis this

pigment fulfils two different functions: more than 99% acts as

a collector of phutoaxcit^tion(antenna culvioyh^ll) and the re-

maining fraction acts as the electron donor in the primary pho-

tosynthetic reaction (reaction center chlorophyll). The two

different functional species of the same molecule reflect the

different structural organization of chlorophyll a in the photo-

synthetic apparatus. That means the detailed elucidation of the

organization and distribution of chlorophyll a in the thylacoid

membrane is very important.

In this context a detailed knowledge of the chlorophyll

a crystal structure would be of considerable interest in provi-

ding information about the mode of aggregation of chlorophyll a

"in vivo".
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Lack of sufficiently large crystals has hindered X-ray

diffraction studies of chlorophyll a, but structures of a number

of chlorophyll derivatives have been reported. Thus the crystal

structure and molecular geometry of methyl pheophorbide a /I/,

ethyl chlorophyllide a dihydrate /2/, ethyl chlorophylli-ie b

dihydrate /3/, methyl chlorophyllide a dihydrate /5,6/ have been

reported. The unie chlorophyll a crystallographic data reported

are those obtained by powder X-ray diffraction method. The powder

diffraction pattern of chlorophyll a was interpreted by Donnay

/4/ in term of a pseudohexagonall cell and by Kratky and Dunitz

/6/ in terms of two possible lattices, similar to pseudohexagonal

triclinic cell.

The space group and the exact lattice constants could

not be resolved for chlorophyll a crystals with the available expe-

rimental data. The comparison with the cell dimensions of methyl

and ethyl chlorophylide pleads for the similarity between the three

crystal strucutres.

The transmission electron microscopy correlated with

electron microscopy on selected area provides special advantages

in the study of crystalline powders morphology and structure. We

used this method in order to obtain more informations concerning

the cristalline structure of chlorophyll a. Our results are in

agreement with those obtained by X-ray diffraction analyses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The chlorophyll a was prepared by method of Strain and

Svec /7/ from fresh spinach leaves. The highly purified chlorophyll a
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in diethyl ether was used for the preparation of nicxocrystals

by the procedure of Jacobs et.al. /8/. The presence of micro-

crystals was checked spectrophotometrically by the specific long

wave shift of the red absorbtion peak (740 nu). The microcrystals

were collected from the surface of water directly on carbon coated

grids, the thickness of the speciment being usually in the range

0,2-0,3 v.

The irradiation in the microscope, at a current density

approximately 0,1 A/cm2, did not damage the speciment. But the

thicker part of it fell») proved to be unstable in strong irradiation

beams.

The speciments haven rt been obtained by a special prepa-

ration technique (colouring, staining), so the unie contrast which

strongly operates to the image achievement is the Bragg contrast

overlaped on the weaker contrast due to electron absorbtion in the

speciment thickness or to the inelastic scattering.

RESULTS

Generally, the dimensions of the observed chlorophyll a

microcrystals have been in the range 0,1-1 y, with rare exceptions

of larger crystals. In agreement with the previous observations /8/

chlorophyll a has shown constantly a tendence to crystalize in thin

sheets. The thiner parts of speciments have shown ordered appearence

with dimensions less than 1000 8 . As a rule, these ordered forma-

tions are hexagonal,lying in the speciment plane. The planar mole-

cular structures can be mono- or multi- layered, the node of packing

being a hexagonal one.
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An aggregate of hexagonal crystals is presented in Fig. 1.

The holes (white petals) observed in image can be considered to re-

present vacancies or vacancies aggregates of the molecular network.

A chlorophyll a crystal of a well defined hexagonal shape

is presented in Fig. 2. The crystal is formed by the overlaping of

more molecular layers. The electron diffraction pattern on selected

area yields to a hexagonal type structure with 110 type directions

(dkkl = 4.4 8 ) . The crystal presents an uniform contrast ,-£RO it can

be considered as perfect.

In Fig. 3 a set of crystals grown with preference in one

direction is presented. Pin structures formed by the adjoining

layers can be observed. From the microscope image a distance of appro-

ximately 42 8. between molecular planes is obtained. The electron

diffraction pattern pleads also for a layered structure: lengthened

diffraction spots and the 110 {dhkl = 4.5 8) and 1010 ( d j ^ =3.69 8)

directions.

Generally the diameter of the hexagonal structures did not

exceed l u and their thickness some tens molecular layers. But some

"Giant" crystals with dimensions of 5-6 P also have been observed.

{Fig. 4). The morphology is very regularly: a perfect hexagonal

shape. The considerable thickness of the crystals has obliged the

performance of microscope at small magnification and no details of

the crystal structure have been obtained. Also the diffraction pattern

of these giant crystals could not be indexed.
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DISCUSSIONS

Donnay /4/ indexed the X-ray powder diagram of chloro-

phyll a in terms of a pseudohexagonal, triclinic cell with two

axes of 8,75 8 and one of 42 8.

Kratky and Dunitz /6/ concluded that their more detailed

X-ray diffraction pattern is compatible with at least two possible

lattices

(1) monoclinic, P2lt a = 8.98 8, b = 83.6 8,

c = 8.56 8, B = 119.4°

z = 4

(2) triclinic, PI, a = 9.06 8, b = 42.2 R,

c = 8.59 8 a = 86°, B= 119.6°

Y = 98° z = 2

similar to Donnay's pseudohexagonal triclinic cell. Detailed X-ray

structural data are available for a number of pigments related to

chlorophyll: ethyl and methyl chlorophyHide, methyl pheophcrbide.

The tree crystal structures have much in common. In all these

crystals one - dimensional "polymers" (stacks) have been observed.

In the case of ethyl and methyl chlorophyllide which occur

as dihydrates in the crystal, a water molecule occupies the fifth

coordination site at Mg. This water molecule is hydrogen bonded to

the ring V carbonyl oxygen of a translationally equivalent molecule,

leading to the formation of the characteristic one-dimensional stacks

of partially overlaping chlorin rings. The parallel stacks are cross-
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linked by hydrogen bonds to form two-dimensional layers based on

a pseudohexagonal net.

The one-dimensional stacks are characterized by a plane-

to-plane distance of 3.5 - 3.6 8 and an angle between the plane

normal and the stack propagation direction fo 65-66°. The occurence

of very similar stacks in methyl pheophorbide a crystals, which

lack the central Mg atom, demonstrates the stability of this mode

fo aggregation and indicates that besides hydrogen bounding, the

it - tc interaction may be responsible for this packing.

The hypothesis that chlorophyll a can aggregate in poly-

mers with similar structure to that of the ethyl or methyl-chlorophyl

lide a is confirmed by our data obtained by electron microscopy

correlated with electron difraction. The main morphology obser-

ved in the case of chlorophyll a crystals is the hexagonal one

and the correspondent electron diffraction patterns have provided

lattice distances very closed to those obtained by powder X-ray

diffraction. The unie possibility to indexate the obtained electron

diffraction pattern is to consider that chlorophyll a may form

one-dimensional and two-dimensional stacks, schematically represen-

ted in Fig. 5

The presence of chlorophyll a as dihydrate /10/ or mono-

hydrate /'9/ in crystals is still a matter of contest. However, even

in the absence of the second water molecule, there is the possibility

of construction of a one-dimensional stack (fig. 5 a) similar to

that found in ethyl and methyl chlorophyllide crystals. The aggre-

gation can go further in the plane perpendicular to the phytyl

chain direction (fig. 5 b).
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Pig. 1. Microscope image of

an aggregate of hexagonal

chl. a crystals

Fig. 2 Microscope image and the electron diffraction

pattern of hexagonal crystals.



Fiy. i. Microscope image and the electron diffraction

pattern of chl. a crvstals grown with preference

on C direction

. * # •

Pig. 4. Microscope i«*age and the electron diffraction
pattern of "giant" chl. a crystals.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the a) one-dimen-

sional stack of chl. a molecules and b) two-

dumensional stacks of chl.a molecules.

___ Pig. 6. Schematic represen- ,

tation of the model proposed

for the crystal structure

of chl. a.
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In the case of chlorophyll a crystals grown with

preference in one direction (Fig. 3), the electron diffraction

patterns yielded to 110 type (d = 4.5 R) and 1010 type (d=3.69 8)

directions. The 110 direction is perpendicular to the crystal

length and the -angle between 1010 direction and the crystal length

is about 60°. The presence of the same intense reflection at

3.69 A. in our electron difraction patterns as in Donnay's

X-ray diffraction patterns, permits us to consider also that

this plane is coincident with the principal molecule plane-

Consequently/ the angle'between the packing axis of

the layer (C axis) and the principal molecule plane is about

30°. Considering these data and the multilayered morphology

suggested by the microscope image, the model proposed by Kratky

and Dunitz /6/ seems to be adequate for this crystal structure

qf chlorophyll a (Fig.6). The crystal structure is built from

double layers separated by 428 spacing.

CONCLUSIONS

The observation of the chlorophyll a microcrystals

by transmission electrone microscopy correlated with electron

diffraction on selected area have provided additional evidences

concerning the similarity between chlorophyll a crystals and

chlorophyll derivatives crystals.

In conclusion, the modes of aggregation of chlorophyll

a and chlorophyll derivatives in crystal structures may be consi-

dered as valuable models for the aggregation of chlorophyll "in vivo"
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SECTION VI

ON THE RELATION BETWEEN MOLECULAR ANISOTROPY AND

POLYCRYSTALLINE STATE OF POLYMERS

I.e. Petrea

Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest

SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE ORDERED STATE OF POLYMERS

Generally, polymers contain both amorphous (noncrystal-

line) and crystalline domains. The boundaries between crystalline

and noncrystalline regions are not well defined.

A polycristalline polymer is a two-phase system of

distinct crystalline and amorphous domains. Each phase is assumed

to have intrinsic properties, which differ from those of the

other.

The main reason for the crystallizability of a macro-

molecular system is its chain regularity. Typical crystalline

polymers are those whose molecules are chemically and geometri-

cally regular. The noncrystalline regions usually contain some

degree of irregularity.

Even though a chain polymer is chemically regular it

can be poorly crystallized if its substituent groups are arranged

at random. The best example of this situation is polyvinyl

alcohol in which the hydroxyl groups are indiscriminately placed

along the*'chain.

In a subtle polycrystalline system it is the organiza-

tional arrangement rather than the constituent arrangement along

the chain axis of the polymer molecule that directs its diverse
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observed properties. In ofr'net: words, thn pi'sp^rtie? along the

chain will be different from those across the molecular axis.

The fundamental physical characteristics of a

polycrystalline macromolecular system are determined by its

molecular structure and the bulk properties are controlled by the

organizational arrangement of molecules. In part, the macroscopic

property of a polycrystalline polymer will result as a conse-

quence of how amorphous and crystalline structures interact with

each other.

It is interesting to note that a two-phase polycristal-

line polymer consist of a well-ordered crystalline region and

gradual transition from the well-ordered crystalline to the

noncrystalline region should not exist. In "act, region of

intermediate erder-paracrystal-in which long-range order in the

crystal (a regular assemblage of some chemical unit which is

repeated periodically in three dimensions) is destroyed are

characterized as lattice distortions. (1) Because of this non-

ideal structure a two-phase model is developed to describe the

polycrystalline state of a macromolecular system. This model is

the chain-folded, crystal-amorphous-region in which the crystal-

lites are formed from chain molecules folded back on themselves.

For describing polycrystalline state of a polymer, the most

important structural parameters are the fraction of each phase

and the total molecular orientation of the molecules in each

region.' Starting with a two-phase model the observed Young's

modulus, density of phases, birefringence, infrared dichroism and

Xrray diffraction data can all be interrelated and correlated.

Generally-, molecular information obtained with two-

phase model agrees with results of all of these independent

physical i^easurements and data on a polycrystalline polymer; this

as

ch

de

pa

la

or

th

the
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informational agreement is a strong support for the validity of

the chain-folded crystalline-noncrystalline-region model.

It can be noted, too, that in the two-phase system, the

intermolecular force constants for each phase are different.

STRUCTURAL THEORY OF THE TOTAL MOLECULAR ORIENTATION

Polymeric systems range from highly crystalline,

ordered arrangements of chains, to noncrystalline random chain

conformation. A high degree of orderliness can be achieved in

macromolecular systems by crystallization or by chain orientation

without ordered arrangement of small structural elements. These

two kinds of orderliness correspond to the two phase structures

of polymers.

In the crystalline structure the long-range order in

arrangement of chains and repeat units is not necessarily

perfect. In the noncrystalline state of polymer the short-range

order in arrangment of molecular chains may be very perfect.

It is interesting to note that many polymers are

incapable of crystallizing under any condition. In application to

roacromolecular compounds one must distingush between the concept

"crystallizable" and "crystalline". Crystallizability of

^polymeric systems is determined by their chemical constitution,

as well as on the regularity and flexibility of molecular long

chain. The possibility of formation of a crystal structure will

depend on a number of specific features: monoroolecularity,

packing, energy of intermolecular interaction and ratio of the

latter to the energy of thermal motion. Like micromolecular

organic systems polymers obey the principle of close packing;

thus, molecular chains must be packed as closely as possible in

the crystalline structure.

There are several^possibilities for formation of close
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packings of macromolecules. The first is a crystal lattice built

by close packing of spherical entities. Such formations are

observed in so-called globular proteins. The second possibility

is the close packing of helical polymer chains. In this case the

convexities of one helix fit into the concavities of antoher

helix.

The third possibility is packing of long uncoiled

chains, characteristic of polyurethanes, polyamides, etc.

The distance between the molecules in these states are

small and the micromolecules have practically no translational or

rotational motion, but vibrate about fixed centres of equilibrium

(10 - 10 vibrations per second).

It is important to analyze the practical potential of

structural information and to identify which structural elements

control the observed phenomena. Thus, from the arrangement of

structural entities it can easily be deduced that the properties

of the crystal will vary v.ith crystal direction. Certainly, the

mechanical properties of .Lsctactic polypropylene will depend on

its particular structural arrangement. Isotactic polypropylene

has structural order on the molecular, interlamellar, ard

spherulitic levels.

In the form of folded chair, lamellae the crystallites

are arrayed along the radii of the spheruiites. The average

distance between their centers, which includes chain folds, tie

2 G

molecules, noncrystallizable domains, is en the order of 10 h.

This is just the size range that is most .accesible to small-angle

X-iay diffraction, whereas, wide-angle, measures distances within

the crystal. The characteristics of these complex morphological

structures were examined at the different levels and by several

deformation processes. Based on experimental results, Wilchinsky
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(2) made the following assumptions about the deformation

mecahnisms in the spherulite:

- the crystallites are connected by tie molecules,

- the chain axis of. the crystallites tends to orient in

the direction of the deforming strainr

- ti>e crystallites remain undeformed during spherulite

deformation; depending on the speed and the temperature of the

orientation process, spherulite deformation jray or not be affine.

Examination under the aLacuron microscope of surfaces

replicas from deformed spherulitet had revealed that the

spherulitic shape becomes ellipsoidal with elongation; one can

conclude from this consideration that an orientation step is

often included during the production of a polymer film. The film

is a complex morphological structure composed of supramolecular

spherulites and their connecting inteirspherulitic boundaries.

These supramolccular foriiiavioru, .«_ csir.pcocc: zz an organized

substructure of crystalline lamellae and amorphous polymer. The

crystalline lamellae have a preferred orientation with respect to

the spherulite radii and are connected through tie molecules.

S.uch a comprehensive characterization of the deformation

behaviour of films necessitates the use of all the experimental

techniques including optical microscopy, birefringence/ small-

angle light scattering, electron microscopy, small - and wide-

angle X-ray diffraction, sonic modulus.

The manner in which the molecular orientation occurs

will depend on the mechanical strength of the "phases, the

organizational character of the substructure, which dictates the

stress distribution.

When -a polycristalline. film is deformed the phases

orient to relieve the stress. The orientation leads to
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anisotropic properties in the polymer fil*. This characteristic

of directionality can be utilized in structure determinations. In

fact, birefringence (defined as the difference in the principal

refraction index parallel and perpendicular to the stretch

direction for an uniaxially oriented specimen) is a measure of the

total molecular orientation of a system. The magnitude of this

difference is a sensitive indicator of structural dissymmetry. If

the molecules are oriented some process,such as stretching or

drawing, the refractive index in the direction of strain will be

different from that measured perpendicularly to it. Directionali-

ty of properties is characteristic of all crystalline formations

and the orientation of crystals, as well as the percentage of

crystallinity influences the physical properties of a polymer.

In the polycrystalline polymers the molecules do not have the

same freedom of movement as in a rubber, but they are not so

strongly held as in the glassy polymers. Polyethylene, polypropy-

lene, polyethylene terephtalate, nylon, etc., have properties

which are intermediate between those of the rubbers, on the one

hand, and the glassy polymers, on the other. Polyesters, poly-

amides, some of the rubber - like materials become crystalline

and oriented only on drawing. Is well known the naturally

oriented crystallinity of such polymers as cellulose and keratin.

A detailed discussion of crystal orientation in polycrystalline

systems is given by Howsman and Sisson.

In an unoriented raacr©molecular system, the phases are

nixed at random and, hence, any difference in observed properties

will be a result of the relative amounts of the two phases

present:

punor - f pc + ( 1~ f ) ?a { 1 )

where ' u n o t is the observed property of the system, Pc is the
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intrinsic property of the crystalline domain, Pfl is the intrinsic

property of the amorphous domain, and £ and (1-f) are fractions

of crystalline and noncrystalline material, respectively.

A quantitative measure of the orientation of each phase

will be required, whether the observed property of the oriented

system is a direct measure of the average anisotropy or is a

difference measurement of a given property of the oriented system

relative to the unoriented state. Any anisotropic property PQr,

will, therefore, be a function of the properties of each of the

two phases:

por " fPcFc + (1"f)paFa ( 2 )

where F and F are the orientation functions characterizing the

average orientation of the crystalline and amorphous phases,

respectively. When a specific property is not being considered,

but instead a general definition of the average orientation state

of the system is desired, then eq. (2) becomes

<F> = fF,, + (l-f)Fa (3)

Thus, the most important parameters with which to characterize an

anisotropic property of an oriented, polycrystalline system are

the intrinsic property of each phase, the fraction of each phase

present, and the orientation function of the two phases.

For further details of the treatment of experimental

data the reader is referred to refs. 1, 3 and 4.
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STUDY ON THE SUPRAMOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF SOME

POLYETHYLENETEREPHTI1ALATE FIBRES

Sofia Melinte,N. Calinicenco, M. Leancâ

Polytechnic Institute, Iassy

INTRODUCTION

The properties of synthetic fibres are generally

confined to a range of values by the chemical structure of the

formation polymer. The properties of fibres as final products are

limited in the field of possible properties by the technological

process of their obtention.

Numerous works [7-10] have recently appeared,

attempting to explain the structure of fibres, the relationship

between structure and fibre properties, as well as the possi-

bilities of altering these properties by changing the technolo-

gical parameters of their obtention.

Fibre research is aimed at elucidating the basic

structure, the states of supramolecular order, as well as their

relationship with technological data, permitting to indicate

conditions in which certain structures, hence properties, can be

obtained. The physical structure of synthetic fibres depends on

the chemical structure of the polymer from which they are formed

as well as on the conditions of polymer transformation into a

fibre: the melt-spun, the drawing and the thermosetting. The

technological parameters of formation, drawing and tbermosetting
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fibres.

Since fibre structure is quite varied, depending on

their way of obtention, the findings of various authors are also

different but not contradictory and they supplement each other.

Tha Tiost important parameters characteristic of fibre structure

are:

- the degree of crystallinity

- the degree of orientation

- the morphology of supramolecular formations.

In the present paper, these very parameters are

determined with a view to elucidating the structure of poly-

ethvleneterephthalate fibres. To this end was used the diffrac-

tion of X-rays at large and small angles, and replicas from the

cryoscopicaliy and chemically corroded surface of the fibre.

EXPERIMENTAL

Polyethyleneterephthaiate fibres in four technological

stages were used: spun and drawn cable, after setting and before

crimping. Diffraction spectra were recorded by means of a Rôntgen

Kristalloflex 4 Siemens installation. The X-ray beam employed

originated in a Rôntgen tube with copper anode, supplied with a

10 mA current with 35 kv tension. The beam was made parallel

through a fixed Soller slit and then monochromatic through a

nickel filtre.

The diffraction spectrum was continuously investigated

by means of a Geiger-Miiller counter, set on a texture goniometer.

Figure 1 shows spectra obtained for the four samples that had

'been crumbled and pressed under the form of pills.

Rontgenograms were planimetered and the crystallinity

index was calculated according to the methods of [3,5].
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Small-angle diffraction was carried out only for the

drav/n cable, using a KPM-1 Cu-Ka chamber, Ni filtre.

For the study of fibres by electron microscopy,

sections of polythylene terephthalate fibres were investigated b^

means of a TESLA B S 513-A type electron microscope. Sections

were cut with an LKB III ultraraicrotom. The thickness of sections

o
ranged between 600 and 800 A, as estimated by interference.

The method of replicas was also employed. It consisted

in the use of a glass slide on which a thin collodium layer

deposited and was left to harden for about 45 minutes. The fibre-

chemically corroded beforehand on liquid nitrogen - was thon

placed on the slide, pressed with another slide and left to dry

up.

The corroding of the fibre in liquid nitrogen was

performed by introducing the fibre in nitrogen and then deicing

it, some 25-30 times.

When the collodium film driad, the fibre was removed

and a very thin layer of spectral coal deposited under vacuum

(10~ mm Hg). Silver shadowing under an angle of 19-20° then

occurred.

The replica thus obtained was placed on the microscope

grid and it was studied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The obtained rontgenograme are shown in figure 1 where

maxima characteristic of crystalline substances are standing out.

The obtained values were recorded in table 1-. It can be seen that

the degree of crystallinity is the highest for the last three

samples in the process of drawing, setting and crimping, while

for the spun cable the diffractogram is characteristic of the

amorphous structure.
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Fig. 1.

The diffraction spectra
of the polyethylene-
terephthalate samples

Fig. 2

Model fibre

25
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10 20 30 40 50 60 X> SO

Fig. 3

The diffraction spectrum at smaJ
angles diffraction for sample 2
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Table 1

Type of sample Decree of crystallinity
a %

Dearee of
orientation

1. Spun cable

2. Drawn cable

3. Cable after setting

4. Cable before crimping

amorphous

44

40

31

0 ,941

0 ,917

0,896

The separate influence of the degree of orientation and

crystallinity, respectively, is not easy to determine, because of

the overlapping of the effects of crystallinity, orientation and

morphological structure.

The morphological structure of the fibre was determined

using small angle diffraction. The latest studies on the supra-

molecular structure of oriented semi-crystalline polymers per-

mitted to establish that these are formed of amorphous and

crystalline portions, alternating more or less regularly according

to the model of figure 2. The periodicity in the alternation of

amorphour and crystalline domains.(the so-called high periodicity)

results in the appearance of the reflection maximum in the small

angle diffractogram, as seen in figure 3.

The position of the reflection maxima is given by

relation

where !

(l)

û - magnitude of high period;

tp - angle for which reflection maxima are obtained

n - order of the maximum - in our case 1

X - wavelength of the radiation, in our case X C u~ K
a

o
1.53 A.

Based on relation (l).and on the position of the
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diffraction maximum as shown in figure 3, the magnitude of the
o

high period was determined and found to be D = 100 A.

The content of crystalline fraction of the samples was

determined from X-rays diffraction diagram, using the following

relation.

62

a = i / Ic(G)de

where :

a - degree of crystallinity;

9 - the angle of diffraction;

Ic(6) - the intensity from crystalline spectrum correspond-

ing for the diffraction angle 6.

Small angle diffraction was carried out only for the

drawn cable using a KPM-1 CU-K^ chamber. Ni filtre.

The real structure of fibres is, very complex and any

diagram or word description is unavoidably simplified or idealized.

Models are useful concepts that should not be mistaken for the

perfect image of the solid state of a polymer. Difficulties met

in randering the fine structure of polymers account for the great

number of models and representations offered throughout the years.

We think that 'the model shown in figure 2, [6] for

oriented polymers gives satisfactory results.

Thus between integral intensity in the case of small

angle diffraction and the other values characteristic of amorphous

and crystalline zones in the model considered by us, there is the

relation

-> h_ ^
lksin

2(* - Pa> (2)

where :

I - integral intensity measured in puls/s;
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p and p - densities corresponding to the crystalline

and amorphous zone, respectively;

h - magnitude of the crystalline rang*;

D - magnitudine of the high period.

The intensity distribution given by relation (2) is

close to that obtained experimentally.

The'third parameter characteristic of fibre structure is

the orientation factor (f c), determined from relation (3),

. 3<cos26> - l .
E c • 2 ' J'

The values obtained for the three crystalline samples

are listed in table 1. It is worthy of note that the orientation

factor is the highest for the drawn cable and f*r the cable before

crimping.

Results obtained by X-rays are corroborated by electron

microscopy observations.

Figure 4 presents the microphotograph of a section in a

monofilament of drawn cable. Though the fibre has a high degree of

orientation, and crystallinity, the section is homogeneous and does

not evince./ any kind of structure element.

To obtain structural elements of the fibre was used the

C-Ag replicas method. The mlcrophotograph of the replica obtained

for drawn cable is shown in figure 5.

It can be observed that in the case of the drawn cable

arrows point to morphological formations of a fibrillar type. This

finding fully agrees with that indicated by X-rays diffractograms,

fig. 1.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper has followed up the modifications of fina

structure parameters by X-ray diffraction at larg* and snail
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Fig- 4

The cross section of monofilament
of a drawn cable

Fig. 5

The replica of the surface of the sample 2
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angles and electron microscopy.

It is observed that the main factors which obviously

influence fine structure modifications are the temperature at

which the respective processes occur and the stress on the fibre.

The stage which influence major structure modifications of the

fibre is drawing.

In the case of the drawn cable, fibrillar-type morpho-

logical formations are observed.
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STUDY OF STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS IN THE STRETCHED

POLYPROPYLENE (PP) FILM FOR VARIOUS RATIOS

Sofia Melinte, M. Leancà, M. Moise and H. J'ateescu

Polytechnic Institute, lassy

INTRODUCTION

It is well established that the physico-chemical proper-

ties of polymer films are strongly influenced by molecule

orientation-. The degree of molecular orientation in the finished

film, an industrial product, can be controlled in two stages.

The first is the extrusion of ihe molten polymer and the cooling

of the formed film; the'second is the process of subsequent

treatment by which the film is stretched under certain tempe-

rature conditions.

The way of obtaining polymer films is very important

since during the formation process there simultaneously occur

two structural processes: molecular crystallization and orien-

tation. Molecule orientation towards the velocix. gradient and,

consequently, the degree of molecular orientation depend on the

stretching ratio and temperature conditions where stretching

was performed.

The obtei tion conditions determine important morpholo-

gical changes. Thus, the study of structure modifications in

the formation process of polymer films is of peculiar theore-

tical and practical interest.
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By measuring birefringence, X-ray diffraction and

density, the influence of the stretching ratio on molecular

orientation and crystallinity in isotactic polypropylene films

was followed up. Moreover, some data obtained by electron

microscopy permitted to state conclusions relative to the

morphology of fprmation of supermolecular structure.

EXPERIMENTAL

Polypropylene films were obtained on a micropilot of

polymer molten at 190°C and stretched for ratios ranging between

3 and 6, at a temperature of 140°C. The temperature in the

stretching area was ensured by passing the polymer film on a

plate heated at 140°C and placed between stretching rolls.

X-ray diffraction diagrams were recorded in Debye

Scherrer chambers at a Roentgen TUR M-62 installation. The X-ray

beam originated from a Roentgen tube with Cu anode and Ni filter,

fed at 40 kV and 35 mA. The intensity azimuthal distribution was

obtained by film luicrophotometry.

Birefringence measurements were performed in

monochromatic light (A = 546 nm) under a polarizing microscope,

equipped with an Ehringhaus type compensator, by the compensa-

tion method.

Film densities were determined in a gradient density

column with methanol-water. Measurements were performed at a

temperature of 30°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Crystallite orientation distribution in the studied

samples has axial symmetry. The orientation function, <cos

is obtained by azimuthal orientation of film reflexions.

Intensities determined by azimuthal exploration of reflexions
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(110) and (040) were used to calculate <cos2*>ko . It is defined

as:

X?°° 2
cos $ • sin

i*o 180o
/
o

where <f> is the angle between the stretching direction and the

normal to the considered plane. The orientation function for the

axis of the polymer chain <cos a> (CT being the angle between the

stretching direction and the axis of the polymer chain) is

obtained from the relation:

<cos2a> = 1 - 0.901<cos2<f>> - 1.099<cos2*> (2)
040 110

resulting from the generalized Wilchinsky model (1).

Azimuthal distribution of intensity resulting from the

microphotometry of films is presented in Figs. 1 and 2.

The orientation functions were calculated by means of

relations (1) and (2) and results are plotted in Fig. 3.
2 2

In the graph from Pig. 3 <cos <f>> and <cos o> refer to

the orientation of the equatorial reflex (hko) as to the

stretching direction and to that of the polymer chain axis

respectively.

Based on the accepted biphasic model, one separated the

contribution to birefringence of the amorphous and crystalline

ranges :

£ ^ (3)
where indices c and am refer to the crystalline and amorphous

ranges, X is the crystallinity degree, f is the orientation

factor, A° is the intrinsic birefringence (A° * 33.1 10"3, à°
c cun

46.8 10 ) (2) and A. is the form birefringence.
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Fig. 1. Intensity of the (110) reflex depending-on the angle
between the normal to the plane and the stretching direction

for the mentioned draw ratios
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Fig. 2. The intensity of reflex (040)'depending on the angle
between the normal to the plane and the stretching direction

for the mentioned draw ratios
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The crystalline orientation factor was determined by relation:

= (3<cos2o> -

where <cos o> is given by relation (2).

The factor of amorphous orientation f was determined

by relation (3) by neglecting form birefringence since it is very

low as against the other terms.

The results obtained are shown in table 1.

Table 1

Draw

3

4

5

6

Density

g/cm

0.9055

0.9060

0.9052

0.9062

nity X

0.6833

0.6944

0.6844

0.6968

B irefringence
Aj, * 10-3

12.40

21.24

26.24

28.20

<cos2*>

0.755

0.835

0.928

0.968

fc

0.6325

0.7525

0.8920

0.9520

f

-0

+0

+0

+0

am

.138

.276

.392

.440

The contributions of the amorphous and crystalline area

to the birefringence of polypropylene (PP) films for various

stretching ratios are shown in figure 4.

To reveal certain superstructure aspects, the stretched

PP film at various ratios (X = 4; 5 and 6) was submitted to a

corrosion process before taking the superficial replica.

It was presumed that corrosion affects only the

amorphous range and that the crystalline one is not modified. For

this reason, ionic bombardment and KOH corrosion were used. In

the case of ion bombardment, even for low-energy density of

plasma discharge, a superficial melt was observed»- which fully

marks polymer structure, as noticed also by Sakaoku /3/. KOH

corrosion was satisfactory. Results are recorded in Fig. 5 for

,'. '- 4; 5; 6.

The findings of electron microscopy point to a fibrous
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Pig. 3.. Orientation func-
tions depending on the
draw ratios for polypro-

pylene samples

Fig. 4. Total, amor-
phous and crystalline
birefringence of the
PP film stretched at

various ratios

X = 4 X = 5 X = 6

Fig. 5. Electron micrograph of a surface replica of isotactic
polypropylene stretched to a draw ratio A =4; 5; 6
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structure of the PP film. Fibres are oriented in the stretching

direction or under a certain angle to this direction. Orientation

rises v;ith the increase in the draw ratio, as shown both by x-ray

measurements and by birefringence, giving the orientation of both

crystalline and amorphous areas.

Table 1 shows that the increase of the drav; ratio is

paralleled by the rise in crystalline and amorphous orientation

factors (f and f ) as well as in total birefringence - which is

a measure of molecular orientation in the polymer.

The morphology of the fibrous material reveals as the

jasic structural element the microfibril. Electron micrographs of

surface replicas almost exclusively show very long ir.icrofibrils

strongly aligned to the stretching direction (Figs. 5 b and 5 c).

The fraction of fibrous structure increases with the

increasing draw ratio. This is seen by comparing the electron

micrograph of the isotactic polypropylene film surface replica,

with a draw ratio X = 4 (Fig. 5 a) and the micrographs of Fig.5b

and Fig. 5 c.

The amorphous orientation degree characterized in table

1 by the amorphous orientation factor fam increases proportional-

ly to the draw ratio.

The orientation of the crystalline lattice f (table 1)

'.juic.kly increases by stretching and comes closer to value 1 for

the draw ratio 5. Therefore, crystal lattice orientation is

almost completed starting with the draw ratio A = 5.

The formation of borders between adjacent fihrils

favours the formation of longitudinal voids. This accounts for

the low strength of one-way oriented films when the force is

oriented according to the cross direction; they have high

strength in the orientation direction. Besides, the rise of one-
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way oriented polypropylene films for fibrillation with a view to

thread production has a structural explanation.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial spherolitic structure of isotactic'

polypropylene films changes as a result of their plastic defor-

mation.

The fibrous structure fraction increases with the draw

ratio. Interfibrillar ranges, formed by molecules binding

adjacent microfibrils, also develop.

Along interfibrillar borders there occur voids which

have a special role in lending properties to the film.

Amorphous orientation rises proportionally to the draw

degree while the crystal lattice orientation quickly grows and is

almost completed for X = 5.
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STUDY OF THE STRUCTURE OF

POLYETHYLENETEREPHTALATE (PET) FILMb

Sofia Melinte, M. Leancâ, M. Moise, N. Mateescu

Polytechnic Institute, Iassy

INTRODUCTION

Polyethyleneterephtalate is a polycrystalline polymer

with orders at the molecular and interlamellar level /1-7/. In

the process of obtaining the PET.film, the character of this

initial structure is modified. It is certain that the mechanical

properties of the PET films depend on their peculiar structural

arrangement.

In the process of polymer stretching, there occur

structural modifications (detected by X-ray diffraction) which

are reflected in the superstructure, as revealed by electron

microscopy.

EXPERIMENTAL

The paper studies three types of PET rilms, taken from

the stages of the technological process of obtention of two-way

stretched films: extruded ones, one-way stretched ones and two-

way stretched ones.

With a view to revealing supermolecular structure

formations, the technique of plasma corrosion was utilized for

electron microscopy analyses /I/. The characteristic parameters

of the plasma generators us3d were: pressure of argon activation
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,-32 • 10 torr, frequency 30 MH^, with a current intensity of

120 m& for a "tension of 50 V. The corrosion tine -v30 «in. After

corrosion, raplicas of C-Ag were taken.

X-ray wide angle diffraction diagrams were obtained by

means of a TUB H-62 generator in Debye Scherrer chambers with Cu

anode and Ni filter.

Thermodifferential analyses were performed in a Mettler

apparatus. Breaking strength was determined on an Instron type

testing machine for 20°C. Densities were determined by the method

of the gradient column.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The replica of the extruded PET film (Fig. 1 a) points

to modular fields, a result in agreement with the latest

researches /7/ which have shown that amorphous polymers are not

homogeneous at a microscopic level.

The amorphous PET film is' also characterized by low

density and crystallinity values which rise in proportion as the

orientation increases in the process of one-way and two-way

stretching (table 1).

The influence of the thermal treatment on the molecular

superstructure of the PKT film is shown in Fig. 1 b. The thermal

treatment is seen to considerably modify the initial structure

(Fig. 1 a ) .

The micrograph in Fig. 1 b reveals a typical spheroli-

tic structure altogether different from results obtained for the

other samples.

Figure 2 is a micrograph of the one-way stretched PET

film. One may notice that the stretching process occurs at the

same tine as range orientation, normal to the stretching direc-

tion. This finding agrees with that of other authors /I,10/.
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a) b)
Fig. 1. Surface replica for the extruded PET film: a) amorphous;

b) crystallizet at 140°C, 3 h

Table 1

Sample

Extruded film

One-way stretched

two-way stretched

film

film

Density

(g/cm3)

1.342

1.363

1.336

Crystaïlinity

by density %

10.95

27.39

43.8

Crystaïlinity

by DTA %

10

25.5

32

Fig. 2. Surface replica for the
one-way stretched PET film
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Fig. 3. Surface replica for the
two-way, stretched PET film

a)

,0" ?'f iÛO

b)

Fig. 4. Roentgen diagrams of some PET films:
a) extruded film; b) extruded film isother-
mally crystallized for 180°C, 160 hours

Fig. 5. Roentgen diagrams of the one-way
stretched PET film: a) direction of the
incident beam, normal to the stretching
direction; b) direction of the incident
beam, parallel to the stretching direction
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In the case of two-way stretched film (Fig. 3), the

same orientation phenomenon appears; but occurring in two

directions, orientation is less pronounced.

The obtained results point to a correlation between the

superstructure and the stretching process, orientation being more

pronounced in the case of the one-way stretched film and a

uniformization tendency occurring for the two-way stretched one.

"She study cannot be completed without revealing the

internal morphological changes that occur during stretching and

two-way stretching. These internal modifications were revealed by

X-ray wide angle diffraction. The correlation of electron

microscopy results with X-ray ones will yield a fuller picture of

the internal and supermolecular structure of PET films submitted

to the one-way and two-way stretching process.

Diffraction diagrams (Fig. 4 a, b), obtained for the

extruded film and for the same isothermally crystallized sample

at 180°C for 160 hours, at a pressure of 10~3 torr, point to a

structure typical for the amorphous polymer (Fig. 4 a ) , while in

the case of the crystallized sample (Fig. 4 b ) , the structure is

characteristic of the partially crystalline samples, with a high

order degree and a statistical distribution corresponding to the

isotropic orientation of the crystallites.

Diffraction diagrams for the one-way stretched PET film

- two-way stretched respectively - are shown in figures 5 and 6.

To correlate the results obtained in the case of the

one-way stretched film with those found for the PET thread, where

it is known that orientation is uniaxial. Fig. 7 presents the

diffraction diagram of a PST thread, stretched-textured.

The analysis of the diagrams of the PET film (Fig. 5 a}

and thread (Fig. 7) points out that the two diagrams are
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approximately identical and reveals that the distribution of

crystallite orientation corresponds to an axial orientation.

A careful analysis of the diagram shown in Fig. 5 b

points to the fact that orientation in the one-way stretched film

deviates from this type of distribution since plane (100) is

preferentially distributed in the film plane and tends to a

uniplanar axial type orientation.

The two-way stretched PET film (Fig. 6 a) is charac-

terized by uniplanar orientation, as confirmed by the non-uniform

azimuthal distribution of the plane (010). Diagram presented in

Figs. 6 b and 6 c lead to the same conclusion. They are approxi-

mately identical, lack the reflex to plane (010), but in return

have pronounced equatorial reflexes from plane ilOO).

The comparison of electron microscopy data with X-ray

ones points out that internal morphological modifications' re-

vealed by X-rays - uniplanar axial orientation for the one-way

stretched film, uniplanar orientation for the two-way stretched

one - are reflected in the molecular superstructure set off under

the electron microscope.

The results obtained agree to those of other authors

/I, 7, 10/, to the effect that amorphous and partially crystal-

line polymers have a globular structure wnich is deformed and

oriented during the stretching process. These structural

modifications are mirrored also by some mechanical properties

such as breaking strength.

F:rom the distribution of the breaking strength as a

function of the stretching direction for the three types of PET

film (Figs. 8, 9 and 10), it follows that in the case of the

extruded PET film (Fig. 8) the breaking strength value is the

same for various angles between the direction of the force and
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oio y/o too

Fig. 6. Wide angle diffrac-
tion taken on a sample of
polyethyleneterephthal-ate
with the one-way stretching
direction along axis Z and
the two-way stretching
direction along axis Y.
The X-ray beam v/as directed
along the axis indicated

with an arrow

Pig. 7. Diffraction diagram of a PET
thread, stretched-textured
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daN
mm*-

20 40 60 80 fOO 6 0 20 40 60 SO KO

Fig. 8. Breaking strength
as a function of the
angle between the stress
direction and the stret-
ching directions for the
nonoriented PET film

Fig. 9. Breaking strength
as a function of the
angle between the stress
direction and the stret-
ching direction for the
PET uniaxially oriented

film

0 SO « 60 80 KO 0

Fig. 10. Breaking strength as a
function of the angle between the
stress direction and the first
stretching direction in the bi-
axially oriented PET film
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the stretching direction..As the same value is obtained for

angles ranging between 0 and 90°, it results that the extruded

film is isotropic. (

Breaking strength increases with orientation (Fig. 9Î

The highest value is obtained for the stretching direction of

2 2
22 daN/mm , minimum 3,5 daN/mm for a normal direction to the
stretching direction.

Fig. 10 which shows breaking strength for the two-way

stretched PET film points out that breaking strength has the same

value after the first stretching'tdireçtion, as in the case of- the

uniaxial orientation, and a much lower value a#ter the second

stretching direction, yet higher than that obtained for ïhe

uniaxially oriented film.

CONCLUSIONS

trom a roentgenor-ifSphic standpoint, the one-way

stretched PET film shows a crystallite orientation distribution

which differs from thread orientation. Thus, plane (100) distri-

bution as to the film surface is maximum for the parallel

position. This type of orientation is intermediate between axial

and uniplanar"axial orientation. The amount of uniplanar axial

orientation is small.

At films in two-way stretching, there occurs a strong

parallelism of plane (100) to the film surface. Also, axis c

tends to a uniform distribution in the film plane. This type of

orientation is the closest to the ideal uniplanar orientation.

Structural data agree to the breaking strength. Thus

the one-way amorphously structured film has an approximately

isotropic distribution of the modules in the .film plane and,

hence, isotropic properties depending on the stretching direction

in the film p)»nç.
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Crystallinity indexes different from zero, determined

by OTA and density, are probably due to an order degree at small

distance in the module» and to the orientation occurring in the

extrusion process. A weak orientation in' the extruded film is

also revealed by the increase of the breaking strength in this

film, in the direction of the machine.

For the one-way stretched film, the data of the

structural analyses are also in agreement to the distribution

resulting from breaking strength determinations. High breaking

strength in the direction of one-way stretching is due to the

film orientation and crystallization. Moreover, the values

obtained for all measurement directions increase as against the

extruded film, which points to a more compact packing of macro-

molecular chains. The approximately Gauss decrease of the

breaking strength agrees with the symmetry of crystallite orien-

tation distribution in the film plane.

In the case of the two-way stretched film, values found

for the breaking strength get uniform. Besides, the distribution

of crystallite orientation in the plane tends to uniformization.

Moreover, the order degree in the polymer structure significantly

rises. This partly explains the values obtained for breaking

strength.
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